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QUASIMAPS TO QUIVERS WITH POTENTIALS

YALONG CAO AND GUFANG ZHAO

Abstract. This paper is concerned with a non-compact GIT quotient of a vector space, in the
presence of an abelian group action and an equivariant regular function (potential) on the quotient.
We define virtual counts of quasimaps from prestable curves to the critical locus of the potential,
and prove a gluing formula in the formalism of cohomological field theories.

The main examples studied in this paper is when the above setting arises from quivers with
potentials, where the above construction gives quantum correction to the equivariant Chow ho-
mology of the critical locus. Following similar ideas as in quasimaps to Nakajima quiver varieties
studied by the Okounkov school, we analyse vertex functions in several examples, including Hilbert
schemes of points on C3, moduli spaces of perverse coherent systems on the resolved conifold, and
a quiver which defines higher sl2-spin chains. Bethe equations are calculated in these cases.

The construction in the present paper is based on the theory of gauged linear sigma models as
well as shifted symplectic geometry of Pantev, Toën, Vaquie and Vezzosi, and uses the virtual pull-
back formalism of symmetric obstruction theory of Park, which arises from the recent development
of Donaldson-Thomas theory of Calabi-Yau 4-folds.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. In this paper, we study “counting maps” from Riemann surfaces (or algebraic
curves) to GIT quotient targets, continuing from the theory of gauged linear sigma model (GLSM)
[Witt, FJR2, CFGKS, KL2, TX, FK] as well as its predecessor, the theory of quasimaps [CiK1,
CiKM] and Gromov-Witten theory [KM, RT]. More specifically, we are interested in maps whose
target is the critical locus Critpφq of a regular function φ on a GIT quotient X of a vector space.
The precise setup is reviewed below. We focus on examples when the GIT quotient X comes from
a quiver and φ comes from a potential of the quiver [Gin, DWZ, King].

From representation theoretic point of view, moduli spaces of framed representations of quivers
with potentials have been considered to be analogues of Nakajima quiver varieties [Nak1]. This
setting is flexible enough to include non-fundamental representations of simply-laced quantum groups
[BZ, VV] as well as possibly non-simply-laced quantum groups [YZ], but is also structured enough
to afford explicit descriptions of the quantum groups [Ne]. From enumerative geometry point of
view, the virtual count of maps from an algebraic curve to a Nakajima quiver variety is an analogue
of Donaldson-Thomas theory of a 3-fold [Oko]. Taking this analogy one step further, the virtual
count of maps from an algebraic curve to a quiver with potential is an analogue of Donaldson-
Thomas theory of a 4-fold. The present paper wishes to take the latter perspective, and uses the
recent progress in Donaldson-Thomas theory of Calabi-Yau 4-folds [OT, Par1], which is based on
the shifted symplectic geometry in the sense of Pantev, Toën, Vaquie, and Vezzosi [PTVV] and local
Darboux theorem of Bouaziz and Grojnowski [BG], Brav, Bussi and Joyce [BBJ].

As will be elaborated in §1.7, the problem of virtual counting in the present paper, although
coming from a completely different physical background, fits into similar mathematical framework
as the theory of gauged linear sigma model (GLSM). The methods used in the literature studying
GLSM (e.g., [KL2, CFGKS, FK]) involve difficult constructions of various ambient spaces, which
are interesting and beautiful on their own. The approach in the present paper, however, takes a
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different perspective, and is based on derived algebraic geometry [Lur, TV] and shifted symplectic
geometry [PTVV]. Because of this more intrinsic point of view, we expect the method developed
in this paper to be useful to establish cohomological field theory (CohFT) for more general targets
which have p´1q-shifted symplectic derived structures (see §5.7 for more details).

We point out that from the point of view of Donaldson-Thomas type theory of 4-folds, it is
interesting to consider a non-Calabi-Yau 4-fold with an anticanonical divisor, which typically appears
in a family of degeneration of Calabi-Yau 4-folds. Counting maps from a curve with marked points
to a moduli of sheaves on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold gives an example of (relative) Donaldson-Thomas
4-fold invariants, which had not been previously defined. Because of this connection, we expect the
construction of this paper to be helpful in establishing a gluing formula for such invariants, which
we wish to elaborate in a future investigation.

In the rest of the introduction, we give a more detailed summary of the results, and briefly explain
the methods.

1.2. Moduli of quasimaps. Let W be a complex vector space endowed with an action of the
product H “ G ˆ F of two complex reductive groups with F being commutative. Let

φ :W Ñ C

be a H-equivariant regular function on W with H-action on C given by a nontrivial character
χ : F Ñ C˚. Fixing a character θ of G, by abuse of notation, we denote

φ : X :“ W {{θG Ñ C

to be the descent regular function on the smooth GIT quotient, which is invariant under the action
of Calabi-Yau subtorus F0 :“ pKerχq.

Let R : C˚ Ñ F be a group morphism, called R-charge (Definition 2.5) with Rχ :“ χ ˝ R. For
simplicity of exposition, we assume KerRχ “ t1u to avoid dealing with the general theory of stable
maps from orbicurves by Abramovich and Vistoli [AbV].

A genus g, n-pointed R-twisted quasimaps to X is a quadruple
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
, where

pC, p1, . . . , pnq is a prestable genus g, n-pointed curve, P is a principal pG ˆ C˚q-bundle on C with
an isomorphism κ : P {GˆC˚ Rχ – ωlog, and u : P ˆpGˆC˚q pGˆRq Ñ W is a pGˆ F q-equivariant
map. Here

ωlog :“ ωC

˜
nÿ

i“1

pi

¸

is the log-canonical bundle of C. The class of such a quadruple is an integer-valued function

β P HomZpXpGq,Zq, βpξq :“ degCpPG ˆG Cξq,

on the character group XpGq, given by the degree of the principal G-bundle PG :“ P {C˚.
The above quadruple

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
is called stable1 if

(1) the image of u lies in the (open) stable locus W s on the entire C but finitely many (possibly
none) points, the so-called base points;

(2) base points are away from the markings and nodes;
(3) ωlog b Lǫθ is ample for every rational number ǫ ą 0, where Lθ “ P {C˚ ˆG Cθ.

We denoteQM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq to be the moduli stack of genus g, n-pointed stableR-twisted quasimaps

to X of class β. This is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type (Theorem 2.11).
Via the embedding Critpφq ãÑ X , we have a closed substack

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq ãÑ QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq

of corresponding quasimaps to Critpφq. This moduli stack is the main focus of the present paper.

When the torus fixed locus CritpφqF0 is proper,QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βqF0 is also proper, which follows

directly by combining works of Fan, Jarvis, Ruan [FJR2] and Kim [Kim] (ref. Theorem 2.14).

1One can consider more general ǫ-stability as in [CiKM, §7.1], where in the present paper we restrict to 0`-stability.
Most results in this paper extend directly to the general stability.
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1.3. Virtual structures. By forgetting the map u in the quasimap data, we obtain a map

(1.1) QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq Ñ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

to the smooth Artin stack Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
of principal pHR :“ GˆC˚q-bundles P on genus g, n-pointed

prestable curves C together with an isomorphism κ : P ˆHR
Rχ – ωlog.

We also have the product of evaluation maps at the marked points

(1.2) evn :“ ev1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ evn : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq Ñ Critpφqn ãÑ Xn.

Combining maps (1.1), (1.2), we obtain a map (Eqn. (4.21)):

f : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq Ñ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnX

n.

Denote Zp‘nφq to be the zero locus of the function:

‘
nφ : Xn Ñ C, p‘

nφqpx1, . . . , xnq :“
nÿ

i“1

φpxiq.

We construct a pullback morphism using the map f .

Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 4.11, Definition 4.13) The map f has a canonical symmetric obstruction
theory in the sense of Park [Par1], which is isotropic after base change via Zp‘nφq ãÑ Xn.

In particular, there is a square root virtual pullback
a
f ! : AF0

˚

´
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnZp‘

nφq
¯

Ñ AF0
˚

´
QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq

¯
.

We recollect basics of isotropic symmetric obstruction theory and square root virtual pullback
in §4.1 and apply it to our setting in §4.2. We prove several properties of this pullback in §4.3,
which arises from the context of CohFT axioms. The key idea behind this theorem is to consider

the derived mapping stack as a derived enhancement of the moduli stack QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq.

Then the restriction of the (relative) derived cotangent complex to the classical truncation gives the
desired obstruction theory. To check the isotropic condition, it is enough to work on the base change

of f under any chart SpecK Ñ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnX

n. On the derived enhancement of any such

base change, we construct a (canonical) p´2q-shifted symplectic structure in the sense of Pantev,
Toën, Vaquie, and Vezzosi [PTVV] (Theorems 3.19, 3.26), and then use a (relative) local Darboux
theorem of Bouaziz and Grojnowski [BG], Brav, Bussi and Joyce [BBJ] to conclude the isotropic
property after the specified base-change (Proposition 3.27).

The construction of shifted symplectic structures is explained in §3.3 and §3.5, where we give a
Alexandrov-Kontsevich-Schwarz-Zaboronsky (AKSZ)-type construction for twisted mapping stacks
from domains of arbitrary dimension (Theorem 3.19) as well as twisted mapping stacks from curves
with marked points (Theorem 3.26). These are two variants of [PTVV, Thm. 2.5] which may be of
independent interest.

1.4. Quasimap invariants and gluing formula. When 2g ´ 2 ` n ą 0, we consider the compo-
sition

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
Ñ Mg,n

st
ÝÑ Mg,n

of the forgetful map and the stablization map to the Deligne-Mumford moduli stack Mg,n of stable
curves, which is flat. Composing it with the smooth map

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnZp‘

nφq Ñ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆZp‘

nφq,

we obtain a flat map

ν : Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnZp‘

nφq Ñ Mg,n ˆ Zp‘
nφq,

and its pullback ν˚. We then define a group homomorphism (Definition 5.5):

(1.3) Φg,n,β :“ p˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ ν˚ ˝ b : A˚pMg,nq bAF0

˚ pZp‘
nφqq Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc,

where p˚ : AF0
˚ pQM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βqq Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc is the equivariantly localized pushforward
map for the projection p, defined using Eqn. (A.2) and the equivariant properness (Theorem 2.14).

Further plug-in the fundamental class rMg,ns, we define Gromov-Witten type invariants for Critpφq
(Definition 5.6).
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The map (1.3) has several nice properties. We state the following gluing formula in the formalism
of CohFT (e.g. [KM, RT, P])2. Fix n “ n1 ` n2, g “ g1 ` g2, there is a gluing morphism

ι :Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1 Ñ Mg,n.

Note also that any class in AF0
˚ pZp‘n1φq ˆ Zp‘n2φqq can be considered as an element in AF0

˚ pZp‘nφqq
with n “ n1 ` n2 by the pushforward of the obvious inclusion.

Theorem 1.2. (Theorem 5.7) Let γ P Im
´
AF0

˚ pZp‘n1φq ˆ Zp‘n2φqq Ñ AF0
˚ pZp‘nφqq

¯
be in the

image, α P A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1q and η P AF0
˚

`
Zp‘2φq

˘
be the anti-diagonal class (5.5). Then

(1.4) Φg,n,βppι˚αq b γq “
ÿ

β1`β2“β
pΦg1,n1`1,β1

b Φg2,n2`1,β2
q pα b pγ b ηqq,

where Φg1,n1`1,β1
b Φg2,n2`1,β2

is defined similarly as (1.3) in Eqn. (5.3).

The proof of the above gluing formula makes use of the functoriality of square root virtual
pullbacks which is explained in §5.2. In §5.3, we use this formula to prove a Witten-Dijkgraaf-
Verlinde-Verlinde (WDVV)-type equation (Theorem 5.11).

1.5. Quantum critical cohomology. Consider the perverse sheaf ϕφ of vanishing cycles of φ and
F0-equivariant cohomology of X valued in ϕφ (ref. §A.2, §A.5):

(1.5) HF0
pX,ϕφq,

also called critical cohomology. This cohomology emerges naturally from several different sources: (1)
it is the fundamental object in the theory of perverse sheaves and singularities [BBD, KaSc]; (2) when
F0 “ t1u, it is the state space3 of the so-called gauged linear sigma models (GLSM); (3) it is related
to the cohomological Donaldson-Thomas theory of Calabi-Yau 3-categories [KS, BBBJ, KL1], and
Kontsevich-Soibelman critical cohomology [KS] of quivers with potentials.

Viewing (1.5) as the state space of some physical system, it is interesting and important to
introduce quantum corrections to it. To be precise, we expect to have a commutative diagram:

(1.6) A˚pMg,nq bAF0
˚ pCritpφqqbn

Φalg

g,n,β //

pid ˆcanq˝cl
��

AF0
˚ pptqloc

– cl

��
HBM pMg,nq bHF0

pX,ϕφqbn Φtop

g,n,β // HBM
F0

pptqloc.

Here cl is the cycle map from Chow homology to Borel-Moore (BM) homology, can is the canon-
ical map (ref. Eqn. (A.8)) from BM homology to the critical cohomology and p´qloc denotes the

localization with respect to the field AF0
˚ pptqloc of fractions of A

F0
˚ pptq. Horizontal maps encode the

information of quantum corrections and are expected to satisfy properties in the so-called cohomo-

logical field theory (CohFT). By using proper pushforward via Critpφqn ãÑ Zp‘nφq, the map Φalg
g,n,β

can be obtained from (1.3) (which is based on Theorem 1.1).

We expect that the map Φtop
g,n,β can be constructed using a F0-equivariant version of the work of

Favero-Kim [FK] which is based on the method of fundamental factorizations due to Polishchuk-
Vaintrob [PV]. For the purpose of calculations, it is reasonable to expect interesting classes of critical

cohomology often coming from algebraic cycles in AF0
˚ pCritpφqq. Therefore the method developed in

this paper will be useful to find values of such classes under the provisional map Φtop
g,n,β .

In §5.6, we discuss two cases where we can define the bottom map in diagram (1.6) using methods
of this paper. The first case (see Settings 5.13) is when

φ|XF0 “ 0,

which is motivated by the compact type condition in [FJR2, Def. 4.1.4]. The second case is motivated
by the geometric phase in [CFGKS, Def. 1.4.5] the details of which are in Settings 5.15. The common
features of these two cases are that (i) the (localized) critical cohomology is isomorphism to the

2The more accurate terminology in the present setting is Chow field theory (ChowFT) following [P, §1.4].
3Here for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when the GIT quotient is a variety so one does not need

inertia stack construction in Chen-Ruan’s theory of orbifold cohomology [CR, AGV].
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(localized) Borel-Moore homology of some associated space (Proposition 5.14, Eqn. (5.24)), and (ii)
the class η of the anti-diagonal ∆̄ : X Ñ Zp‘2φq (4.29) can be written as

η “ ηi b ηi P HF0
pX,ϕφqb2

loc

in the localized critical cohomology (ref. Lemma 5.16). One can then define quasimap classes (Def-
inition 5.17) and in particular a quantum product structure on the critical cohomology:

(1.7) ˚ : HF0
pX,ϕφqloc bHF0

pX,ϕφqloc Ñ HF0
pX,ϕφqlocrrzss.

The WDVV type equation implies the associativity of this product.

Theorem 1.3. (Corollary 5.22) The operation (1.7) defines an associative multiplication.

1.6. A variant of quasimaps, vertex functions, and Bethe equations. There is a variant of
quasimaps where one allows relative points on the domain curve C and parametrizes a component
C0 of C by a fixed curve D [CiKM, CiK1]. We concentrate on the case when C has genus 0 (see
Definition 6.1). There is a similar construction of the map (1.3) in this setting (see §6.1, §6.2), which
possesses nice properties including gluing and degeneration formulae (see §6.3). Note in this case,
we do not need KerpRχq “ 1 or using twisted stable maps of [AbV] as the data of principal F -bundle
is fixed, and hence so is the r-Spin structures occurring in the theory of balanced twisted maps.

Following works of the Okounkov school [Oko, PSZ, KZ, KPSZ] on quasimaps to Nakajima quiver
varieties, we introduce in the setting of the present paper (i.e. on critical loci) several invariants de-
fined using such quasimaps with parametrized component (see §6.4). Among them, we have operators
Mαpzq, Jpzq (Definitions 6.6, 6.5 (4)) which satisfy a quantum differential equation (Theorem 6.7),
and the vertex function (Definition 6.5 (1)) defined using certain twisted quasimaps from P1 to the
critical locus (see Remark 6.3). In §6.5.1, we explain in the two cases mentioned in §1.5, how Mαpzq
(resp. Jpzq) can be viewed as a quantum connection (resp. a gauge transformation for the quantum
connection).

When the critical locus Critpφq is the Hilbert scheme HilbnpC3q of n-points on C3 with Calabi-
Yau torus action F0 – pC˚q2 (see Example 2.3), we show (in Proposition 7.1) that the moduli
space of twisted quasimaps with a parametrized component P1 is isomorphic to the moduli space of
Pandharipande-Thomas stable pairs on the total space

(1.8) TotP1pL1 ‘ L2 ‘ L3q

of the direct sum of three lines bundles with Calabi-Yau condition L1 b L2 b L3 – ωP1 . Moreover
quasimap invariants of the formal agrees with stable pair invariants of the Calabi-Yau 4-fold (1.8)
(ref. Lemma 7.9 and [CMT, §5.2]).

In Propositions 7.10, 7.12, we compute the vertex function of HilbnpC3q explicitly, in terms of
both a power series and a certain contour integral. We also calculate the saddle point equation of
the integrant.

Theorem 1.4. (Proposition 7.13) The saddle point equation of the integrant is given by

z “
1

si

3ź

s“1

ź

j‰i

si ´ sj ´ ~s

si ´ sj ` ~s
, i “ 1, . . . , n.

Here z is a normalization of the Kähler variable, t~su
3
s“1 are equivariant variables of the torus F0

with
ř
s ~s “ 0.

Recall that the F0-equivariant critical cohomology of
š
n Hilb

npC3q is a representation of the

1-shifted affine Yangian Y1pxgl1q as constructed by [RSYZ2] (see also [RSYZ1]). Motivated by [AO,
PSZ], which is based on the work of Nekrasov and Shatashvili [NS1], we expect the above saddle point

equation coincides with the Bethe equation of Y1pxgl1q, which has not been studied by representation
theorists (see §7.6 for more detailed discussions and [GLY] for a related study from physical point
of view). The saddle point equation should also describe eigenvalues of quantum multiplications by
quantum line bundles (ref. §6.5.3).

Besides HilbnpC3q, we also calculate vertex functions and corresponding saddle point equations
for some other quivers with potentials, including the one that defines perverse coherent systems on
the resolved conifold OP1p´1,´1q (ref. §8.1), and those that define higher sl2-spin chains (ref. §8.2).
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1.7. Connections to other works. The study of quasimap invariants of Nakajima quiver varieties
has obviously lead to exciting progress in many fields in mathematics, including 3d mirror symme-
try, symplectic duality, quantum q-geometric Langlands, etc. We are not positioned to survey the
development here. On the other hand, from the perspective of representation theory of quantum
groups, it has become increasingly clear that quivers with potentials provide geometric realizations
of equally interesting representations [BZ, RSYZ2, VV, YZ]. As mentioned above, one motivation of
the present paper is to set the scene for the investigation of quasimap invariants of quivers with po-
tentials, in search for analogue results or differences to the counterparts in Nakajima quiver varieties.
In a forthcoming investigation, we plan to show a dimensional reduction of quasimap invariants of
a quiver with potential to that of a Nakajima quiver variety (see §5.5).

The mathematical setup of the moduli spaces studied in the present paper is similar to that
studied in the GLSM setting [FJR2, KL2, CFGKS, FK]. In particular, when F “ C˚ (and xJy

in loc. cit. is trivial), the moduli stack QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq agrees with the one considered in

[FJR2, KL2]. Therefore, we expect the up-coming work of Kiem and Park [KP] to help with the
comparison of the invariants. It is also interesting to relate the construction here to works on GLSM
by Ciocan-Fontanine, Favero, Guéré, Kim, Shoemaker [CFGKS], and Favero and Kim [FK] (in view
of diagram (1.6)), which follow and extend the matrix factorization approach of Polishchuk and
Vaintrob [PV].

Nevertheless, the motivation of the present paper differs from that of GLSM. Physically, GLSM
studies Laudau-Ginzburg potentials, and hence mainly focuses on (smooth) compact critical loci.
Examples include quintic 3-folds and corresponding Landau-Ginzburg phase, with the aim of study-
ing enumerative geometry and mirror symmetry. The present paper is motivated by the study of
D-brane effective potentials, the critical loci of which are typically singular and non-compact (though
F0-fixed locus is compact, e.g. Hilbert schemes of points on C3). The latter fits into the framework
of cohomological Hall algebras and representations of quantum groups.

We also remark that in the present paper for simplicity of the exposition, we imposed several
simplifying albeit unnecessary conditions (i.e. KerpRχq “ 1 and G action on W s is free), which can
be removed via replacing prestable curves by more general orbicurves in the sense of Abramovich
and Vistoli [AGV, AbV], as did in the works of Cheong, Ciocan-Fontanine, Kim [CCK] in quasimap
theory and Fan, Jarvis, Ruan [FJR1, FJR2] in FJRW and GLSM setting.
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2. Moduli stacks of quasimaps

The theory of quasimaps began as a new way to compactify the mapping space of smooth curves
to GIT quotients, which is different from the Kontsevich moduli spaces of stable maps (see, e.g.,
[MOP, MM, Toda, CiK1, CiK2] and references therein). A standard reference for its foundation
is [CiKM]. In this section, we recall some basic notions of quasimaps to a GIT quotient and then
apply them to the special case we are interested in.

2.1. Set-up. We fix the setting of this paper.

Setting 2.1. Let W be a finite dimensional complex vector space, G be a complex reductive algebraic
group (referred as gauge group) and F be a complex torus (referred as flavor group). Assume there
is a group homomorphism H :“ G ˆ F Ñ GLpW q.
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Let θ P XpGq be a character of G which defines a stability condition on W [King, §2] so that the
θ-stable locus coincides with the θ-semi-stable locus:

W ss “ W s ‰ H,

on which G acts freely. In particular, the GIT quotient

W {{G :“ W s{G

is a smooth scheme and coincides with the quotient stack rW s{Gs.
Let χ : F Ñ C˚ be a nontrivial character and we extend it naturally to a character

χ : H Ñ C˚,

which does not depend on G. Define the Calabi-Yau torus F0 :“ Kerpχq as the kernel of χ : F Ñ C˚.
Let

φ ı 0 :W Ñ C

be an H-equivariant function with the action of H on C given by the character χ and

Critpφq Ď W

be the critical locus of φ, with an induced H-action. The stable locus is

Critpφqs “ Critpφq XW s

and
Critpφq{{G :“ Critpφqs{G

is the GIT quotient.
As closed subschemes of W , we assume there is a closed embedding Critpφq ãÑ Zpφq, where Zpφq

is the zero locus of φ.

Remark 2.2. We remark that the above assumption on closed embedding Critpφq ãÑ Zpφq is a
simplifying albeit unnecessary condition.

In general, φ is locally constant on the reduced scheme Critpφqred of Critpφq. Without loss of
generality, we may assume all critical values are zero, i.e. Critpφqred Ď Zpφq as sets. By Hilbert’s
Nullstellensatz, for some r ą 0, we have an embedding

Critpφq ãÑ Zpφrq

as closed subschemes of W . For all examples considered in this paper (see §7, §8), it is easy to check
that we can take r “ 1. When r ą 1, the results of this paper remain hold. We will mention the
modification of argument in corresponding sections.

Our main working example is the following:

Example 2.3. Let V “ Cn with G “ GLn acting in the natural way. Let

W “ V ‘ EndpV q‘3

with the induced G-action and an additional action of F “ pC˚q3 by scaling of the three endomor-
phisms. Let

φ :W Ñ C, pi, b1, b2, b3q ÞÑ trpb1rb2, b3sq,

which is invariant under G action and equivariant under F action (F acts on the target with weight
χ “ p1, 1, 1q). Let

θ : G Ñ C˚, g ÞÑ detpgq

be the character of G, used as the GIT stability condition. Then the stable locusW s is the open sub-
set ofW where the linear span of all vectors obtained by repeated applications of the endomorphisms
to the chosen vector v P V is the whole V .

The function φ descends to
φ :W {{G “ W s{G Ñ C

such that the critical locus satisfies (e.g. [BBS, pp. 131, Prop. 3.1])

Critpφq – HilbnpC3q.

The torus F descends to an action on Critpφq. By [BF2, Lem. 4.1], HilbnpC3qF “ HilbnpC3qF0 are
finite number of reduced points given by plane partitions/3d Young diagrams of size n.

More generally, we consider examples given by quivers with potentials [Gin, DWZ, King].
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Example 2.4. A quiver Q “ pI,Hq is a directed graph with I being the set of vertices and H the
set of arrows. For a dimension vector v “ pviqiPI P NI “ ZIě0, let

W “ ReppQ, vq :“
à

piÑjqPH
HompCvi ,Cvj q

be the affine space parameterizing representations of Q. A potential is a linear combination of cycles
in Q. Taking the trace of the potential defines a regular function φ :W Ñ C.

The groups G, F depend on additional data: a subset I0 of I called frozen vertices. Let

G “
ź

iPIzI0
GLvi ,

which act on W by changing the basis of Cvi for i P IzI0. Let

F “

˜ź

iPI0
GLvi

¸
ˆ pC˚qrkH1pQ,Zq,

where GLvi acts on W by changing the basis of Cvi for i P I0, and pC˚qrkH1pQ,Zq depends on a
choice of basis of H1pQ,Zq as cycles in the graph Q, with the action on W by scaling the arrows
constituting each of the cycles in the aforementioned basis. As F in Setting 2.1 is abelian, so here
we take the maximal abelian subgroup of the F above. This choice of F is inspired by the study of
Nakajima quiver varieties [Oko, §4.2.1]. The action of so-chosen F on W may not be an effective
action, and hence in practice we usually choose a subgroup of it as the flavor group.

Pictorially, we honor the tradition and draw frozen vertices as ˝ and thawed vertices as ˝. For
instance, consider the following quiver:

˝0
i // ˝1 b2

yy

b3

��

b1

XX

with dimension vector p1, nq, potential φ “ trpb1b2b3´b1b3b2q, frozen vertex I0 “ t0u and F “ pC˚q3

scaling bi’s, we get back exactly to Example 2.3.

2.2. Stacks of twisted maps. Recall that a prestable genus g, n-pointed curve overC is pC, p1, . . . , pnq
with C being a connected projective curve of arithmetic genus g, with at worst nodal singularities,
together with n distinct non-singular marked points p1, . . . , pn.

A map from C to the stack quotient rW {Hs is equivalent to a pair pPH , uq where PH is a principal
H-bundle on C and u is an H-equivariant map PH Ñ W . Let MappC, rW {Hsq be the Artin stack
of all maps from C to rW {Hs [Ols1] which has a forgetful map

MappC, rW {Hsq Ñ MappC, rpt{Hsq “ BunHpCq

to the smooth Artin stack BunHpCq of principal H-bundles PH on C.
The log-canonical bundle of a marked curve pC, p1, . . . , pnq is the line bundle

ωlog :“ ωC

˜
nÿ

i“1

pi

¸
.

Without causing confusion, the corresponding C˚-bundle is also denoted by ωlog.
Let Bun

χ“ωlog

H pCq be the Artin stack of principal H-bundles PH on C together with an isomor-
phism κ : PH ˆH χ – ωlog. It is a smooth Artin stack [FJR2, Lem. 5.2.2] and has a map

Bun
χ“ωlog

H pCq Ñ BunHpCq,

which forgets the isomorphism κ.
To have a nice moduli stack of twisted quasimaps which will be introduced in the next section, it

is convenient to consider reduction of the flavor symmetry F to a one dimensional subgroup.

Definition 2.5. An R-charge is a group morphism R : C˚ Ñ F . We denote its composition with χ

by Rχ : C˚ R
ÝÑ F

χ
ÝÑ C˚.
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Write HR :“ GˆC˚ and define stacksMapχ“ωlogpC, rW {Hsq,MapRχ“ωlogpC, rW {HRsq of twisted
maps by the following Catersian diagrams

MapRχ“ωlogpC, rW {HRsq

��

//

l

Mapχ“ωlogpC, rW {Hsq

l

��

// MappC, rW {Hsq

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR
pCq // Bun

χ“ωlog

H pCq // BunHpCq.

(2.1)

HereBun
Rχ“ωlog

HR
pCq is the Artin stack of principalHR-bundles P on C together with an isomorphism

κ : P ˆHR
Rχ – ωlog. The left bottom map is well-defined because such P and κ induces an

isomorphism κ : PH ˆH χ – ωlog, where PH :“ P ˆC˚ R is the induced H-bundle.
The H-equivariant function

φ :W Ñ C

gives rise to the critical locus Critpφq Ď W with an induced H-action. The equivariant embedding
Critpφq ãÑ W induces a map of stacks

MappC, rCritpφq{Hsq Ñ MappC, rW {Hsq,

which is easily seen as a closed embedding, characterized as classifying maps pP, uq from pC, p1, . . . , pnq
such that u lands in the subscheme Critpφq.

Since F commutes with G and F is abelian, we have an induced F -action on stacks rW {Gs and
rW {HRs. Moreover, the action on rW {Gs preserves θ-stable locus for any θ due to the commutativity
with G, and preserves the critical locus of φ.

For any curve C over a base S, by working over S, the diagram (2.1) is still well-defined. In
particular, MapSpC, rW {Hs ˆ Sq is the stack representing morphisms in the category of S-stacks.
The map rW {Hs Ñ rpt{Hs induces the map

MapSpC, rW {Hs ˆ Sq Ñ MapSpC, rpt{Hs ˆ Sq :“ BunHpC{Sq.

2.3. Recollection of quasimaps to GIT quotients. We are particularly interested in the case
when C is the universal curve C over the smooth Artin stack Mg,n of prestable genus g, n-pointed
curves. There is a flat “stabilization” morphism

(2.2) st : Mg,n Ñ Mg,n

to the Deligne-Mumford stack Mg,n of stable genus g, n-pointed curves [Beh]. In this case, we omit
C from the notations and diagram (2.1) becomes

Map
Rχ“ωlog
g,n prW {HRsq

��

//

l

Map
χ“ωlog
g,n prW {Hsq

l

��

// Mapg,nprW {Hsq

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
// Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n
// BunH,g,n .

(2.3)

Here all bottom stacks are smooth Artin stacks locally of finite type over C by [CiKM, Prop. 2.1.1],
[FJR2, Lem. 5.2.2].

A C-point inMap
Rχ“ωlog
g,n prW {HRsq is a quadruple

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
, where pC, p1, . . . , pnq

is a prestable genus g, n-pointed curve, P is a principal pGˆC˚q-bundle on C with an isomorphism
κ : P {GˆC˚ Rχ – ωlog, and u : P ˆpGˆC˚q pG ˆRq Ñ W is a pG ˆ F q-equivariant map.

The class of such a quadruple is a map from the character group XpGq:

β “ βPG
P HomZpXpGq,Zq, βpξq :“ degCpPG ˆG Cξq,

given by the degree of the principal G-bundle PG :“ P {C˚ [CiKM, §2.5].
Given a stability condition θ : G Ñ C˚ as in Setting 2.1, we have three conditions on such a

quadruple:

(1) the image of u lies in the open locus W s on the entire C but (possibly empty) finitely many
points (which are called the base points);

(2) base points are away from the special points (markings and nodes);
(3) ωCp

řn
i“1 piq b Lǫθ is ample for every rational number ǫ ą 0, where Lθ “ P {C˚ ˆG Cθ.
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Definition 2.6. A genus g, n-pointed R-twisted quasimap toW {{G is a point inMap
Rχ“ωlog
g,n prW {HRsq

satisfying condition (1). It is said to be prestable if it satisfies (1), (2). It is said to be stable if it
satisfies (1), (2) and (3).

Remark 2.7. The stability condition here coincides with the 0`-stability in [FJR2, Def. 4.2.13],
[CiKM, Def. 3.1.2]. One can consider more general ǫ-stability as [FJR2, Def. 4.2.11], [CiKM,
Def. 7.1.3].

The notions of isomorphisms and families of R-twisted quasimaps are the obvious ones as in
[CiKM, §3.1] and [FJR2, §4.2]. Let

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq

denote the moduli stack of genus g, n-pointed stableR-twisted quasimaps of class β P HomZpXpGq,Zq.

The action of F on rW {HRs induces an action on the stack Map
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pC, rW {HRsq by post-

composing with the map u, i.e. for any f P F ,

f ¨
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
:“

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ

˘
.

By restricting to the open substack QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq, we get an induced F -action.

A priori, the evaluation map evi on Map
χ“ωlog
g,n prW {Hsq does not land in rW {Gs but rather in

rW {pGˆ F qs. Nevertheless, we have the following.

Proposition 2.8. Let X :“ W {{G. Then for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , n, there exists an F -equivariant
evaluation map

evi : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq Ñ rX{RpKerRχqs.

Proof. Let P be the universal pG ˆ C˚q-bundle on the universal curve C over QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq

with induced pG ˆ F q-bundle PGˆF :“ P ˆpGˆC˚q pGˆRq and universal pG ˆ F q-equivariant map

PGˆF Ñ W.

Taking quotient by G, we obtain a F -equivariant map

taut : PF :“ PGˆF {G Ñ rW {Gs.

Let pi : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq Ñ C be the section corresponding to the i-th marked point. We can

pullback PF to QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq via pi and obtain PF |pi :“ p˚

i PF . Restricting to the marked
point pi, the map u gives

taut|pi : PF |pi Ñ W {{G.

Write PC˚ :“ P{G. Pullback the constrain

PC˚ ˆC˚ Rχ – ωlog

to QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq via pi, we obtain

(2.4) PC˚ |pi ˆC˚ Rχ – ωlog|pi – QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq ˆ C˚,

where we use the fact that marked points are at smooth points and hence adjunction formula provides
a canonical trivialization of ωlog|pi (ref. [FJR2, §4.4]). This provides a reduction

(2.5) PKerRχ,pi ãÑ PC˚ |pi

of PC˚ |pi to a principal KerRχ-bundle PKerRχ,pi (i.e. structure group reduces to KerRχ).
Combining with the inclusion R : KerRχ{KerR ãÑ F , we obtain a reduction

PKerRχ,pi ˆKerRχ
KerRχ{KerR ãÑ PF |pi “ PKerRχ,pi ˆKerRχ

F

of PF |pi to a principal KerRχ{KerR – RpKerRχq-bundle. Taking quotient by RpKerRχq, we
obtain a section of principal F {RpKerRχq-bundle pPF |piq{RpKerRχq (e.g. Lemma 2.10), i.e. a
trivialization

τ : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq ˆ pF {RpKerRχqq

–
ÝÑ pPF |piq{RpKerRχq.

Composing the maps, we obtain (writting X :“ W {{G)

evi : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq

e
ÝÑ QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq ˆ F {RpKerRχq

taut|pi˝τ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX{RpKerRχqs,

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
ÞÑ u ˝ τ

``
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
, e
˘
,
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where the first map is the identity section of the trivial bundle.
Now we show evi is F -equivariant. An element f P F acts on

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
by

f
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
“

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ

˘
.

Through evi, it is mapped to pf ¨ uq ˝ τ
``

pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ
˘
, e
˘
. As PF |pi is the pullback

bundle on Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR
via the forgetful map QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq Ñ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
, so there is a

natural identification between the fibers at
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ

˘
and

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
,

under which

τ
``

pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ
˘
, e
˘

“ τ
``

pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ
˘
, e
˘
.

Therefore we have

pf ¨ uq ˝ τ
``

pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, f ¨ u,κ
˘
, e
˘

“ pf ¨ uq ˝ τ
``

pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ
˘
, e
˘
,

which shows the F -equivariance. �

Remark 2.9. By definition, the map evi is anRpKerRχq-equivariant map from a principalRpKerRχq-

bundle on QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq to X . When Rχ is nontrivial, RpKerRχq is a finite abelian group, a

principal bundle is a Galois cover:

PKerRχ,pi Ñ QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq,

where PKerRχ,pi is defined in (2.5). The evaluation map of the proposition is equivalent to a map

evi : PKerRχ,pi Ñ X,

which is equivariant with respect to the action of RpKerRχq ˆ F .
Taking the fiber product

Č
QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq :“ PKerRχ,p1 ˆ

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX,βq ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX,βq PKerRχ,pn ,

which is a Galois cover of QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq, we have evaluation maps

Č
QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX, βq Ñ PKerRχ,pi

eviÝÝÑ X

as the composition of the projection to each factor and the map evi above.

The following standard facts on principal bundles are used above.

Lemma 2.10. Let P be a principal F -bundle on a stack M and F0 Ď F be a normal subgroup.
Then the followings are equivalent:

(1) There is a principal F0-bundle P0 and an isomorphism P0 ˆF0
F – P .

(2) There is a principal F0-bundle P0 and an F0-equivariant embedding P0 Ñ P covering the
identity map on the base.

(3) There is a section of the principal F {F0-bundle P ˆF pF {F0q.
(4) There is an isomorphism P ˆF pF {F0q – M ˆ pF {F0q of principal F {F0-bundle.

Proof. (1) ñ (2): The inclusion F0 Ď F induces the embedding

P0 ˆF0
F0 Ñ P0 ˆF0

F – P.

(2) ñ (3): Take quotient of the F0-equivariant embedding P0 Ñ P by F0 gives a section

M Ñ P {F0 – P ˆF pF {F0q.

(3) ñ (4): Write F̄ :“ F {F0 and PF̄ :“ P ˆF pF {F0q. A section s :M Ñ PF̄ gives a map

M ˆ F̄ Ñ PF̄ , px, fq ÞÑ spxq ¨ f.

It is direct to check this is an isomorphism of principal F̄ -bundle using the fact that F̄ is a group.

(4) ñ (1): Since P ˆF pF {F0q – P {F0, P is a principal F0-bundle over P ˆF pF {F0q – M ˆ F {F0.
Through the identity section M Ñ M ˆ F {F0, we can pullback this bundle to M , denoted by P0

with a F0-equivariant embedding i : P0 ãÑ P covering identity on M . We then define a map

ψ : P0 ˆ F Ñ P, pp, fq ÞÑ ippq ¨ f,
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with F0-action f0 ¨ pp, fq “ pp ¨ f0, f
´1
0 fq on the domain and right F0-multiplication on the target.

It is easy to check that ψ factors through pP0 ˆ F q{F0 and defines a map of principal F -bundle

P0 ˆF0
F Ñ P,

which must be an isomorphism as F is a group. �

We recall the following geometric properties of QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq proven in [FJR2, Lem. 5.3.2,

Thm. 5.2.3].

Theorem 2.11. Assume KerRχ “ t1u, then the stack QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq is Deligne-Mumford,

separated, and of finite type.

Proof. This is [FJR2, Theorem 5.2.3]. A comparison of notations in the present paper and those
of loc. cit. is in order. The group Γ in loc. cit. in the present setting is the image of G ˆ RpC˚q in
GLpW q. The group xJy from loc. cit. in the present setting is the image of RpKerRχq in GLpW q.
The group G in loc. cit. in the present setting is chosen to be the image of GˆRpKerRχq. Under the

simplifying assumption KerRχ “ t1u, we claim the composition C˚ R
ÝÑ F

η
ÝÑ GLpW q is injective,

where η denotes the action of F on W . In fact, in Setting 2.1, there is a non-trivial function φ such
that for any t P C˚ and w P W , we have

φpt ¨ wq :“ φppη ˝Rqptq ¨ wq “ Rχptq ¨ φpwq.

If there is a 1 ‰ t P C˚ such that pη ˝ Rqptq ¨ w “ w for any w P W , we get contradiction in
the above equality as Rχ is injective. Then it is easy to check the orbi-structures on quasimaps
in loc. cit. become trivial, i.e. they are prestable curves used in the present setting. �

Remark 2.12. In what follow, we work under the simplifying assumption that KerRχ “ t1u.
Without this assumption, in order to get the same separatedness of moduli spaces (similarly the
properness as in Theorem 2.14 below), one follows [FJR2] and allows the prestable marked curve
pC, p1, . . . , pnq to be a balanced twisted orbicurve in the sense of Abramovich and Vistoli [AbV].
In the present paper, for simplicity of exposition, we try to avoid the full strength of the theory of
orbicurves.

2.4. Quasimaps to critical loci. Via the embedding Critpφq{{G ãÑ W {{G, we have the closed
substack

(2.6) QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq ãÑ QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pW {{G, βq

of genus g, n-pointed stable R-twisted quasimaps to Critpφq{{G of class β which is also a separated
Deligne-Mumford stack of finite type by Theorem 2.11 (see also [FJR2, Lemma 5.3.2]).

As in Proposition 2.8, we have the following evaluation maps.

Proposition 2.13. Let C :“ Critpφq{{G. Then for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , n, there exists an F -equivariant
evaluation map

(2.7) evi : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pC, βq Ñ rC{RpKerRχqs.

We have the following properness result.

Theorem 2.14. Assume KerRχ “ t1u and the F0-fixed locus in the affine quotient pCritpφq{affGqF0

is finite, then the F0-fixed locus pQM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βqqF0 is proper.

Proof. This is a combination of [FJR2, Thm. 5.4.1] and [Kim, §4.4]. We briefly summarize for the
convenience of the readers. Let ∆ be a disc, the generic point of which is η. We assume on η there
is an F0-fixed stable quasimap data pCη,Pη, uη : Pη Ñ Critpφqq. The construction of the first 10
paragraphs in the proof of [FJR2, Thm. 5.4.1] gives sections of Cη outside of which the quasimap
data is a balanced twisted pointed stable map landing in pCritpφq{{GqF0 . The assumption that
pCritpφq{affGqF0 is finite implies the properness of pCritpφq{{GqF0 , hence as in [FJR2, Thm. 5.4.1]
this data extends to a balanced twisted pointed stable map on the entire ∆. Forgetting some of the
sections and contracts some components of the central fiber of the curve as in [FJR2, pp. 281] modifies
a pointed stable map into a quasimap data defined outside finitely many points on the central fiber,
which agrees with the existing data when restricted to η. Finally, using [CiKM, Lem. 4.3.2] and
Hartogs’ theorem, the quasimap data extends across these finitely many points, hence well-defined
on ∆. The argument in [FJR2, pp. 282–283] shows the stability. �
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3. Shifted symplectic structures

In this section, following [PTVV, CPTVV], we construct shifted symplectic structures on several
derived stacks, which will be used to construct virtual pullbacks for moduli stacks of quasimaps in
the next section. Using standard notations, the affine derived scheme associated to a commutative
differential graded algebra (cdga) A is denoted by SpecpAq. The derived fiber product (or homotopy
fiber product) of two maps X Ñ Z, Y Ñ Z between derived stacks is denoted by XˆL

Z Y (or simply
X ˆZ Y if it is clear from the context). For a map f : X Ñ Y between derived stack, the relative
tangent (resp. cotangent) complex is denoted by Tf (resp. Lf ) or TX{Y (resp. LX{Y ) if we want to
emphasis X and Y . Expressions such as f˚, f˚,b should be understood in the derived sense unless
stated otherwise. All derived Artin stacks mentioned in this paper are assumed to be locally of finite
presentation.

3.1. Derived critical loci. Let W be a complex vector space with a linear action of a reductive
algebraic group of the form H “ G ˆ F , together with a regular functon φ : W Ñ C. We assume
that φ is equivariant with the target endowed with trivial G-action and an F -action given by a
fixed character χ : F Ñ C˚. For simplicity, we denote Cχ to be the associated 1-dimensional
representation of F , and also of Gˆ F when no ambiguity arises from the context.

In particular, let rW {Gs be the quotient stack, then φ induces an F -equivariant map of stacks:

φ : rW {Gs Ñ Cχ.

We assume that the critical locus of φ is non-empty, and without loss of generality dφp0q “ 0.
The (derived) critical locus of φ is defined as follows. Observe that dφ is an F -equivariant map

rW {Gs Ñ T˚
rW {Gs b Cχ.

Here T˚
rW {Gs b Cχ is the tensor product of the total space of the cotangent bundle of rW {Gs with

Cχ, which is the derived stack Spec SymrW {Gs
`
pLrW {Gs b Cχq_˘. We also have the zero-section

0 : rW {Gs Ñ T˚
rW {Gs b Cχ,

which is F -equivariant.

Definition 3.1. We define the “semi-classical” critical locus Critscpφq and derived stack Zpdφq by
the following homotopy pullback diagrams:

(3.1) Critscpφq //

��
l

W

dφ

��
W

0 // T˚W,

(3.2) Zpdφq //

��
l

rW {Gs

dφ

��
rW {Gs

0 // T˚
rW {Gs.

Here the map Zpdφq Ñ rW {Gs, composing with the structure morphism rW {Gs Ñ rpt{Gs endows
Zpdφq with a structure morphism Zpdφq Ñ rpt{Gs.

For illustration and for the convenience of the readers, we spell out the above construction more
explicitly. Recall that T˚

rW {Gs can alternatively be described as the quotient stack rµ´1p0q{Gs, where

µ : T ˚
W Ñ g˚

is the G-equivariant moment map with derived structure coming from the embedding 0 P g˚. Notice
that both maps dφ : W Ñ T ˚

W and 0 : W Ñ T ˚
W are G-equivariant, and the composition with µ

becomes zero. Indeed, by definition µ is constant on any G-invariant connected Lagrangian of T ˚
W ,

hence both compositions are constant, also both compositions send 0 P W to 0 P g˚.
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Now we have a G-equivariant homotopy pullback diagram

µ´1p0q

l

W
0oo

W

dφ

OO

W ˆL
µ´1p0q W.

OO

oo

For comparison, there is a natural morphism of derived schemes:

W ˆL

T˚
W

W Ñ W ˆL
µ´1p0q W,

which is not an isomorphism of derived schemes, but induces an isomorphism of the underlying
classical schemes.

Proposition 3.2. We have an isomorphism of derived stacks

Zpdφq – rpW ˆL
µ´1p0q W q{Gs.

Both Zpdφq and Critscpφq have p´1q-shifted symplectic structures.

Proof. The statement about existence of p´1q-shifted symplectic structures follows from the fact that
both Critscpφq and Zpdφq (as defined by diagram (3.2)) are derived intersections of two Lagrangians
in some smooth symplectic stacks, and the general construction of shifted symplectic structures on
Lagrangian intersections [PTVV, Thm. 0.5].

We show that Zpdφq is the p´1q-shifted symplectic reduction of Critscpφq in the sense of [AC,
Thm. A] (see also [BSS]). Indeed, the following diagram

W //

��

T ˚
W

µ

��

W

��

oo

t0u // g˚ t0uoo

induces a map on the derived fiber products

ν :W ˆL

T˚
W

W Ñ t0u ˆg˚ t0u – g˚r´1s,

which is the p´1q-shifted moment map [AC, Proof of Thm. 4.1]. By definition, the p´1q-shifted
symplectic reduction is the quotient rν´1p0q{Gs, where t0u Ñ g˚r´1s – t0u ˆg˚ t0u is induced by
the map t0u Ñ g˚. Universal property of derived pullback induces an isomorphism

ν´1p0q – W ˆL
µ´1p0q W.

This concludes the proof of the desired isomorphism. �

We calculate their cotangent complexes.

Proposition 3.3. We have

LCritscpφq – p0 Ñ W b O Ñ W˚ b O Ñ 0q,

where the right hand side is written as a complex on Critscpφq, and

LZpdφq – p0 Ñ g b O Ñ W b O Ñ W˚ b O Ñ g˚ b O Ñ 0q,

where the right hand side is written as a G-equvariant complex on W ˆL
µ´1p0q W . The term gbO is

in homological degree p´2q, the first map is the differential of the G-action, the second map is the
differential of dφ (also known as the Hessian of φ), the last map is the differential of µ (hence dual
to the differential of the G-action).

Proof. These are well-known and we show the second isomorphism using the description (3.2). Note
that

LT˚
rW {Gs

– p0 Ñ g b O Ñ pW ‘W˚q b O Ñ g˚ b O Ñ 0q ,

with pW ‘W˚q b O in degree 0, where the RHS is written as a G-equivariant complex on µ´1p0q.
Using the exact triangle

dφ˚LT˚
rW {Gs

Ñ LrW {Gs Ñ LrW {Gs{T˚
rW {Gs

,
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we have
LrW {Gs{T˚

rW {Gs
– p0 Ñ g b O Ñ W b O Ñ 0q,

where W b O is in degree p´1q. Derived base-change preserves the relative cotangent complex.
Hence,

LZpdφq{rW {Gs –
´
LrW {Gs{T˚

rW {Gs

¯
|Zpdφq.

Using the exact triangle, dφ˚LrW {Gs Ñ LZpdφq Ñ LZpdφq{rW {Gs, we obtain the conclusion. �

By the construction, Critscpφq has an action by G ˆ F . It is straightforward to calculate the
cotangent complex of the derived quotient stack rCritscpφq{pG ˆ F qs:

(3.3) LrCritscpφq{pGˆF qs – p0 Ñ W b C˚
χ b O Ñ W˚ b O Ñ pf ‘ gq˚ b O Ñ 0q,

where the right hand side is written as a pG ˆ F q-equvariant complex on Critscpφq.
Similarly, we have

(3.4) LrZpdφq{F s – p0 Ñ g b C˚
χ b O Ñ W b C˚

χ b O Ñ W˚ b O Ñ pf ‘ gq˚ b O Ñ 0q,

where the right hand side is written as a pG ˆ F q-equvariant complex on W ˆL
µ´1p0q W .

3.2. Derived mapping stacks. Let Y be a derived Artin stack locally of finite presentation over
C with a complex reductive group H-action4, k be a Noetherian commutative C-algebra and C be
a proper flat family of curves over k with at worst nodal singularities.

Consider the derived mapping stack (relative to k):

(3.5) MMMappC, rY {Hsq :“ MMMapdSt{kpC, rY {Hs ˆ Spec kq,

where we omit the inclusion functor from classical stacks to derived stacks for C and Spec k. By
Lurie’s representability theorem [Lur] (see also [Toe2, Cor. 3.3]), we know this is a derived Artin
stack locally of finite presentation over k. Let

rus : C ˆMMMappC, rY {Hsq Ñ rY {Hs

be the universal morphism and

π : C ˆMMMappC, rY {Hsq Ñ MMMappC, rY {Hsq

be the projection. The tangent complex of MMMappC, rY {Hsq satisfies

(3.6) TMMMappC,rY {Hsq – π˚rus˚TrY {Hs.

The map rY {Hs Ñ rpt{Hs induces a morphism

f :MMMappC, rY {Hsq Ñ MMMappC, rpt{Hsq “: BunHpCq,

where BunHpCq is isomorphic to its classical truncation as C is a curve. Base change gives

(3.7) f˚TBunHpCq – π˚rus˚ph Ñ 0q,

where h denotes the Lie algebra of H . Using the exact triangle

(3.8) TMMMappC,rY {Hsq{ BunH pCq Ñ TMMMappC,rY {Hsq Ñ f˚TBunH pCq,

we can determine the relative tangent complex.
We spell out things explicitly in two cases arising from §3.1:

(3.9) piq Y “ Critscpφq :“ W ˆL
T˚WW, H “ GˆF, piiq Y “ Zpdφq “ rW ˆL

µ´1p0qW {Gs, H “ F,

(i) A k-point in MMMappC, rCritscpφq{pGˆF qsq is a pair pP, uq where P is a principal pGˆF q-bundle
on C, and u : P Ñ Critscpφq is a pG ˆ F q-equivariant map. The map u induces

C Ñ P ˆGˆF Critscpφq,

whose composition with the projection PˆGˆFCritscpφq Ñ C is the identify. As the targetCritscpφq
is a derived subscheme of W , the above map gives rise to a section of the vector bundle P ˆGˆF W ,
which without causing confusion is still denoted by u.

Now let P be the universal pG ˆ F q-bundle on C ˆ MMMappC, rCritscpφq{pG ˆ F qsq. The vector
bundle P ˆGˆF W will be referred to very often, hence denoted simply by W which satisfies an
isomorphism

rus˚pW b Oq – W .

4Here H is not necessarily G ˆ F as in the previous section.
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Note also that P is the fiber product of a principal G-bundle PG :“ P{F and a principal F -bundle
PF :“ P{G over the base. Let g and f denote the Lie algebra of G and F respectively. We have

rus˚pf b Oq – P ˆGˆF f – PF ˆF f :“ adfP ,

which is the adjoint f-bundle. Similarly, denote the corresponding adjoint g-bundle by adgP .
To sum up, using (3.3), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), we have the following (relative) tangent complexes:

TMMMappC,rCritscpφq{pGˆF qsq – π˚rus˚TrCritscpφq{pGˆF qs

– π˚rus˚ ppf ‘ gq b O Ñ W b O Ñ W˚ b Cχ b Oq

– π˚
`
adgP ‘ adfP Ñ W Ñ W_ b pP ˆGˆF Cχq

˘
,

TMMMappC,rCritscpφq{pGˆF qsq{BunGˆF pCq – π˚rus˚ pW b O Ñ W˚ b Cχ b Oq(3.10)

– π˚
`
W Ñ W_ b pP ˆGˆF Cχq

˘
.

(ii) For the second case in (3.9), with similar notations, we have

TMMMappC,rZpdφq{F sq{BunF pCq – π˚rus˚ pg b O Ñ W b O Ñ W˚ b Cχ b O Ñ g˚ b Cχ b Oq

– π˚
`
adgP Ñ W Ñ W_ b pP ˆGˆF Cχq Ñ padgPq_ b pP ˆGˆF Cχq

˘
.

3.3. Shifted symplectic structures on σ-twisted derived mapping stacks I. Continue with
the setting of the previous section and furthermore fix a character χ : H Ñ C˚. Consider the derived
version of diagram (2.1), i.e. we define MMMapχ“ωpC, rY {Hsq by the homotopy pullback diagram:

(3.11) MMMapχ“ωpC, rY {Hsq

��

//

l

MMMappC, rY {Hsq

��
Bunχ“ω

H pCq // BunHpCq,

where Bunχ“ω
H pCq is the moduli stack of principal H-bundle P on C with κ : P ˆH Cχ – ωC{k,

the lower horizontal map is the forgetful map forgetting κ and the right vertical map is induced by
rY {Hs Ñ rpt{Hs.

Definition 3.4. Fix a k-point σ of Bunχ“ω
H pCq, represented by a H-bundle P on C with an

isomorphism κ as above. We refer to σ “ pP,κq as a twist data, and define the derived moduli stack
MMMapσpC, rY {Hsq of σ-twisted maps5 to Y by the following homotopy pullback diagram:

(3.12) MMMapσpC, rY {Hsq

��

//

l

MMMapχ“ωpC, rY {Hsq

��
Specpkq

σ // Bunχ“ω
H pCq.

The goal of this section is to show if Y has an n-shifted symplectic structure that transforms
under H as χ (see Definition 3.8), then MMMapσpC, rY {Hsq has an induced pn´ 1q-shifted symplectic
structure. This follows from a similar AKSZ-type construction as [PTVV, §2.1]. The basic idea of
loc. cit. is as follows: when H “ t1u, we know ωC{k – O, Y has an n-shifted symplectic structure
and

MMMapσpC, rY {Hsq “ MMMappC, Y q.

The pn ´ 1q-shifted symplectic structure on this mapping stack is given by the pullback of the
symplectic structure of Y via the evaluation map

C ˆMMMappC, Y q Ñ Y

and then integrating along C via Serre duality pairing CpC,Oq Ñ kr´1s. For general H , we first
introduce the notion of shifted symplectic structures that transform under H as χ : H Ñ C˚

(ref. Definition 3.8) and then define descent to the stack quotient by H (ref. Lemma 3.13). Finally
we explain how to do integration on C (ref. Eqn. (3.32)). We prove the existence of shifted symplectic
structures in Theorem 3.19.

We start with some preparation work which we follow closely the construction and argument
as in [PTVV, §1.1 & §1.2]. Let k be a Noetherian commutative ring and dgHk be the category of

5The idea of doing twist is not new. See [Kim, Dia, Oko] for examples.
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complexes of k-modules with k-group scheme H-actions and equivariant differentials. Morphisms in
this category are required to be equivariant. It has the usual projective model structure and hence
an 8-enhancement [Toe2, §2.1], which by an abuse of notation is still denoted as dgHk . One similarly

has the category ǫ-dgHk of H-equivariant mixed complexes of k-modules and the category dggr,Hk

(resp. ǫ-dggr,Hk ) of H-equivariant graded complexes (resp. H-equivariant graded mixed complexes)
of k-modules as in [PTVV, §1.1] (see also the proof below).

On the category of complexes, we have a functor

p´qH : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ ǫ-dggrk ,

which takes the H-invariant part. This is a Quillen functor, and hence lifts to an 8-functor which
by an abuse of notations is still denoted by p´qH .

Similarly, if f : H Ñ G is a group scheme homomorphism, we also have the restriction functor,
which is an 8-functor

(3.13) f˚ : ǫ-dggr,Gk Ñ ǫ-dggr,Hk .

The special case when H “ Spec k is the trivial k-group scheme gives a forgetful functor

ǫ-dggr,Gk Ñ ǫ-dggrk .

In what follows we suppress the forgetful functor from notations when not causing confusions.

Lemma 3.5. Let Y be a derived Artin stack (locally of finite presentation) over a Noetherian
commutative ring k, endowed with an action of a k-group scheme H. Assume that rY {Hs is the
8-limit of objects of the form rSpecA{Hs for some A P dgHk in the infinity category dStrpt{Hs of

derived stacks over rpt{Hs. 6 Then LY is an H-equivariant complex.
Moreover, both de Rham algebra DRpY {kq and weighted negative cyclic complex NCwpDRpY {kqq

are H-equivariant complexes.

Proof. Recall that ǫ-dgk is the category of mixed complexes, that it, the category of dg-modules over
krǫs{ǫ2, where deg ǫ “ ´1, and that ǫ-dggrk is the category of graded mixed complexes consisting of

E “
à
pPZ

Eppq,

where the differential d preserves each Eppq and ǫ : Eppq Ñ Epp ` 1q. Let ǫ-dggr,Hk be the category
of H-equivariant graded mixed complexes of modules where ǫ and d commute with H-actions. For
each p P Z, we define

NCppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dgHk
such that

NCnpEqppq “
ź

iě0

En´2ipp` iq, dNCpEqppq “ dE ` ǫ,

as well as the direct sum
NCw :“

à
p

NCppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dg
gr,H
k .

All three categories dggr,Hk , ǫ-dgHk , ǫ-dggr,Hk have usual projective model structures. All objects
are fibrant for the projective model structure. The functor NCw is a Quillen functor by the same
argument in [PTVV, Prop. 1.3], and hence all three categories have 8-enhancements under Dwyer-
Kan localization.

For any H-equivariant cdga A, the cotangent complex LA{k is defined in the usual way [CPTVV,
Def. 1.3.5]. The functor sending A to

DRpA{kqrn´ ps :“
à
q

p^q
ALA{krq ´ p` nsq

is a quasi-coherent complex on SpecA and hence satisfies étale descent. The forgetful 8-functor

ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dg
gr,H
k is conservative and preserves 8-limits. Hence we define

DRpY {kq “ lim
SpecAÑY

DRpA{kq P ǫ-dggr,Hk .

Functoriality of the definition follows similarly as [CPTVV, Prop. 2.3.2]. Finally by applying NCw,

we get NCwpDRpY {kqq P dggr,Hk . �

6In this paper, we always assume this when we consider derived stacks with group actions.
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Remark 3.6. We will write DRpY q “ DRpY {kq and NCwpDRpY qq “ NCwpDRpY {kqq for sim-
plicity when the base ring k is clear from the context.

For two objects in the 8-category ǫ-dggr,Hk , the inner homomorphism RHom
ǫ-dggr,H

k

p´,´q gives

an object in ǫ-dggr,Hk . Given a group scheme homomorphism χ : H Ñ Gmpkq, we get an object

kχ P ǫ-dggr,Hk , concentrated in weight 0 and homological degree 0. For any object M P ǫ-dggr,Hk , we
write

(3.14) Mχ :“ pRHom
ǫ-dggr,H

k

pkχ,MqqH P ǫ-dggrk .

Then Mχ bk kχ has a natural H-equivariant structure and there is a natural morphism in ǫ-dggr,Hk :

Mχ bk kχ Ñ M.

Let f : H Ñ G be a surjective group scheme homomorphism, M P ǫ-dggr,Hk , N P ǫ-dggr,Gk , and
M Ñ N be an equivariant map of graded mixed complexes. For a group scheme homomorphism
χ : G Ñ Gmpkq, write f˚χ :“ χ ˝ f : H Ñ Gmpkq. Then we have a map Mf˚χ Ñ Nχ of graded
mixed complexes making the following diagram commutative

(3.15) Mf˚χ b kf˚χ
//

��

Nχ b kχ

��
M // N.

Definition 3.7. We define 8-functors:

NCχppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dgk, M ÞÑ NCppqpMχq.

NCwχ :“
à
p

NCχppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dg
gr
k .

For any derived Artin stack Y over C, which is endowed with an action of a complex reductive
group H , by Lemma 3.5, we have

NCwpY q :“ NCwpDRpY qq P dggr,H
C

.

Complete reducibility implies a decomposition

NCwpY q “
à

χPIrreppHq
NCwχ pY q b Cχ

based on irreducible representations of H . Given a character χ : H Ñ C˚, we then have an inclusion

NCwχ pY q b Cχ Ñ NCwpY q.

By forgetting the H-action, we have a map of graded complexes:

(3.16) NCwχ pY q Ñ NCwpY q

to the underlying complex of graded C-modules of NCwpY q (without causing confusion, here we use
the same notation NCwpY q for the underlying graded complex).

Now we are ready to define shifted symplectic structures which transform under H as χ.

Definition 3.8. Let Y be a derived Artin stack over C, endowed with an action of a complex
reductive group H . We say that Y has an n-shifted symplectic structure that transforms under H
as χ : H Ñ C˚ if there is a morphism

Ω : Cr2 ´ nsp2q Ñ NCwχ pY q

of graded complexes of C-modules whose composition with the map (3.16):

NCwχ pY q Ñ NCwpY q

defines a n-shifted symplectic structure in the sense of [PTVV, Def. 1.18], i.e. the underlying 2-form
is non-degenerate.

Remark 3.9. There is a well-defined simplicial set of such shifted symplectic structures. As we are
only concerned with such a structure up to homotopy, we do not need simplicial structures here.
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Remark 3.10. When k is a Noetherian commutative C-algebra, by pullback along the structure
map Spec k Ñ SpecC, we get a map

Ω : kr2 ´ nsp2q Ñ NCwχ ppY ˆ Spec kq{ Spec kq

of graded complexes of k-modules whose composition with

NCwχ ppY ˆ Spec kq{ Spec kq Ñ NCw ppY ˆ Spec kq{ Spec kq

defines a n-shifted symplectic structure for Y ˆ Spec k over k.

For a H-equivariant map f : A Ñ B between derived Artin stacks over k. We can extend Lemma
3.5 and define a relative de Rham complex (as [CPTVV, Def. 2.4.2]):

DRpA{Bq P ǫ-dggr,Hk .

Given a H-equivariant commutative square of derived Artin stacks

A
f //

l

��

B

h

��
M

g // N,

by the canonicity in [CPTVV, Prop. 2.4.3], we have maps of relative de Rham complexes (in ǫ-dggr,Hk )

(3.17) DRpB{Nq Ñ DRpA{Nq Ñ DRpA{Bq, DRpM{Nq Ñ DRpA{Nq Ñ DRpA{Mq,

and in particular

(3.18) f˚ : DRpB{Nq Ñ DRpA{Mq.

The following lemma relates the invariant part of the relative de Rham algebra with the relative de
Rham algebra of the corresponding stack quotients, which can be seen as a descent of equivariant
forms to the stack quotient.

Lemma 3.11. Let f : Y Ñ W be a H-equivariant map between derived Artin stacks over C, endowed
with actions of a complex reductive group H. Then there is an equivalence

DRprY {Hs{rW {Hsq – DRpY {W qH

in ǫ-dggr
C
.

Proof. We have the following homotopy pullback diagram of derived stacks:

Y
pY //

f

��
l

rY {Hs

��
W

pW // rW {Hs,

where pY , pW are quotient maps and right vertical map is the quotient of f . This implies a H-
equivariant isomorphism

(3.19) p˚
Y LrY {Hs{rW {Hs – LY {W ,

and a map in ǫ-dggr,H
C

(ref. Eqn. (3.18)):

p˚
Y : DRprY {Hs{rW {Hsq Ñ DRpY {W q.

As the H-action is trivial on the LHS, we obtain a map in ǫ-dggr
C
:

DRprY {Hs{rW {Hsq Ñ DRpY {W qH .

To prove this is an equivalence in ǫ-dggr
C
, it is enough to prove the underlying graded complex is an

equivalence because the forgetful functor

ǫ-dggr
C

Ñ dg
gr
C
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is conservative ([PTVV, pp. 292]). As in [CPTVV, Rmk. 2.4.4]7, we have an equivalence in dggr
C
:

DRprY {Hs{rW {Hsq –
à
p

ΓprY {Hs, SymppLrY {Hs{rW {Hsr1sqq

–
à
p

RHomrY {HspOrY {Hs, Sym
ppLrY {Hs{rW {Hsr1sqq

–
à
p

RHomY pp˚
YOrY {Hs, p

˚
Y SymppLrY {Hs{rW {Hsr1sqqH

–
à
p

RHomY pOY , Sym
ppp˚

Y LrY {Hs{rW {Hsr1sqqH

–
à
p

RHomY pOY , Sym
ppLY {W r1sqqH

– DRpY {W qH ,

where we use (3.19) in the fifth equality. �

Next we introduce a twisted version of the above lemma. We first define L-twisted relative de
Rham complexes.

Definition 3.12. Let Y and W be derived Artin stacks over a Noetherian commutative C-algebra
k, L be a line bundle on Y and L̊ denote the assciated C˚-bundle with a map L̊ Ñ W .

We define the L-twisted relative de Rham complex

DRLpY {W q :“ DRpL̊{W qp1q P ǫ-dggrk

to be the C˚-weight 1 part of DRpL̊{W q.

Now we state a twisted version of Lemma 3.11, which gives a descent of twisted equivariant forms
to the quotient stack.

Lemma 3.13. Let f : Y Ñ W be an H-equivariant map between derived Artin stacks over C,
endowed with actions of a complex reductive group H. Let χ : H Ñ C˚ be a nontrivial character of
H and H0 :“ Kerχ. Let Lχ :“ rpY ˆ Cχq{Hs be the line bundle on rY {Hs with L̊χ the associated
C˚-bundle. Then there is a morphism in ǫ-dggr

C
:

(3.20) DRpY {W qχ Ñ DRLχprY {Hs{rW {H0sq.

By further applying NCwp´q, we obtain

(3.21) o : NCwχ pY {W q Ñ NCwpDRLχprY {Hs{rW {H0sqq.

Proof. By the surjectivity of χ, the identity section Y Ñ Y ˆC˚
χ induces an isomorphism of quotient

stacks

(3.22) rY {H0s – rpY ˆ C˚
χq{Hs “: L̊χ,

where we use the convention that the H-action on Y is on the left. Recall Definition 3.12,

(3.23) DRLχprY {Hs{rW {H0sq “ DRpL̊χ{rW {H0sqp1q.

There is a homotopy pullback diagram (with horizontal maps being quotients by H0):

Y //

f

��
l

rY {H0s

��
W // rW {H0s.

Lemma 3.11 and Eqn. (3.22) then imply the following isomorphisms

(3.24) DRpY {W qH0 – DRprY {H0s{rW {H0sq – DRpL̊χ{rW {H0sq.

The action of H on DRpY {W q induces an action of C˚
χ “ H{H0 on DRpY {W qH0 making the above

isomorphisms C˚
χ-equivariant.

Restriction from the group H to H0 gives a map

(3.25) pDRpY {W q b Cχq
H

“
`
DRpY {W qH0 b Cχ

˘H
Ñ DRpY {W qH0 .

7Here we use `1 shift convention as in [PTVV, §1.2].
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Here the H-action on DRpY {W q (resp. Cχ) is from the left (resp. right). Recall that for an repre-
sentation V of H , the weight spaces arising from left and right actions are related by

V right
χ :“

 
v P V | v ¨ h “ χph´1q ¨ v , @ h P H

(
“
 
v P V |h ¨ v “ χ´1phq ¨ v , @ h P H

(
“: V left

χ´1 .

Therefore with left H-actions on both DRpY {W q and Cχ, Eqn. (3.25) becomes a map

DRpY {W qχ :“
`
DRpY {W q b Cχ´1

˘H
Ñ DRpY {W qH0 .

Then we have the following commutative diagram:

(3.26) pDRpY {W q b Cχ´1qH //

��

pDRprY {H0s{rW {H0sqqp1q

��
DRpY {W qH0

– // DRprY {H0s{rW {H0sq,

where the H-action on DRpY {W qH0 becomes C˚-action on DRprY {H0s{rW {H0sq under the map
χ. By (3.15), χ-eigenspace maps to weight-1 eigenspace, i.e. implying the upper horizontal map.
Combining Eqns. (3.23), (3.24) and upper horizontal map of diagram (3.26), we are done. �

Next we define the integration map. Let X and Y be derived Artin stacks over a Noetherian
commutative C-algebra k, and L a line bundle on X . Let X̃ be the C˚-bundle obtained by removing
the zero-section from the total space of L. The space X̃ is almost never O-compact in the sense of
[PTVV, Def. 2.1] since for a perfect complex E on X̃A :“ X̃ ˆ SpecA, the dg-module over A:

CpX̃A, Eq :“ RHompO, Eq

is rarely perfect. Nevertheless the following notion is enough for our purpose.

Definition 3.14. We say X is C˚-equivariantly L-compact if for any cdga A over k, OX̃A
is a

compact object in DqcohpX̃Aq and CpX̃A,OX̃A
q is perfect as a C˚-equivariant dg-module over A.

Remark 3.15. A proper Deligne-Mumford stackX (considered as a derived stack) is C˚-equivariantly
L-compact for any line bundle L on X .

Lemma 3.16. For X and X̃ as in Definition 3.14 and any derived Artin stack Y , we have a natural

equivalence in ǫ-dggr,C
˚

k :

(3.27) κY,X̃ : DRppX̃ ˆk Y q{X̃q Ñ DRpY q bk CpX̃,Oq,

where the C˚-equivariant dg-module CpX̃,Oq has weight 0 with trivial mixed structure.

Proof. This follows from a similar construction as [PTVV, pp. 305] which we briefly recall. We are
indeed constructing a natural equivalence

(3.28) DRppX̃ ˆk ´q{X̃q Ñ DRp´q bk CpX̃,Oq

between two functors from the 8-category of derived stacks to ǫ-dggr,C
˚

k . The functor DR by

construction sends 8-colimits to 8-limits. Since CpX̃,Oq is a perfect C˚-equivariant dg-module,

the tensor functor ´ bk CpX̃,Oq preserves 8-limits. Hence, by left Kan extension, it suffices to
construct the transform between two functors when restricted to derived affine schemes.

By the natural map Sym˚ LX̃{X̃
–
Ñ OX̃ , we know for derived affine schemes p´q, there are

equivalences

Sym˚pLX̃ˆp´q{X̃ r1sq – Sym˚pLX̃{X̃ r1sq b Sym˚pLp´qr1sq
–
Ñ OX̃ b DRp´q.

By taking global sections, we obtain

DRppX̃ ˆk ´q{X̃q
–
Ñ CpX̃,DRp´q bk Oq.

Using the fact that OX̃ is a compact object in DqcohpX̃q, the functor CpX̃,´q commutes with
colimits and hence we obtain a natural equivalence

DRp´q bk CpX̃,Oq
–
Ñ CpX̃,DRp´q bk Oq.

The composition of the above two defines the natural transform (3.28) on derived affine schemes. �
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By Lemma 3.5, both the domain and target of κY,X̃ are C˚-equivariant. The morphism κY,X̃ is

also equivariant. Notice that the C˚-weight 1 component CpX̃,Oqp1q is isomorphic to CpX,Lq.

For X and X̃ as in Definition 3.14, we recall Definition 3.12:

DRLppX ˆk Y q{X̃q :“ DRppX̃ ˆk Y q{X̃qp1q,

which denotes the C˚-weight 1 part of DRppX̃ ˆk Y {X̃qq.

Definition 3.17. The C˚-weight 1 component of the map (3.27) is

(3.29) κLY,X :“ pκY,X̃qp1q : DR
LppX ˆk Y q{X̃q Ñ DRpY q bk CpX,Lq.

Applying functor NCw, we obtain

(3.30) κLY,X : NCwpDRLppX ˆk Y q{X̃qq Ñ NCwpDRpY q bk CpX,Lqq – NCwpY q bk CpX,Lq.

Here the isomorphism follows from the C˚-equivariantly L-compactness (so that CpX,Lq is a
perfect complex over k).

With the above preparation, we define the integration map.

Definition 3.18. Assume that X has dimension d and admits a dualizing line bundle ωX . Let

Serre : CpX,ωXq Ñ kr´ds

denote the Serre duality pairing. We define the integration map

(3.31) η :“ Serre ˝ κωX

Y,X : DRωX ppX ˆk Y q{X̃q Ñ DRpY qr´ds

to be the composition of (3.29) with the Serre duality pairing. By abuse of notation, we also write

(3.32) η :“ Serre ˝ κωX

Y,X : NCwpDRωX ppX ˆk Y q{X̃qq Ñ NCwpY qr´ds

after applying the functor NCw.

Note that we have a commutative diagram of graded complexes

NCwpDRωX ppX ˆk Y q{X̃qq
η //

��

NCwpY qr´ds

��
DRωX ppX ˆk Y q{X̃q

η // DRpY qr´ds,

where vertical maps are the projections as [PTVV, pp. 305].
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section8.

Theorem 3.19. Let X be a d-dimensional Deligne-Mumford stack, flat and proper over a Noetherian
commutative C-algebra k with a dualizing line bundle ωX , Y be a derived Artin stack over C, endowed
with an action of a complex reductive group H. Let χ : H Ñ C˚ be a character of H and assume
Y has an n-shifted symplectic structure that transforms under H as χ. Then MMMapσpX, rY {Hsq as
defined in (3.12) has a canonical pn´ dq-shifted symplectic structure ΩM .

Proof. We follow closely the argument in [PTVV, Thm. 2.5]. By base change under the structural
map Spec k Ñ SpecC, we view Y (resp. H) as a derived stack (resp. group scheme) over k and often
omit writing ˆ Spec k for simplicity. We first construct a closed 2-form on M :“ MMMapσpX, rY {Hsq.

By the diagram (3.11) and (3.12) (where C is replaced by X), we have a commutative diagram:

(3.33) P //

��

Y

��
M ˆk X //

��

u

++
MMMappX, rY {Hsq ˆk X //

��

rY {Hs

��
X

σˆkidX // MMMappX,BHq ˆk X // BH,

8After the preparation of the present paper, Pavel Safranov kindly pointed out that a similar result was proven by
Ginzburg and Rozenblyum [GR].
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where P is the universal H-bundle and u is the universal evaluation map. Note that the bundle P is
the pullback of an H-bundle (denoted by PX which is determined by the map X Ñ BH in above)
from X by the definition from diagram (3.12), i.e.

(3.34) P “ PX ˆkM.

Let ω̊X be the associated C˚-bundle of ωX “ PX ˆH Cχ over X . As the pullback of ω̊X from X to
ω̊X has a canonical section, so the pullback of PX from X to ω̊X reduces to a H0 :“ Kerχ-bundle
(ref. Lemma 2.10), i.e. we have a commutative diagram

(3.35) ω̊X //

��

BH0

��
X // BH,

where the bottom map defines PX and is the bottom map in diagram (3.33).
Again by diagram (3.33), we obtain a map P ˆH C˚

χ Ñ Y ˆH C˚
χ. Using Eqns. (3.22), (3.34), it

becomes
ω̊X ˆkM Ñ rY {H0s,

which fits into a commutative diagram

ω̊X ˆkM //

��

rY {H0s

��
ω̊X // BH0,

where vertical maps are given by natural projections, the bottom map is the one in diagram (3.35).
Eqn. (3.18) then yields a map

DR prY {H0s{BH0q Ñ DR ppω̊X ˆkMq{ω̊Xq .

Taking the weight 1 part of the C˚-action, we obtain

u˚ : DRLχprY {Hs{BH0q Ñ DRωX ppX ˆkMq{ω̊Xq ,

where Lχ “ Y ˆH Cχ, and we use rY {H0s “ rpY ˆ C˚
χq{Hs (i.e. Eqn. (3.22)).

Composing with the map (3.20), i.e.

o : DRpY qχ Ñ DRLχprY {Hs{BH0q,

and the integration map (3.31), i.e.

η : DRωX ppX ˆkMq{ω̊Xq Ñ DRpMqr´ds,

we obtain

(3.36) η ˝ u˚ ˝ o : DRpY qχ Ñ DRpMqr´ds.

By abuse of notation, we also write

(3.37) η ˝ u˚ ˝ o : NCwχ pY q Ñ NCwpMqr´ds

after applying functor NCw to (3.36).
Combining with the n-shifted closed 2-form (after using base change from C to k):

Ω P Hompkr2 ´ nsp2q, NCwχ pY qq

on Y which transforms as χ (Definition 3.8), we obtain a pn ´ dq-shifted closed 2-form on M :

ΩM :“ η ˝ u˚ ˝ o ˝ Ω : kr2 ´ nsp2q Ñ NCwpMqr´ds.

Then it is enough to show the underlying 2-form is non-degenerate. For this purpose, we explicitly
express the underlying 2-form as follows. Let f : SpecA Ñ M be an A-point of M corresponding to

f : XA :“ X ˆ SpecA Ñ rY {Hs.

Equivalently, we have a principal H-bundle PA on X ˆ SpecA with an H-equivariant map

f̃ : PA Ñ Y.

Let Ω0 be the underlying 2-form of Ω which defines

Ω0 : OY b χ Ñ LY ^ LY rns.
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It is easy to check the descent map o commutes with pullback and we will trace Ω0 under maps:
pullback via f̃ , descent by H-action and the integration.

Pullback of Ω0 via f̃ gives

OPA
b χ

f̃˚Ω0
ÝÝÝÑ f̃˚pLY ^ LY qrns.

This is an equivariant morphism on PA, which by descent, i.e. pushforward and then taking H-
invariants, defines a morphism of sheaves on XA. Recall that the total space of the line bundle ω is
PA ˆH χ. Taking the descent of OPA

b χ gives ω´1
XA{A. Hence, we have

pf̃˚Ω0qH-desc : ω´1
XA{A Ñ

´
f̃˚pLY ^ LY q

¯H-desc

rns,

where p´qH-desc denotes the descent of an equivariant object.
As in (3.6), we have

TfM – RΓ

ˆ
XA,

´
f̃˚TY

¯H-desc
˙
,

where we do not have term involving Lie algebra of H as we have fixed the twist in (3.12).
Therefore we get a pairing

pf̃˚Ω0qH-desc : TfM b TfM Ñ Arn´ ds,

RΓ

ˆ
XA,

´
f̃˚TY

¯H-desc
˙

b RΓ

ˆ
XA,

´
f̃˚TY

¯H-desc
˙

Ñ RΓ
`
XA, ωXA{A

˘
– Arn´ ds,

where the last map is given by the integration map. The non-degeneracy of the above pairing follows
easily from the non-degeneracy of Ω0. �

Here is an application of the above construction.

Example 3.20. Let X “ C be a smooth projective complex curve and G a complex semi-simple
algebraic group. Take F “ C˚ and Y to be the co-adjoint quotient of the Lie algebra rg˚{Gs, so
that F acts on Y by scaling on g˚. It is known that rg˚{Gs has a derived enhancement T˚r1srpt{Gs
and hence has a 1-shifted symplectic structure (e.g. [Cal, §1.2.3]), which transforms under F by
scalar. Let σ be the pair pP,κq, where P is the principal C˚-bundle defined as ωC with zero-section
removed, and κ is the natural isomorphism P ˆC˚ C – ωC . The derived stack MMMapσpX, rY {F sq
parameterizes pairs pP 1, sq, where P 1 is a principal G-bundle on C and s is a section of P 1 ˆGg

˚ bωC ,
and hence is a Hitchin moduli stack of (not necessarily stable) Higgs bundles. Theorem 3.19 then
decorates the Hitchin stack with a symplectic structure in the usual sense. It coincides with the
symplectic structure constructed in [PTVV, pp. 310] (ref. [GR, Lem. 4.3]).

The main relevant application for this paper is when X “ C is a proper curve over k with at
worst nodal singularities and Y “ Critscpφq, H “ G ˆ F in the setting of §3.1.

Corollary 3.21. Notations as above, then MMMapσpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq has a canonical p´2q-shifted
symplectic structure.

Proof. By Theorem 3.19, it suffices to show that the p´1q-shifted symplectic form of Critscpφq
transforms under H as χ. Note that W is a vector space with H-action and T ˚W “ W ˆW_ b χ

as H-representation so that

ddRφ :W Ñ T ˚W

is an equivariant map. Here we use ddR to denote the de Rham differential. Let txiu be a basis of
W and tyiu the dual basis on W_, the usual symplectic form on U :“ T ˚W “ W ˆ W_ b χ is of
the form

ř
i ddRxi ^ ddRyi, which is an element in

HomH

`
OU ,^

2T ˚U b χ´1
˘

– HomH

`
C, πU˚p^2T ˚Uq b χ´1

˘

– Hom
´
C,

`
πU˚p^2T ˚Uq b χ´1

˘H¯
,

and transforms under H as χ. The p´1q-shifted symplectic structure on Y “ Critscpφq comes from
the Lagrangian intersection of the graph of ddRφ and the zero section [PTVV, Thm. 2.9] and it is
easy to see it transforms under H as χ.
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One can also see the statement by explicitly calculating the p´1q-shifted symplectic form using
the local Darboux theorem [BBJ, Ex. 5.15]. Let W “ SpecAp0q, then Critscpφq “ SpecA, where A
is a cdga given by the Koszul complex

A “
´

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ^2pΩ1
Ap0qq_ b χ´2 ¨ddRφÝÝÝÝÑ pΩ1

Ap0qq_ b χ´1 ¨ddRφÝÝÝÝÑ Ap0q
¯
.

Let txiu be a basis of W and yi “ B
Bxi

P pΩ1
Ap0qq_r1s be a basis of the degree p´1q terms of A. Then

the p´1q-shifted closed 2-form is of form

ΩCritscpφq “
nÿ

i“1

ddRxi ^ ddRyi P Hom

ˆ
C,

´
Ω1
Ap0q ^ pΩ1

Ap0qq_r1s b χ´1
¯H˙

,

which transforms under H as χ. �

3.4. Image of shifted symplectic forms to periodic cyclic homology I. It is often useful to
know when the shifted symplectic derived stacks constructed in Theorem 3.19 have local Darboux
charts as in [BBJ, BG], for example to verify the isotropic condition of symmetric obstruction theory
in the p´2q-shifted case (ref. Definition 4.5, Theorem 4.11). One sufficient condition is when the
shifted symplectic form maps to zero in the so-called periodic cyclic cohomology (e.g. [Par2]).

Recall that similar to the construction of NCw in Lemma 3.5, there is a periodic cyclic complex
(ref. [Lod], see also [BBJ, §5.2]): for each p P Z, we define

PCppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dgHk ,

such that

PCnpEqppq “
ź

iPZ
En´2ipp ` iq,

define also the direct sum

PCw :“
à
p

PCppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dg
gr,H
k .

There is a natural transformation of functors:

NCw Ñ PCw,

which induces a map on the cohomology

HNnp´qppq Ñ HPnp´qppq, @ n, p P Z.

As in Definition 3.7, for any p P Z and group scheme homomorphism χ : G Ñ Gmpkq, we have a
functor

PCχppq : ǫ-dggr,Hk Ñ dgk, M ÞÑ PCppqpMχq,

and a natural transformation

NCχppq Ñ PCχppq,

which induces a map on the cohomology

HNn
χ p´qppq Ñ HPnχ p´qppq, @ n, p P Z.

By the naturality of this map, we immediately have

Proposition 3.22. In the setting of Theorem 3.19, we have a commutative diagram

HNn´2
χ pY qp2q

��

// HNn´d´2pMqp2q

��
HPn´2

χ pY qp2q // HPn´d´2pMqp2q,

whereM :“ MMMapσpX, rY {Hsq and horizontal maps are obtained by applying HN˚p´qp2q, HP˚p´qp2q
to the map (3.36).

In particular, we have the following vanishing in periodic cyclic cohomology.

Corollary 3.23. When n “ ´1 and Y is affine, the image of rΩM s in HP´3´dpMqp2q is zero.
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Proof. By [BBJ, Prop. 5.6], which is based on [Emma, Prop. 2.6 (ii)], the canonical map

HN´3pY qp2q Ñ HP´3pY qp2q

is zero, so is the map HN´3
χ pY qp2q Ñ HP´3

χ pY qp2q for χ-eigenspaces. From the proof of Theorem
3.19, the class rΩM s comes from the image of the map

HN´3
χ pY qp2q Ñ HN´3´dpMqp2q.

Then the claim follows from the commutativity in Proposition 3.22. �

3.5. Shifted symplectic structures on σ-twisted derived mapping stacks II. Consider the
“marked point” analogy of diagram (3.11) with Y “ Critscpφq, H “ Gˆ F as in the setting of §3.1
and C being a proper flat family of curves over k with at worst nodal singularities, endowed with
smooth k-points p1, . . . , pn as marked points. Denote

ωlog :“ ωC,log “ ωC{kpp1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pnq

to be the log-canonical bundle.

Definition 3.24. We define MMMapχ“ωlogpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq by the following homotopy pullback di-
agram:

(3.38) MMMapχ“ωlogpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq

µ

��

//

l

MMMappC, rCritscpφq{Hsq

��
Bun

χ“ωlog

H pCq // BunHpCq.

The goal of this section is to extend Corollary 3.21 to the case when domain curve C have marked
points and the twist is with respect to log-canonical bundle ωlog rather than ωC{k.

Consider evaluation maps (for simplicity we omit ´ ˆ Spec k in the target)

evn :“ ev1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ evn :MMMapχ“ωlogpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq Ñ rCritscpφq{Hsn,

evnpt : Bun
χ“ωlog

H pCq Ñ rpt{Hsn.

Composing evn with the inclusion Critscpφq ãÑ W , by an abuse of notation, we obtain

(3.39) evn :MMMapχ“ωlog pC, rCritscpφq{Hsq Ñ rW {Hsn,

whose further composition with projection rW {Hsn Ñ rpt{Hsn agrees with the composition evnpt ˝µ.
Recall notations from §3.2: π :MMMapχ“ωlog pC, rCritscpφq{HsqˆC Ñ MMMapχ“ωlogpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq

is the projection, P is the universal H-bundle and W :“ P ˆH W be the universal W -bundle. We
calculate the relative tangent complex of the following map

(3.40) f :“ evn ˆrpt{Hsn µ :MMMapχ“ωlogpC, rCritscpφq{Hsq Ñ rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H pCq.

Proposition 3.25. We have

Tf –
`
π˚

`
W b pω_

log b ωC{kq
˘

Ñ π˚ pW_
b ωlogq

˘
.

And there is a canonical isomorphism

Tf – Lf r´2s.

Proof. For simplicity, we use the following shorthands in this proof:

(3.41) M :“ MMMapχ“ωlog pC, rCritscpφq{Hsq, B :“ Bun
χ“ωlog

H pCq,

which fit into diagram

(3.42) M µ

''

f

''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖

evn

''

rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn B //

��
l

B

��
rW {Hsn // rpt{Hsn.
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By (3.10) and diagram (3.38), base change implies

(3.43) TM{B “ π˚u
˚
ˆ
W

Hesspφq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ W_ b Cχ

˙
– π˚

´
W

α
ÝÑ W_

b ωlog

¯
.

By the self-dual property of Hesspφq, we know

pW Ñ W_
b ωlogq

_
b ωlog – pW Ñ W_

b ωlogq r´1s, with α_ b ωlog “ α,

Let S :“ tp1, . . . , pnu Ď C be the subscheme given by all marked points. We have an exact triangle

(3.44) Tf Ñ TM{B Ñ evn˚TrW {Hsn{rpt{Hsn ,

and a quasi-isomorphism

evn˚TrW {Hsn{rpt{Hsn – π˚pW b OSq.

The map TM{B Ñ evn˚TrW {Hsn{rpt{Hsn is given by

π˚ pWq //

evn

��

π˚ pW_ b ωlogq

π˚pW b OSq.

Combining with the short exact sequence

0 Ñ OCp´Sq
s

ÝÑ OC Ñ OS Ñ 0,

we obtain the following representative of the exact triangle (3.44):

(3.45) π˚ pW b OSq

π˚pWq //

evn

OO

π˚ pW_ b ωlogq

π˚pWp´Sqq //

OO

π˚ pW_ b ωlogq ,

OO

where the bottom (resp. middle) row represents Tf (resp. TM{B), i.e.

(3.46) Tf “ π˚
´
W b OCp´Sq

β“α˝s
ÝÝÝÝÑ W_

b ωlog

¯
,

where s : W b OCp´Sq Ñ W is given by the canonical section s : OCp´Sq Ñ OC . The following
commutative diagram

W b ω´1
log

αbω´1
log //

sbω
´1
C

��

W_

sb OCpSq
��

W b ω´1
C

αbω´1
C // W_ b OCpSq

implies that

β_ “ s_ ˝ α_ “ s_ ˝ pα b ω´1
logq “ ps b OCpSqq ˝ pα b ω´1

logq

“ pα b ω´1
C q ˝ psb ω´1

C q “ pα ˝ sq b ω´1
C “ β b ω´1

C .

By applying π˚ and the relative duality, we obtain the desired isomorphism. �

Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. We use shorthand as (3.41):

M :“ MMMapχ“ωlog pC, rCritscpφq{Hsq, B :“ Bun
χ“ωlog

H pCq.
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Theorem 3.26. Let k be a Noetherian commutative ring over C and σ : Spec k Ñ B be a k-
point. Consider base change of diagram (3.42) under σ, i.e. we define Mpkq and K by the following
homotopy pullback diagrams

(3.47) Mpkq
f̄ //

l

��

SpecK //

��
l

Spec k

σ

��
M

f // rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn B // B.

As a derived stack over K, Mpkq has a canonical p´2q-shifted symplectic structure ΩMpkq.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.19, we have maps in ǫ-dggrk (here we write Y instead of Y ˆSpec k
for short):

kr3sp2q
Ω

ÝÑ DRpY qχ
u˚˝o

ÝÝÝÑ DRωlogppC ˆk Mpkqq{ω̊logq
κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ DRpMpkqq bk CpC, ωC,logq,

where Y “ Critscpφq is the critical locus (3.1) and the last map κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C is defined as map (3.30).

By (3.17), there is a map in ǫ-dggrk :

DRpMpkqq bk CpC, ωC,logq
p

ÝÑ DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωC,logq.

In what follows, we show that the composition p ˝ κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C ˝ u˚ ˝ o ˝ Ω factors through

DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωCq Ñ DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωC,logq,

which is induced by the natural map ωC Ñ ωC,log and hence we obtain maps in ǫ-dggrk :

kr3sp2q Ñ DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωCq Ñ DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk kr´1s,

where the last map is given by Serre duality pairing CpC, ωCq Ñ kr´1s. By adjunction, the above
map is equivalent to a map in ǫ-dggrK :

(3.48) ΩMpkq : Kr4sp2q Ñ DRpMpkq{ SpecKq.

Now we construct the factorization. Indeed, by induction we may assume without loss of generality
that the number of marked points n “ 1, and let p1 : Spec k Ñ C be the marked point. Let P0 be
the principal H-bundle on Spec k determined by the composition

Spec k Ñ B Ñ rpt{Hs ˆ Spec k

of maps over k. Thus P0 as a principal H-bundle in endowed with a trivialization. Then we have

SpecK – P0 ˆH W – W ˆ Spec k,

which is a trivial W -bundle over Spec k. The natural map SpecK “ W ˆSpec k Ñ rW {Hs ˆSpec k
makes the following diagram commutative

(3.49) Y ˆ Spec k

��

� � // W ˆ Spec k

��
Mpkq

f̄

//

p1 // C ˆk Mpkq // rY {Hs ˆ Spec k // rW {Hs ˆ Spec k

SpecK.

OO

In what follows, we write rY {Hs instead of rY {Hs ˆ Spec k for short, similarly for rW {Hs.
With u,w being the universal maps, we have a commutative diagram

M ˆk C //

u

��

B ˆk C

w

��
rY {Hs // rW {Hs // rpt{Hs.
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The lower horizontal maps are quotients of maps Y ãÑ W Ñ pt. The upper map factors through α
in below, making the lower-left square in the following diagram commutative

Mpkq ˆk C //

l

��

rW {Hs ˆrpt{Hs C //

��
l

C

σˆidC

��
M ˆk C

α //

u

��

rW {Hs ˆrpt{Hs pB ˆk Cq //

��
l

B ˆk C

w

��
rY {Hs // rW {Hs // rpt{Hs.

Replacing the C’s in above by ω̊log, we obtain a commutative diagram

(3.50) Mpkq ˆk ω̊log
//

l

��

rW {Hs ˆrpt{Hs ω̊log
//

��
l

ω̊log

σˆid ˚ωlog

��
M ˆk ω̊log

//

ū

��

rW {Hs ˆrpt{Hs pB ˆk ω̊logq //

��
l

B ˆk ω̊log

w̄

��
rY {H0s // rW {H0s // rpt{H0s.

Here the maps ū, w̄ exist by a similar argument as that of (3.35). And we use the fact that

rW {Hs ˆrpt{Hs p´q – rW {H0s ˆrpt{H0s p´q, where p´q “ B ˆk ω̊log or ω̊log,

coming from the Cartesian diagram

rW {H0s

��

//

l

rpt{H0s

��
rW {Hs // rpt{Hs.

We claim that the following diagrams in ǫ-dggrk are commutative
(3.51)

DRpY qχ //

o

��

DRpY {W qχ

o

��
DRLχprY {Hs{BH0q

u˚

��

// DRLχprY {Hs{rW {H0sq

u˚

��
DRωlogppC ˆk Mpkqq{ω̊logq

p˚
1

��

// DRωlogppC ˆk Mpkqq{pω̊log ˆrpt{Hs rW {Hsqq

p˚
1

��
DRCppMpkq ˆ C˚q{pSpec k ˆ C˚qq // DRCppMpkq ˆ C˚q{pSpecK ˆ C˚qq

DRCppMpkq ˆk pSpec k ˆ C˚qq{pSpec k ˆ C˚qq //

κ
C

Mpkq,Spec k

��

DRCppMpkq ˆK pSpecK ˆ C˚qq{pSpecK ˆ C˚qq

κ
C

Mpkq,Spec K

��
DRpMpkqq

p // DRpMpkq{ SpecKq.

The commutativity of the first square follows easily from the definition of the map o (3.21). The
second square commutes by using the commutativity of diagram (3.50) and the canonicity of relative
de Rham complexes (3.17). In the third square, the commutativity follows from the commutativity
of diagrams (3.49), (3.50). And we also use the fact that p˚

1ωlog is trivial on Mpkq. In the last
square, the commutativity follows from the definition of the map in (3.30).
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As the composition kr3sp2q
Ω

ÝÑ DRpY qχ Ñ DRpY {W qχ has a null-homotopy given by the La-
grangian fibration structure Y Ñ W [Gra, Rmk. 3.12]9, this induces a null-homotopy of the map

p ˝κ
C

Mpkq,Speck ˝ p˚
1 ˝u˚ ˝ o ˝Ω. Using the following commutative diagram in ǫ-dggrk (below r is given

by the restriction ωC,log Ñ ωC,log|p1 “ Op1):

(3.52) DRpMpkqq bk CpC, ωC,logq

p

��
DRωlogppC ˆk Mpkqq{ω̊logq

κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C

33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣ p˝κωC,log

Mpkq,C //

p˚
1

��

DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωC,logq

r

��
DRCppC˚ ˆ Mpkqq{C˚q

κ
C

Mpkq,Spec k

��

DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC,Otp1uq

DRpMpkqq
p // DRpMpkq{ SpecKq,

we know r ˝p˝κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C ˝u˚ ˝ o˝Ω is also null-homotopy. This null-homotopy induces a factorization

of p ˝ κ
ωC,log

Mpkq,C ˝ u˚ ˝ o ˝ Ω through DRpMpkq{ SpecKq bk CpC, ωC,logp´p1qq as claimed, and we

obtain a canonical p´2q-shifted closed 2-form as (3.48). Its underlying 2-form becomes the pairing
in Proposition 3.25 which is non-degenerate.

Indeed, following notations in (3.43), (3.46) with S “ tp1u, consider the following perfect com-
plexes on Mpkq ˆk C:

T :“
´
W

α
ÝÑ W_

b ωlog

¯
, T 1 :“

´
Wp´Sq

β“α˝s
ÝÝÝÝÑ W_

b ωlog

¯
.

Using u˚ ˝ o ˝ Ω, we obtain a pairing

(3.53) T b2 Ñ ωlogr´1s.

which can be rewritten as a quasi-isomorphism T – T _ b ωlogr´1s.
There is a map s : T 1 Ñ T given by the canonical section of OpSq, which fits into a commutative

diagram

T 1

��

s // T

–
��

r // T |Mpkqˆp1 “ ev˚
p1
TY

Ω

��
T _ b ωlogr´1s

s_

��

// T _|Mpkqˆp1 r´1s “ ev˚
p1
LY r´1s

s_|p1
��

pT 1q_ b ωCr´1s // pT 1q_ b ωlogr´1s // pT 1q_|Mpkqˆp1 r´1s.

Note that TY “ pTW |Y Ñ LW |Y q with nondegenerate pairing Ω and p0 Ñ LW |Y q is an isotropic
subcomplex by the Lagrangian fibration structure. And we have

r ˝ spT 1q “ s|p1ppT 1q|Mpkqˆp1q “ ev˚
p1

p0 Ñ LW |Y q.

Therefore the map s_|p1 ˝Ω˝ r ˝ s has a null-homotopy, which induces a map T 1 Ñ pT 1q_ bωCr´1s,
π˚ of which is the one in Proposition 3.25. �

3.6. Image of shifted symplectic forms to periodic cyclic homology II. As in §3.4, we show
a vanishing of shifted symplectic forms in periodic cyclic homology, which will be used to verify the
isotropic condition in the proof of Theorem 4.11.

Let Z Ď Wn be a H-invariant closed subscheme such that Z Ď Zp‘nφq, where Zp‘nφq denotes
the zero locus of the function

‘
nφ : Wn Ñ C, px1, . . . , xnq ÞÑ

nÿ

i“1

φpxiq.

9We thank Hyeonjun Park for pointing out this to us.
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Consider the Cartesian diagram of stacks

(3.54) SpecK 1 ι //

��
l

SpecK

σ

��
rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn B // rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn B,

where the right vertical map is given as diagram (3.47).

Proposition 3.27. Let M1pkq{ SpecK 1 be the base-change of Mpkq{ SpecK by the map ι in diagram
(3.54) and ΩMpkq be the shifted symplectic form constructed in Theorem 3.26. Then the pullback class
ι˚rΩMpkqs goes to zero under the map

HN´4pM1pkq{ SpecK 1qp2q Ñ HP´4pM1pkq{ SpecK 1qp2q.

Proof. As in above, without loss of generality, we consider the case when there is only one marked
point p1 P C. Let Y “ Critscpφq be as in (3.1). There are commutative diagrams in dggrk :

(3.55) NCwpDRpY qχ q

T1

��

p // NCwpDRpY {W qχq

T2

��
PCwpDRpY qχ q

p1
//

RPC
1

��

PCwpDRpY {W qχq

RPC
2

��
PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωC,logq

r // PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1q

and
(3.56)

kr3sp2q
ΩY //

Ω

��

NCwpDRpY qχ q
p //

RNC
1

��

NCwpDRpY {W qχq

RNC
2

��
NCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωCq //

S0

��

NCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωC,logq //

S1

��

NCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1q

S2

��
PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωCq

s // PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωC,logq
r // PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1q.

Here in diagram (3.55), the lower square commutes by applying PCw to diagrams (3.51), (3.52), and
in diagram (3.56), the middle and lower horizontal sequences are fiber sequences and commutativity
of the right upper square follows from applying NCw to diagrams (3.51), (3.52). Obviously, we have
equivalences

RPCi ˝ Ti “ Si ˝RNCi , i “ 1, 2.

As noted in the proof of Theorem 3.26, the map Ω is induced by the null-homotopy

p ˝ ΩY
γ
 0

from the Lagrangian fibration structure on Y Ñ W . The composition of Ω with Serre duality defines
the p´2q-shifted symplectic form ΩMpkq in (3.48). Therefore, to prove the proposition, it is enough
to show the composition map

(3.57) S0 ˝ Ω : Kr3sp2q Ñ PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC, ωCq

is null-homotopic after the specified base-change (3.54). Note that the map (3.57) is determined by
s ˝ S0 ˝ Ω and the null-homotopy

r ˝ s ˝ S0 ˝ Ω “ S2 ˝RNC2 ˝ p ˝ ΩY(3.58)

“ RPC2 ˝ T2 ˝ p ˝ ΩY
RPC

2 ˝T2pγq
 0.

Thanks to [BBJ, Prop. 5.6] which in turn is based on [Emma, Prop. 2.6 (ii)], the canonical map
HN´3pY qp2q Ñ HP´3pY qp2q is zero. Hence we have a null-homotopy

T1 ˝ ΩY
η
 0,
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which gives

r ˝ s ˝ S0 ˝ Ω “ r ˝ S1 ˝RNC1 ˝ ΩY(3.59)

“ r ˝ RPC1 ˝ T1 ˝ ΩY

“ RPC2 ˝ p1 ˝ T1 ˝ ΩY
RPC

2 ˝p1pηq
 0.

Composing the paths (3.58) and (3.59) determines a loop (denoted by R2 pT2pγq ˝ p1pηqq) in

|PC´3pMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1 qp2q|

which comes from a loop (denoted by T2pγq ˝ p1pηq) in |PC´3pDRpY {W qχqp2q|, which we now
determine.

We first describe the null-homotopy η. In the coordinates used in the proof of Corollary 3.21,

ΩY “
nÿ

i“1

ddRxi ^ ddRyi, T1 ˝ ΩY “ pd ` ddRqα P PC´3pDRpY qχqp2q,

where

α “
nÿ

i“1

yiddRxi ` φ P DRpY q´2
χ p1q ‘ DRpY q0χp0q Ă PC´4pDRpY qχqp2q.

Indeed, taking the realization of PC´3pDRpY qχqp2q as in [BBJ, Def. 5.5], we have

ddR

˜
nÿ

i“1

yiddRxi

¸
“ ΩY , d

˜
nÿ

i“1

yiddRxi

¸
“ ´ddRφ, dφ “ 0,

where the last vanishing is because φ is a polynomial on variables xi and dxi “ 0 ([BBJ, Ex. 5.15]).
Next we describe the null-homotopy T2pγq using the above presentation. As ddRxi are sections

of LY coming from LW |Y which maps to 0 via LY Ñ LY {W , therefore we get

T2 ˝ p ˝ ΩY “ p1 ˝ T1 ˝ ΩY “ 0.

Similarly, we also have

p1pαq “ p1pφq P DRpY {W q0χp0q,

which will be shown to vanish after the specified base change.
As the number of marked points is assumed to be one, consider the homotopy pullback diagram

(3.60) Y 1 //

��
l

Z

ι

��
Y // W,

and the base change map ι : DRpY {W q0χp0q Ñ DRpY 1{Zq0χp0q. By our assumption

ι ˝ p1pφq “ p1 ˝ ιpφq “ 0.

Therefore the loop T2pγq ˝ p1pηq becomes trivial after going to |PC´3pDRpY 1{Zqχqp2q|. There are
similar diagrams as (3.51), (3.52) after base change via (3.60), therefore we have similar diagrams
as (3.55), (3.56) after the base change. The commutativity of the diagram

PCwpDRpY {W qχq //

RPC
2

��

PCwpDRpY 1{Zqχq

RPC
2

��
PCwpMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1 q

ι // PCwpM1pkq{K 1q bk CpC,Op1 q

implies that the loop R2 pT2pγq ˝ p1pηqq in |PC´3pMpkq{Kq bk CpC,Op1 qp2q| becomes the trivial
loop under the map ι, therefore our claim holds. �

Remark 3.28. The above result remains hold if we replace Z in diagram (3.54) by a closed sub-
scheme in Z pp‘nφqrq with r ě 1.
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4. Virtual pullbacks

We retain notations from §2. We recollect general theory of virtual pullbacks arising from p´2q-
shifted symplectic structures and then apply to our setting. The theory is a rather recent develop-
ment coming out of defining Donaldson-Thomas type invariants for Calabi-Yau 4-folds [BJ, CGJ, OT]
(see also [CL1, CL2, CL3]). Our main reference is the virtual pullback construction of Park [Par1]
which makes the virtual class construction of Oh-Thomas [OT] functorial.

4.1. Virtual pullbacks via symmetric obstruction theory. First recall relevant notions and
results from [Par1].

Definition 4.1. ([Par1, Prop. 1.7, §A.2]) A symmetric complex E on an algebraic stack X consists
of the following data:

(1) A perfect complex E of tor-amplitude r´2, 0s on X .
(2) A non-degenerate symmetric form θ on E, i.e. a morphism

θ : OX Ñ pE b Eqr´2s

in the derived category of X , invariant under the transposition σ : E b E Ñ E b E, and the
induced map ιθ : E

_ Ñ Er´2s is an isomorphism.
(3) An orientation o of E, i.e. an isomorphism o : OX Ñ detpEq of line bundles such that

detpιθq “ o ˝ o_.

Remark 4.2. If a symmetric complex is of form

E “ pV
ϕ
ÝÑ V_q,

where V is a perfect complex of tor-amplitude r0, 1s and ϕ is self-dual under the isomorphism ιθ
above. Then we have a canonical isomorphism detpEq – OX and orientations of E are given by

(4.1) OX

˘p´
?

´1qrkpVq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ OX

on each connected component of X (e.g. [OT, Eqns. (59), (63)]). We choose the plus sign in above
as a canonical choice of orientation.

For a symmetric complex E, there is a quadratic function ([Par1, Prop. 1.7, §A.2]):

(4.2) qE : CE Ñ A1
X ,

from the virtual normal cone CE of E, characterized by some naturality conditions. For example, for
a Deligne-Mumford morphism f : Y Ñ X between algebraic stacks, we have

(4.3) f˚qE “ qf˚E : f˚CE “ Cf˚E Ñ AY .

When E “ Er1s for a special orthogonal bundle E, qE is given by the quadratic form on E.

Definition 4.3. ([Par1, Def. 1.9, §A.2]) A symmetric obstruction theory for a Deligne-Mumford
morphism f : X Ñ Y between algebraic stacks is a morphism φ : E Ñ Lf in the derived category of
X such that

(1) E is a symmetric complex.
(2) φ is an obstruction theory in the sense of Behrend-Fantechi [BF1], i.e., h0pφq is an isomor-

phism and h´1pφq is surjective, where Lf :“ τě´1Lf is the truncated cotangent complex.

Remark 4.4. Do not confuse this with the “symmetric obstruction theory” in the sense of Behrend-
Fantechi [BF2] where “obstruction is dual to deformation”.

The obstruction theory φ induces a closed embedding of the intrinsic normal cone

Cf ãÑ CE.

Definition 4.5. A symmetric obstruction theory φ : E Ñ Lf is isotropic if the intrinsic normal cone
Cf is isotropic in the virtual normal cone CE, i.e. the restriction qE|Cf

: Cf ãÑ CE Ñ A1 vanishes.

Isotropic symmetric obstruction theory implies the existence of square root virtual pullback which
we now briefly recall. For a symmetric complex E on an algebraic stack X , let QpEq be the zero
locus of the quadratic function qE : CE Ñ A1

X , there is a square root Gysin pullback [Par1, Def. A.2]
b
0!QpEq : A˚pQpEqq Ñ A˚pX q,

if X is a quotient of a separated Deligne-Mumford stack by an algebraic group.
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Definition 4.6. Assume that f : X Ñ Y is a Deligne-Mumford morphism between algebraic
stacks with an isotropic symmetric obstruction theory φ : E Ñ Lf . It induces a closed embedding
a : Cf Ñ QpEq. The square root virtual pullback is the composition

(4.4)
a
f ! : A˚pYq

spf
ÝÝÑ A˚pCf q

a˚
ÝÝÑ A˚pQpEqq

b
0!
QpEq

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ A˚pX q,

where spf : A˚pYq Ñ A˚pCf q is the specialization map ([Man, Const. 3.6]).

The map
a
f ! commutes with projective pushforwards, smooth pullbacks, and Gysin pullbacks

for regular immersions. Moreover, it has a functoriality with respect to morphisms compatible with
symmetric obstruction theories [Par1, Thm. A.4] as explained below.

Let f : X Ñ Y be a Deligne-Mumford (DM) morphism of algebraic stacks having reductive
stabilizer groups and affine diagonals10, which are satisfied if X and Y are quotient stacks of separated
DM stacks by algebraic tori. Let g : Y Ñ Z be a DM morphism of algebraic stacks. Assume
φg : Eg Ñ Lg, φg˝f : Eg˝f Ñ Lg˝f are isotropic symmetric obstruction theories, φf : Ef Ñ Lf is
a perfect obstruction theory [BF1] and they are compatible, i.e. there exists a perfect complex D

and morphisms α : Eg˝f Ñ D and β : f˚Eg Ñ D fitting into diagram (4.5) of exact triangles and
preserves orientation (the orientation of Eg˝f is given the orientation of Eg).

(4.5) D_r2s
α_

//

β_

��

Eg˝f

α

��

δ // Ef

f˚Eg
β //

f˚φg

��

D
γ //

φ1
g˝f

��

Ef

φ1
f

��
τě´1f˚Lg // Lg˝f // L1

f .

Here φg˝f “ φ1
g˝f ˝ α, φf “ r ˝ φ1

f with L1
f is the cone of τě´1f˚Lg Ñ Lg˝f and r : L1

f Ñ Lf the
truncation. Then we have

(4.6)
b

pg ˝ fq! “ f ! ˝
a
g!,

where f ! is the virtual pullback of Manolache [Man]. Finally, we remark that the above extends to
the equivariant setting when there is a torus action.

4.2. Virtual pullbacks for moduli stacks of quasimaps. In this section, let

Y “ Critscpφq :“ W ˆL
T˚W W, H “ Gˆ F

be as in (3.9) and C Ñ Mg,n be the universal family. Denote

(4.7) MMMapg,nprY {Hsq :“ MMMapdSt{Mg,n
pC, rY {Hs ˆ Mg,nq

to be the derived mapping stack of C to rY {Hs (relative to Mg,n) as in [Toe1, §4.3 (4.d)], where
we omit the inclusion functor from classical stacks to derived stacks for C and Mg,n. This is the
“global” version of derived stack (3.5) when Specpkq is replaced by Mg,n. By Lurie’s representability
theorem [Lur] (see also [Toe2, Cor. 3.3]), this is a derived Artin stack locally of finite presentation11.

Let HR :“ G ˆ C˚ and recall R-charge R : C˚ Ñ F and Rχ : C˚ Ñ C˚ as in Definition 2.5.
Consider the derived version of diagram (2.3):

10The original assumptions of [Par1, Thm. A.4] are (1) Y is the quotient of a DM stack by a linear algebraic group,
(2) X has the resolution property and (3) f is quasi-projective. We learned from Hyeonjun Park that (1)–(3) can be
replaced by the assumption stated above where details will appear in a forthcoming work [BP].

11In fact by [TV, Prop. 1.3.3.4], it is enough to check it for an atlas tUiu on Mg,n. By taking some etale cover of

Ui, we may assume Ui ˆMg,n
C is a scheme (e.g. [Sta, Tag 0E6F]). Then we are reduced to the case (3.5).
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Definition 4.7. We define derived stacks MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq and MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq by the
following homotopy pullback diagrams:

(4.8) MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq

µ

��

h //

l

MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq

��

//

l

MMMapg,nprY {Hsq

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

η // Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n
// BunH,g,n .

Here the right square is the “global” version of (3.38) when Specpkq is replaced by Mg,n. And

MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq is the derived stack of quadruple
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
, where pC, p1, . . . , pnq

is a prestable genus g, n-pointed curve, P is a principal HR-bundle on C with an isomorphism
κ : P {GˆC˚ Rχ – ωlog, and u : P ˆHR

pG ˆRq Ñ Y is a pG ˆ F q-equivariant map.
Consider the left two terms of diagram (4.8). We have the product of evaluation maps

(4.9) evn :“ ev1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ evn :MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq Ñ rY {HRsn ãÑ rW {HRsn,

and the structure map rW {HRs Ñ rpt{HRs. They fit into the following diagram

(4.10) MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq µ

**

f

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

evn

++

rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
//

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

��
rW {HRsn // rpt{HRsn,

where f :“ µˆrpt{HRsn ev
n is the induced map to the fiber product.

We have a similar diagram when considering the middle two terms of diagram (4.8):

(4.11) MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq µ

**

f

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯

evn

++

rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n
//

��
l

Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
rW {Hsn // rpt{Hsn.

These two diagrams are related by the following base change.

Lemma 4.8. We have the following homotopy pullback diagrams of derived stacks

(4.12) MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq
h //

f

��
l

MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq

f

��
rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
//

��
l

rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

η // Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n .

Proof. The map W Ñ pt and HR Ñ H induce a Cartesian diagram of smooth stacks

(4.13) rW {HRs

��

//

l

rpt{HRs

��
rW {Hs // rpt{Hs.
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As the horizontal maps are smooth, so it is also a homotopy pullback diagram of derived stacks.
Combining this with diagrams (4.10), (4.11) and a diagram chasing, we obtain a commutative
diagram of derived stacks:

MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq //

��

rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

��

// Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

η

��
MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq // rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n
// Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n

where the right and outer squares are homotopy pullback diagrams, so is the left square. �

Lemma 4.9. Let Z Ď Wn be a H-invariant closed subscheme. Then we have the following homotopy
pullback diagram of derived stacks

(4.14) rZ{Hn
Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
//

��
l

rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

η // Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n .

Here we treat classical stacks as derived stacks via the natural inclusion.

Proof. Extending diagrams (4.10), (4.13), we have Cartesian diagrams of classical stacks:

(4.15) rZ{Hn
Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
//

��
l

rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
//

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

��
rZ{Hn

Rs //

��
l

rWn{Hn
Rs //

��
l

rpt{Hn
Rs

��
rZ{Hns // rWn{Hns // rpt{Hns.

We claim the right two vertical maps are smooth, so the diagrams are also homotopy pullback
diagrams. To prove the right upper vertical map is smooth, recall the following Cartesian diagram

śn
i“1 p

˚
i P

n

��

//

l

Pn

��

//

l

pt

��
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

śn
i“1 pi// Cn // rpt{HRsn,

where C is the universal curve, P is the universal HR-bundle over C and pi is given by the i-th

marked point. Since HR and Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
are smooth, so is

śn
i“1 p

˚
i P

n, therefore the claim holds.

The right lower vertical map is smooth as rH{HRs is smooth.
Similarly we also have the homotopy pullback diagram

(4.16) rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n
//

��
l

rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n
//

��
l

Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
rZ{Hns // rWn{Hns // rpt{Hns.

By a diagram chasing on (4.15), (4.16), we obtain (4.14). �

Remark 4.10. As argued in Proposition 2.8, we have a factorization of the evaluation map

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
Ñ rpt{pGˆRpKerRχqqs Ñ rpt{HRs.
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Combining with the Cartesian diagram (as in (4.13)):

rW {pGˆRpKerRχqqs

��

//

l

rpt{pG ˆRpKerRχqqs

��
rW {HRs // rpt{HRs,

we obtain an isomorphism of stacks:

(4.17) rW {pGˆRpKerRχqqsn ˆrpt{pGˆRpKerRχqsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
– rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
.

If Z Ď Wn is a H-invariant closed subscheme, we similarly have an isomorphism of stacks:

(4.18) rZ{pGˆRpKerRχqqns ˆrpt{pGˆRpKerRχqsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
– rZ{Hn

Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
.

Now consider the classical truncation of f and f :

f “ t0pfq :M :“ t0

´
MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq
¯

Ñ rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
,

f “ t0pfq :M :“ t0
`
MMMapχ“ωlog

g,n prY {Hsq
˘

Ñ rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n .
(4.19)

The restrictions Ef :“ Lf|M , Ef :“ Lf|M of the derived cotangent complexes to the classical trun-

cations induce morphisms in derived categories (ref. [STV, Prop. 1.2]):

Ef Ñ Lf , Ef Ñ Lf ,

whose compositions with the truncation L‚ Ñ τě´1L‚ “: L‚ give morphisms

φf : Ef Ñ Lf , φf : Ef Ñ Lf .

Theorem 4.11. Let Z Ď Wn be a H-invariant closed subscheme such that Critpφqn Ď Z Ď Zp‘nφq.

Then after base change to rZ{Hn
Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
presp. rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n q, φf
presp. φf q are isotropic symmetric obstruction theories in the sense Definitions 4.3, 4.5.

Proof. By Proposition 3.25, we know Ef :“ Lf|M is a symmetric complex. Lemma 4.8 implies

Lf “ h˚
Lf.

Therefore Ef :“ Lf|M is also a symmetric complex, which we spell out explicitly as follows. Let
π : C Ñ M denote the universal curve, P Ñ C be the universal HR-bundle and W :“ P ˆHR

W . As
in Proposition 3.25, we have

(4.20) Ef –
`
Rπ˚

`
W b

`
ω_
π,log b ωπ

˘˘
Ñ Rπ˚ pW_

b ωπ,logq
˘
.

The relative Serre duality

Rπ˚pW_
b ωπ,logq –

`
Rπ˚

`
W b

`
ω_
π,log b ωπ

˘˘˘_
r´1s

defines a non-degenerate symmetric form on Ef :

O Ñ pEf b Ef qr´2s,

and a canonical choice of orientation of it (ref. Remark 4.2) by the canonical trivialization

O – detpRπ˚pW_
b ωπ,logqq b detpRπ˚pW b pω_

π,log b ωπqqr1sq.

The tor-amplitudes of Ef , Ef are obviously in r´2, 0s. By [STV, Prop. 1.2], we know both φf and

φf satisfy that h0 is isomorphic and h´1 is surjective, i.e. they are symmetric obstruction theories.

Next we show the isotropic condition after the specified base change. Consider the base change
of (4.19) via the embedding Z Ď Wn:

M

f
��

“ //

l

M

f
��

rZ{Hn
Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
// rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
,
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M

f

��

“ //

l

M

f

��
rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n
// rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n ,

where the base change ofM andM keeps the same as evaluation maps factor through Critpφqn Ď Z.
Here we denote the maps after base change using same notations for simplicity.

Combining with Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, we obtain a Cartesian diagram of classical stacks

M
h“t0phq //

f

��
l

M

f

��
rZ{Hn

Rs ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
// rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n .

And the pullback of φf and φf defines symmetric obstruction theories on the vertical maps.

Therefore, we have embeddings of cone stacks

Cf
� � //
� _

��

h˚Cf
� _

��
CEf

– // h˚CEf

qEf // A1
M ,

where the horizontal embedding follows from [Man, Prop. 2.26]. By Equ. (4.3) and the above
diagram, to show qEf

|Cf
“ 0, it is enough to show qEf

|Cf
“ 0, which we prove by taking a cover.

For any flat morphism σ : Spec k Ñ Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n , denote its base change to rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn

Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n (resp. rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n ) by SpecK (resp. SpecK 1), i.e.

SpecK 1

��

σ //

l

rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
SpecK

��

//

l

rW {Hsn ˆrpt{Hsn Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n

��
Spec k

σ // Bun
χ“ωlog

H,g,n .

Here the fiber products are affine as the right vertical maps are affine.
We have the following Cartesian diagram (below Mpkq is defined by the diagram):

Cg – σ̄˚Cf
� _

i

��

// Cf
� _

j

��
Cσ̄˚pEf q – σ̄˚CEf

��

σ̂ // CEf

��

qEf // A1
M

M 1pkq

g

��

σ̄ // M

f

��
SpecK 1 σ // rZ{Hns ˆrpt{Hsn Bun

χ“ωlog

H,g,n .

Here the isomorphism in the left up corner follows from [Man, Prop. 2.26]. By the base change
property (4.3), to show qEf

|Cf
“ 0, it is enough to show qEf

˝ σ̂ ˝ i “ 0, i.e. qσ̄˚pEf q|Cg
“ 0 for any

diagram as above.
Note that M 1pkq (over K 1) has a derived enhancement to a p´2q-shifted symplectic derived stack

pM1pkq, ι˚ΩMpkqq (over K 1) as constructed in Proposition 3.27 via Theorem 3.26 , where the complex
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pσ̄˚Ef q is the restriction of the derived cotangent complex to the underlying classical part. By

Proposition 3.27, the image of rι˚ΩMpkqs under the map

HN´4pM1pkq{ SpecK 1qp2q Ñ HP´4pM1pkq{ SpecK 1qp2q

is zero. By [Par2] or [KP], we know qσ̄˚pEf q|Cg
“ 0, hence we are done. �

Remark 4.12. The symmetric obstruction theory constructed above depends only on the derived
structure of the mapping stack, not the shifted symplectic structure constructed in §3.3, §3.5 which
is used to verify the isotropic condition.

Next we define virtual pullbacks for moduli stacks of quasimaps. Let

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq Ă t0

´
MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq
¯

be the open substack where quasimap stability (in Definition 2.6) is imposed. In the rest of this
section, we work under the following simplifying condition.

Assumption 4.1. We assume KerpRχq “ 1.

By Proposition 2.13, we know the evaluation maps factor through the stable locus:

evi : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq Ñ Critpφqs{G Ă W s{G, @ i “ 1, 2, . . . , n.

Therefore the map (4.19) restricts to

(4.21) f : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq Ñ rW s{Gsn ˆrpt{Gsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
,

where we have used the isomorphism (4.17) for the target.
Let Z Ď Wn be a H-invariant closed subscheme such that there are closed embedding

(4.22) Critpφqn ãÑ Z ãÑ Zp‘
nφq.

Denote the stable locus by

(4.23) Zs :“ Z X pW sqn.

By base change of (4.21), we obtain

(4.24) f : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq Ñ rZs{Gns ˆrpt{Gsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
,

where the domain keeps the same as evaluation maps factor through rpCritpφqnqs{Gns Ă rZs{Gns.
By Theorem 4.11, the base change of φf to (4.24) gives an isotropic symmetric obstruction theory

which enables us to define a square root virtual pullback as (4.4). By Proposition 2.8, the map f is
F -equivariant. As the Hessian of φ in Proposition 3.3 is equivariant under the action of Calabi-Yau
torus F0 Ď F , so the symmetric obstruction theory φf is F0-equivariant.

To sum up, we have the following F0-equivariant square root virtual pullback.

Definition 4.13. Let Z Ď Wn be a H-invariant closed subscheme such that (4.22) holds. Then we
have a group homomorphism

(4.25)
a
f ! : AF0

˚

´
Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnrZs{Gns

¯
Ñ AF0

˚

´
QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq

¯
.

Here AF0
˚ p´q denotes the F0-equivariant Chow group.

Remark 4.14. One can also define square root virtual pullbacks in K-theory by [Par1, App. B].
By [Par1, Prop. 1.15, Def. A.3], we know the above pullback map is determined by the pullback
map when Z “ Zp‘nφq.

Remark 4.15. The degree shift in the above group homomorphism is calculated by

rkC Rπ˚
`
W b

`
ω_
π,log b ωπ

˘˘
“

ż

β

c1pP ˆpGˆC˚q W q ` p1 ´ g ´ nqdimCW,

where P is any principal pG ˆ C˚q-bundle on a genus g curve C.

Remark 4.16. Here we work in Setting 2.1 and have embedding Critpφq ãÑ Zpφq. Note that
Critpφqn “ Critp‘nφq as closed subscheme in Wn. In general, by Remark 2.2, for some r ě 1, we
have an embedding Critp‘nφq ãÑ Zpp‘nφqrq as closed subschemes in Wn. Using Remark 3.28, we
may simply take Critpφqn ãÑ Z ãÑ Zpp‘nφqrq in Definition 4.13 and hereafter in general.
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4.3. Properties of virtual pullbacks. In this section, we show several properties of virtual pull-
back (4.25) which will be used to prove a gluing formula in §5.2. The formulation is similar to case
of (twisted) Gromov-Witten theory, and quasimap theory to smooth GIT quotients [AGV, §5.3],
[Beh, pp. 608], [CiK1, §6.3], [CiK3, §2.3.3].

We write QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq simply as QMg,npβq or QMg,n if β is not relevant in the

discussion. Let Z Ď Wn be an H-invariant closed subscheme such that (4.22) holds. We work under
Assumption 4.1.

4.3.1. Normalization of nodal curves. Let n1, n2, g1, g2 be non-negative integers and

n “ n1 ` n2, g “ g1 ` g2.

We have the following Cartesian diagram:
š
β1`β2“β QMg1,n1`1pβ1q ˆX QMg2,n2`1pβ2q //

��
l

QMg,npβq

��

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1
//

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl // Mg,n,

(4.26)

where gl in the bottom is the gluing morphism that identifies pn1 ` 1q-th and pn2 ` 1q-th marked
point, which is finite and unramified [AGV, Prop. 5.2.2, Lem. 6.2.4]. In fact, it is the composition
of a finite flat morphism and a base change of a regular closed immersion (see diagram (5.7)).

The upper-right vertical map in above factors through the following map f , and we obtain the
following Cartesian diagram:

š
β1`β2“β QMg1,n1`1pβ1q ˆX QMg2,n2`1pβ2q

gl //

fnode
��

l

QMg,npβq

f

��

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1 ˆrpt{GsnrZs{Gns
gl //

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnrZs{Gns

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl // Mg,n,

(4.27)

where Z Ď Wn is any H-invariant closed subscheme which satisfies (4.22). By Theorem 4.11 and
Definition 4.13, the map f has an isotropic symmetric obstruction theory whose pullback along gl
gives an isotropic symmetric obstruction theory of fnode (e.g. [Par1, Eqn. (1.14)]). The following is
straightforward from [Par1, Prop. 1.15, Def. A.3].

Proposition 4.17. Notations as above, we have

p1q gl! ˝
a
f ! “

b
f !
node ˝ gl!, p2q

a
f ! ˝ gl˚ “ gl˚ ˝

b
f !
node.

4.3.2. Gluing nodal curves. Recall Setting 2.1 and let X :“ W s{G. Denote

(4.28) σ :W Ñ W

to be an automorphism commuting with the action of G ˆ F0, so that σ˚φ “ ´φ.
The above involution obviously preserves Critpφq:

σ : Critpφq Ñ Critpφq,

and also induces an automorphism on X :

σ : X Ñ X.

Remark 4.18. (1) When the involution σ is homotopic to the identify, i.e., fitting into a continuous
r0, 1s-family of operators X Ñ X that commutes with F0-action, then

σ˚
‚̌ “ id : HBM

F0
pXq Ñ HBM

F0
pXq.
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(2) Recall the R-charge as in Definition 2.5 and Setting 2.1. Assume the composition

Rχ : C˚ R
Ñ F

χ
Ñ C˚

is a nontrivial map (so it is also surjective), then we can take σ P R´1
χ p´1q to be a preimage of ´1.

Then σ is homotopic to identify, commutes with the action of G ˆ F0 and satisfies σ˚φ “ ´φ.
(3) Under Assumption 4.1, we simply take σ “ ´1 and the automorphism (4.28) has order two.

Recall the notation p´qs for stable locus (4.23). Then there are Cartesian diagrams

(4.29) Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆX

��

//

l

Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX

∆̄

��
l

Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX

∆

��
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆ Zp‘
2φqs
G2

// Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX ˆX
σ´1

// Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX ˆX,

where ∆ is given by the diagonal embedding X Ñ X ˆX , i.e.

∆px1, . . . , xn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, xq “ px1, . . . , xn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, x, xq,

σ is applied to Xn1 ˆX , i.e.

σpx1, . . . , xn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, x, yq “ pσx1, . . . , σxn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, σx, yq,

and ∆̄ satisfies

∆̄px1, . . . , xn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, xq “ pσx1, . . . , σxn1
, y1, . . . , yn2

, σx, xq.

Consider the following Cartesian diagram (which defines f∆̄):

QMg1,n1`1 ˆ∆̄pXq QMg2,n2`1

i
∆̄

��

f
∆̄ //

l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g1,n1`1

ˆ
rpt{Gsn1`1 ˆ

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ

Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ X ˆ

rpt{Gsn2`1 Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g2,n2`1

∆̄

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

f1ˆf2 // Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g1,n1`1

ˆ
rpt{Gsn1`1

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ

Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ

Zp‘2φqs

G2 ˆ
rpt{Gsn2`1 Bun

Rχ“ωlog
HR,g2,n2`1

,

(4.30)

where ∆̄ is given by the embedding ∆̄ : X Ñ Zp‘
2φqs
G2 as in (4.29), f1, f2 are defined as the map f in

(4.24). Since Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆ Zp‘
2φqs
G2 satisfies (4.22) with respect to the function ‘n1`n2`2φ,

the map f1 ˆ f2 has a square root virtual pullback.12 Again by [Par1, Prop. 1.15, Def. A.3], we have

Proposition 4.19.

(4.31)
b

pf1 ˆ f2q! ˝ ∆̄˚ “ i∆̄˚ ˝
b
f !
∆̄
.

Consider also the Cartesian diagram (which defines f∆):

QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1

i

��

f∆ //

l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g1,n1`1

ˆ
rpt{Gsn1`1 ˆ

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ

Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ X ˆ

rpt{Gsn2`1 Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g2,n2`1

∆

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

f1ˆf2 // Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g1,n1`1

ˆ
rpt{Gsn1`1

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ

Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ X ˆ X ˆ

rpt{Gsn2`1 Bun
Rχ“ωlog
HR,g2,n2`1

,

(4.32)

where ∆ is given by the diagonal embedding X Ñ X ˆX .
The involution (4.28) naturally induces an involution on the moduli stacks of quasimaps.

Definition 4.20. Let σ be an involution as (4.28). We define the induced involution

σ : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq Ñ QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq{{G, βq,

σ
`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, u,κ

˘
:“

`
pC, p1, . . . , pnq, P, σ ¨ u,κ

˘
,

where σ ¨ u : P
u

Ñ Critpφq
σ

Ñ Critpφq is the composition of u and σ.

12In general, we have a closed embedding Zpp‘n1φqr1 q ˆ Zpp‘n2φqr2q ˆ Zpp‘2φqr3 q ãÑ Zpp‘n1`n2`2φqrq if
r ě r1 ` r2 ` r3. By Remark 3.28, we have a square root virtual pullback without the condition Critpφq ãÑ Zpφq in
Setting 2.1.
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In the discussions below, we use the following shorthands:

QMi :“ QMgi,ni`1, Bi :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,gi,ni`1, i “ 1, 2,

B :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn
Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ
Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
,

Z :“ B ˆrpt{Gs X.

Lemma 4.21. We have a commutative diagram

QMg1,n1`1 ˆ∆̄pXq QMg2,n2`1
f∆̄ //

σ–
��

Z

QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1
f∆ // Z,

(4.33)

where σ is a canonical isomorphism.

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram

QM1 ˆ∆̄pXq QM2

σ

��

i∆̄

##

f∆̄

%%
QM1 ˆX QM2

i

��

f∆ // B1 ˆ
BGn1`1

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ X ˆ

BGn2`1 B2
//

∆̄

��

l

Xn1 ˆ Xn2 ˆ X

∆

��
QM1 ˆ QM2

σ

��

..
Xn1 ˆ Xn2 ˆ X2

σ

��
QM1 ˆ QM2

f1ˆf2 // B1 ˆ
BGn1`1

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ˆ Zp‘2φqs

G2 ˆ
BGn2`1 B2

// Xn1 ˆ Xn2 ˆ X2,

parts of which are the Cartesian diagrams (4.30), (4.32), and σ acts on QM1 and Xn1 ˆX .
By a diagram chasing, there exists a canonical map σ : QM1ˆ∆̄pXqQM2 Ñ QM1ˆXQM2 making

the above diagram commutative. The map σ is furthermore an isomorphism, as are the maps

σ : QM1 ˆQM2 Ñ QM1 ˆQM2, σ : Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX2 Ñ Xn1 ˆXn2 ˆX2. �

Let C be the universal curve over QMg1,n1`1ˆXQMg2,n2`1 and C1 be the pullback of the universal
curve fromQMg1,n1`1ˆQMg2,n2`1 along i. As in [Beh, pp. 607–608], there is a commutative diagram

C1 p //

π1

((◗◗
◗◗

◗◗
◗◗

◗◗
◗◗

◗◗
◗ C

π

vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠

QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1
x

EE

x1,x2

YY(4.34)

where x1, x2 are marked points where evn1`1, evn2`1 are evaluated and p is the (universal) partial
normalization which glues x1, x2 to x :“ p ˝ x1 “ p ˝ x2 (which becomes a node).

Let P be the universal principal HR “ pG ˆ C˚q-bundle on C. There is a Cartesian diagram

p˚pP ˆHR
W q

rp //

ρ1

��
l

P ˆHR
W

ρ

��
C1 p //

u1

DD

C,

u

[[
(4.35)

where u is the universal section and u1 is its pullback.
For any locally free sheaf E on C, we have evaluation maps

ui : p
˚E Ñ xi˚x

˚
i p

˚E “ xi˚x
˚E, i “ 1, 2.

By pushforward to C via p, we obtain a short exact sequence of sheaves

(4.36) 0 Ñ E Ñ p˚p
˚E

u
Ñ x˚x

˚E Ñ 0,
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where u “ p˚u2 ´ p˚u1. Equivalently, this is given by applying ´ b E to

(4.37) 0 Ñ OC Ñ p˚OC1 Ñ x˚O Ñ 0.

Applying Rπ˚ to (4.36), we obtain an exact triangle

(4.38) Rπ˚E Ñ Rπ1
˚p

˚E Ñ x˚E.

Note also the following short exact sequences (e.g. [ACGH, pp. 91]):

0 Ñ p˚ωπ1 Ñ ωπ Ñ x˚O Ñ 0,(4.39)

0 Ñ ωπ Ñ p˚ωπ1 px1 ` x2q Ñ x˚O Ñ 0,(4.40)

where the first sequence follows from the dual of (4.37).
Recall Lemma 4.21, we have a commutative diagram:

Y :“ QMg1,n1`1 ˆ∆̄pXq QMg2,n2`1

f∆̄ //

σ–

��

Z

Y :“ QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1

f∆ //

fnode ,,❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩

❩❩❩
❩❩❩

❩❩❩
❩❩❩

❩❩❩
❩❩❩

❩❩
Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X

pB

��
B “ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1
ˆrpt{Gs Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1
ˆrpt{Gsn

Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
,

(4.41)

where the fiber product in Z is given by evaluation maps B Ñ rpt{Gs, X Ñ rpt{Gs at the node
(obtained by identifying the two marked points), p∆ is the projection, and f∆̄ is as in diagram (4.30).

This gives rise to a commutative diagram:

(4.42) Y

idY ˆev∆
��

f∆

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯ Y

σoo

f∆̄

��
Y ˆrpt{Gs X

p

��

fnodeˆidX //

l

Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X

p̄

��
Y

fnode // B,

where ev∆ is the evaluation map at the node (obtained by identifying the two marked points in
QMg1,n1`1 and QMg2,n2`1).

As X “ rW s{Gs is smooth and affine over rpt{Gs, the map idY ˆev∆ is a regular embedding by
[Vis, Def. 1.20], [F, App. B.7.5], therefore there is a Gysin pullback pidY ˆev∆q!. By diagram (4.30),

f∆̄ has a square root virtual pullback
b
f !
∆̄

such that (4.31) holds. Similarly, pfnode ˆ idXq has a

square root virtual pullback
a

pfnode ˆ idXq! as the base change by fnode which comes as the base
change of f in diagram (4.27). Note that the map f∆ does not clearly have a square root virtual

pullback as Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆX does not satisfy condition (4.22), and this is the point we need
to introduce σ and f∆̄.

The rest of this section is to prove the following compatibility.

Proposition 4.22. Notations as above, we have

σ˚ ˝ pidY ˆev∆q! ˝
b

pfnode ˆ idXq! “
b
f !
∆̄
.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume for simplicity that n1 “ n2 “ 0, so that

(4.43) ωπ,log “ ωπ,

and C1 has only two marked points x1 and x2 glued to the node x in C. We will use the functoriality
of square root virtual pullback (4.6) to prove the claim. For this purpose, it is enough to construct
diagram (4.5) in this setting for maps

pidY ˆev∆q ˝ σ, pfnode ˆ idXq, f∆̄.
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By base change along
Zp‘n1φqs

Gn1
ˆ
Zp‘n2φqs

Gn2
ãÑ Xn1`n2 ,

we further reduce the construction of diagram (4.5) to the case where Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆZp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

in diagrams
(4.41) and (4.42) is replaced by Xn1`n2 . As σ is an isomorphism (Lemma 4.21), we first construct
diagram (4.5) for maps:

e :“ idˆev∆, h :“ fnode ˆ idX , g :“ f∆.

We introduce some shorthand notations used only in this proof:

(4.44) W :“ u˚Tρ – P ˆHR
W, A :“ Rπ1

˚pu1˚Tρ1 p´x1 ´ x2qq, B :“ Rπ˚pWq, C :“ x˚W .

By a base change in diagram (4.35), we get

(4.45) rp˚Tρ – Tρ1 .

Therefore using diagrams (4.34) and (4.35), we have

(4.46) A – Rπ1
˚pu1˚rp˚Tρp´x1 ´ x2qq – Rπ˚p˚pp˚u˚Tρp´x1 ´ x2qq – Rπ˚pW b p˚OC1 p´x1 ´ x2qq.

By applying Rπ˚pW b ´q to (4.37), or equivalently applying (4.38) to E “ W , we obtain an exact
triangle

(4.47) B Ñ Rπ1
˚pp˚Wq Ñ x˚W .

By applying Rπ˚pW b p˚p´qq to the short exact sequence

0 Ñ OC1 p´x1 ´ x2q Ñ OC1 Ñ x1˚O ‘ x2˚O Ñ 0,

we obtain an exact triangle

(4.48) A Ñ Rπ1
˚pp˚Wq Ñ x˚W ‘ x˚W .

Combining (4.47), (4.48) and the quotient map (whose kernel is the diagonal x˚W):

x˚W ‘ x˚W Ñ x˚W ,

we obtain an exact triangle

(4.49) A
α0ÝÑ B Ñ C.

By applying Rπ˚pW_ b ´q to (4.40), we obtain an exact triangle

(4.50) Rπ˚pW_ b ωπq
α0

ÝÑ Rπ˚pW_ b p˚ωπ1 px1 ` x2qq Ñ Rπ˚pW_ b x˚Oq.

Applying relative duality for p, we have

RHompp˚OC1 p´x1 ´ x2q, ωπq – p˚pOC1 px1 ` x2q b p!ωπq – p˚pωπ1 px1 ` x2qq.

Then it is easy to see α0 is dual to α0 under the isomorphism (4.46) and relative duality for π.
Noticing that

Rπ˚pW_ b x˚Oq – Rπ˚x˚px˚W_ b Oq – x˚W_.

Then (4.50) becomes

(4.51) B_r´1s
α0

ÝÑ A_r´1s Ñ C_.

Consider the following symmetric complexes

Eg “ pA
dg

ÝÑ A_r´1sq, e˚Eh “ pB
dhÝÑ B_r´1sq,

where Eg is the pullback of the direct sum of symmetric complexes Ef1 ,Ef2 (each one as defined in
Theorem 4.11) via the diagonal base change in (4.32) and Eh is the pullback of Ef via base change
from f to fnode defined in (4.27) and base change from fnode to h :“ fnode ˆ idX as in (4.42). Define

D :“ pB
α0˝dhÝÝÝÝÑ A_r´1sq, Ee :“ C_r1s.

Here the map in D is the composition of the differential in e˚Eh with α0 in (4.51) and Ee is a vector
bundle concentrated in degree ´1 and coincides with the cotangent complex of map e.
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With notations as above, we define morphisms α : Eg Ñ D, β : D_r2s Ñ e˚Eh by

(4.52) Eg

α

��

`
A

dg //

α0

��

A_r´1s
˘

D_r2s

β

��

`
A

dh˝α0 //

α0

��

B_r´1s
˘

D
`
B

α0˝dh // A_r´1s
˘
, e˚Eh

`
B

dh // B_r´1s
˘
.

We claim that dg “ α0 ˝ dh ˝ α0, so α is well-defined. Note that dh is given by applying Rπ˚ to

W
Hessφ

ÝÝÝÝÑ W_ b ωπ,

and dg is given by applying Rπ˚p˚p˚ to the composition

Wp´x1 ´ x2q Ñ W
Hessφ

ÝÝÝÝÑ W_ b ωπ,

where the first map is induced by the natural inclusion OCp´x1 ´ x2q Ñ OC .
By adjunction, we have a commutative diagram

p˚p˚W // p˚p˚ pW_ b ωπq

W

OO

// W_ b ωπ.

OO

Applying Rπ˚ to it, we get a commutative diagram:

Rπ˚p˚p˚W // Rπ˚p˚p˚ pW_ b ωπq – Rπ˚ pW_ b p˚ωπ1 px1 ` x2qq

Rπ˚W

OO

dh // Rπ˚ pW_ b ωπq ,

α0

OO

where the isomorphism uses Eqn. (4.43) and p˚ωπ,log “ ωπ1,log.
By definition, α0 fits into

Rπ˚p˚p˚Wp´x1 ´ x2q – Rπ˚pW b p˚OC1 p´x1 ´ x2qq

α0

,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨

❨❨❨
❨❨❨

❨❨❨
❨❨❨

❨❨❨
❨❨❨

❨❨❨
❨❨❨

// Rπ˚p˚p˚W – Rπ˚pW b p˚OC1 q

Rπ˚W .

OO

By a diagram chasing, we get dg “ α0 ˝ dh ˝ α0.
Cones of both α_r2s and β_r2s are Ee and they fit into a commutative diagram:

D_r2s
α_r2s //

β

��

Eg

α

��

// Ee

e˚Eh
β_r2s // D // Ee,

(4.53)

where we use E_r2s – E for E “ Eg and e˚Eh.
Next we construct the bottom part of diagram (4.5). This is done by considering derived stacks

and the restriction of their cotangent complexes to their classical truncations.
Consider the derived enhancement of f in diagram (4.27) where the Z is replaced by Wn (ex-

actly as in diagram (4.10)). The homotopy pullback via the following diagram defines a derived
enhancement of fnode:

QMnode
//

fnode

��
l

QMg,n

f
��

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1 ˆrpt{GsnX
n gl //

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnX

n

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl // Mg,n,

(4.54)
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where the underlying classical stack satisfies

t0pQMnodeq – QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1 “: Y.

Further homotopy pullback via diagram (4.42) defines a derived enhancement of h “ fnode ˆ idX .
Let Eh be the restriction of the (derived) cotangent complex to its classical truncation, then we
obtain a symmetric obstruction theory ( Theorem 4.11):

φh : Eh Ñ Lh :“ τě´1Lh.

Consider two derived enhancements of g “ f∆ as follows. One of them is constructed via diagram

(4.32): by considering derived enhancement f1, f2 of f1, f2 where the Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

in (4.32)
is replaced by Xn1`n2 (as f in diagram (4.10)) and then define f∆ to be such that diagram:

QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1

i

��

f∆ //

l

B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1`1 ˆX Xn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

∆

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

f1ˆf2 // B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1`1 ˆXn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2,

(4.55)

is homotopy pullback, where Bi :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,gi,ni`1 (i “ 1, 2). Then Eg defined above satisfies

Eg “ Lf∆ |Y which gives rise to the symmetric obstruction theory

φg : Eg Ñ Lg.

The other derived enhancement is defined similarly, by replacing those X in the right hand side
of diagram (4.55) by C “ rpW ˆL

T˚W W qs{Gs ãÑ X “ rW s{Gs, i.e. as the homotopy pullback of
derived stacks:

(4.56) QMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1

ĩ

��

f̃∆ //

l

B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Cn1`1 ˆC ˆCn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

∆

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

f̃1 ˜̂f2 // B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Cn1`1 ˆ Cn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2.

Note by (4.9), the maps f1, f2 in the first derived enhancement factors through f̃1, f̃2 respectively, so
we have the following commutative diagram of derived stacks

QMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1
f̃∆ //

j

��

B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Cn1`1 ˆC ˆCn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

ι

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1

f∆ // B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1`1 ˆX ˆXn2`1 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2,

where ι is induced by the natural inclusion C ãÑ X . The classical truncation of j induces an
isomorphism of classical stacks

t0 pQMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1q – t0 pQMg1,n1`1 ˆX QMg2,n2`1q “ Y,

because maps in QMgi,ni`1 already evaluate at C. Consider the restriction of the cotangent com-
plexes to the classical truncation, we have a commutative diagram

Eg – pj˚
Lf∆q|Y //

��

Lf∆˝j|Y – D

��
Lg

��

Lg

��
Lg “ τě´1Lg Lg “ τě´1Lg.

(4.57)

It is straightforward to check the upper horizontal map coincides with α in diagram (4.52).
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Using Lemma 4.23, we then have a commutative diagram of derived stacks

(4.58) QMnode

e:“id ˆev∆
��

QMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1
roo

g:“ι˝̃f∆“f∆˝j
��

QMnode ˆrpt{Gs X

��

h:“fnodeˆidX

//

l

Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X

��
QMnode

fnode // B,

where B “ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1 ˆrpt{GsnX
n. Restricting cotangent complexes to

the classical truncations and using the fact that t0prq is an isomorphism and Le˝r|Y – Le|Y (which
follows from Lemma 4.23), we obtain a commutative diagram

pe˚Lhq|Y – e˚Eh

��

β_r2s // Lg|Y – D //

��

Le|Y – Ee

��
e˚Lh //

��

Lg //

��

Le

��
τě´1e˚Lh // Lg // L1

e.

(4.59)

Combining diagrams (4.53), (4.57), (4.59), we obtain diagram (4.5)with

e :“ idˆev∆, h :“ fnode ˆ idX , g :“ f∆.

Notice that we have

σ˚Lg – Lg˝σ “ Lf∆̄ , σ˚Le – Le˝σ, σ˚Eg – Ef∆̄ ,

where Ef∆̄ is the symmetric obstruction theory used to define
b
f !
∆̄
. Here the last isomorphism is

due to the following commutative diagram of derived stacks

B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1 ˆX ˆXn2 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

∆

��
∆̄

rr

QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

σ

��

f1ˆf2 // B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1 ˆX ˆX ˆXn2 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

σ

��
QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1

f1ˆf2 // B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1 Xn1 ˆX ˆX ˆXn2 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2,

where σ is applied to QMg1,n1`1 and Xn1 ˆX .
Consider the pullback of diagrams (4.53), (4.59) by the map σ, we obtain the desired diagram

(4.5) for maps pidY ˆev∆q ˝ σ, pfnode ˆ idXq, f∆̄, therefore we are done. �

Lemma 4.23. Let QMnode and QMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1 be defined by diagrams (4.54), (4.56)
respectively, where C :“ rpW ˆL

T˚W W qs{Gs. Then there is a map of derived stacks

(4.60) r : QMg1,n1`1 ˆC QMg2,n2`1 Ñ QMnode

whose classical truncation is an isomorphism. Moreover, the restriction of the cotangent complex of
r to the classical truncation is zero.

Proof. Let C Ñ Mg,n, Ci Ñ Mgi,ni`1 (i “ 1, 2) be the universal curves. Define Cnode to be the
pullback of C via the gluing morphism gl in (4.27). Then we get the following diagram with the
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square being Cartesian

C1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1 \ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ C2

n

�� ++❱❱❱❱
❱❱

❱❱
❱❱

❱❱
❱❱

❱❱
❱❱

❱

Cnode //

��
l

Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl

��
C // Mg,n,

where n is the normalization of nodal curves. By viewing classical stacks as derived stacks, the
square is also a homotopy pullback diagram as horizontal maps are flat.

Recall that for a base Artin stack S, a stackX flat and proper over S, and a derived Artin stack F
which is locally of finite presentation over S, by definition the derived mapping stackMMMapdSt{SpX,F q

represents the sheaf that sends any derived S-stack T to the simplicial set HomdSt{T pXT , FT q of

morphisms of derived stacks over T , where ‚T “ ‚ˆL
ST . In particular, base-change implies canonical

isomorphism

(4.61) MMMapdSt{SpX,F q ˆL
S T – MMMapdSt{T pXT , FT q.

Applying to the situation where S “ Mg,n, T “ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1, and X “ C, for any derived
Artin stack Z over C, we obtain the following homotopy pullback diagrams of derived stacks

(4.62) MMMapdSt{Mg1,n1`1ˆMg2,n2`1
pCnode, Z ˆ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1q //

��
l

Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl

��
MMMapdSt{Mg,n

pC, Z ˆ Mg,nq // Mg,n.

By definition, as the gluing of C1 and C2, Cnode is the pushout

Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

pn1`1ˆid
//

id ˆpn2`1

��
l

C1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ C2 // Cnode,

where pi denotes the i-th marked point. Consider also the homotopy pushout

Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

pn1`1ˆid
//

id ˆpn2`1

��
l

C1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ C2 // Cder

node,

whose classical truncation recovers the previous diagram.
For brevity, let M1,2 :“ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1. Applying MMMapdSt{M1,2

p´, Z ˆM1,2q to the above
diagram, we obtain a homotopy pullback diagram

(4.63) MMMapdSt{M1,2
pCder

node, Z ˆ M1,2q //

��
l

MMMapdSt{M1,2
pC2 ˆ Mg1,n1`1, Z ˆ M1,2q

��
MMMapdSt{M1,2

pC1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1, Z ˆ M1,2q // MMMapdSt{M1,2
pM1,2, Z ˆ M1,2q.

By the base change property (4.61), we have

MMMapdSt{M1,2
pC1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1, Z ˆ M1,2q – MMMapdSt{Mg1,n1`1

pC1, Z ˆ Mg1,n1`1q ˆMg1,n1`1
M1,2,

MMMapdSt{M1,2
pC2 ˆ Mg1,n1`1, Z ˆ M1,2q – MMMapdSt{Mg2,n2`1

pC2, Z ˆ Mg2,n2`1q ˆMg2,n2`1
M1,2,

MMMapdSt{M1,2
pM1,2, Z ˆ M1,2q – Z ˆ M1,2.
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Combining them with diagram (4.63), we obtain an isomorphism

MMMapdSt{M1,2
pCder

node, Z ˆ M1,2q(4.64)

– MMMapdSt{Mg1,n1`1
pC1, Z ˆ Mg1,n1`1q ˆZ MMMapdSt{Mg2,n2`1

pC2, Z ˆ Mg2,n2`1q.

Via the inclusion Cnode “ t0pCder
nodeq Ñ Cder

node, we obtain a map of derived stacks

(4.65) MMMapdSt{M1,2
pCder

node, Z ˆ M1,2q Ñ MMMapdSt{M1,2
pCnode, Z ˆ M1,2q,

whose classical truncation is an isomorphism.
To summarize, combining diagram (4.62), Eqns. (4.64), (4.65) and using notation as Eqn. (4.7),

we obtain a map of derived stacks:

MMMapg1,n1`1pZq ˆZ MMMapg2,n2`1pZq

��
MMMapdSt{Mg1,n1`1ˆMg2,n2`1

pCnode, Z ˆ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1q //

��
l

Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl

��
MMMapg,npZq // Mg,n.

Let Y “ W ˆL
T˚W W , HR “ G ˆ C˚ and Z “ rY {HRs. By a base change through diagram (4.8)

and some diagram chasing, we obtain a map of derived stacks

MMMap
Rχ“ωlog

g1,n1`1 prY {HRsq ˆrY {Gs MMMap
Rχ“ωlog

g2,n2`1 prY {HRsq

��
‹ //

��
l

MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prY {HRsq

��

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gs Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1
//

��
l

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl // Mg,n,

where squares are homotopy pullback diagrams and ‹ contains QMnode as an open substack. By
restricting to the open locus where stability is imposed, we obtain the map (4.60). The statement
about cotangent complex of r is straightforward to check by a direct calculation similar to that in
the proof of Proposition 4.22. �

5. Quasimap invariants

In this section, we use virtual pullbacks introduced in the previous section to define quasimap
invariants and prove a gluing formula in the cohomological field theory.

5.1. Definitions. In the rest of this section, we use notations in the following setting.

Setting 5.1. Let W,G, θ, F0, χ, φ be as in Setting 2.1 and set

X :“ W {{θG, X0 :“ W {affG

to be the GIT and the affine quotient, so the natural map π : X Ñ X0 is projective. Without causing
confusion, let

φ : X Ñ C

denote the descent (after quotient by G) regular function which is F0-invariant and Critpφq Ď X be
the critical locus such that CritpφqF0 is proper.

Let R : C˚ Ñ F be the R-charge as in Definition 2.5 such that KerRχ “ t1u.
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Definition 5.2. ([CiKM, Def. 3.2.2]) An element β P HomZpXpGq,Zq is said to be effective if it
comes from a quasimap class to W {{θG. All effective classes form a monoid (by considering possibly
disconnected domain curves), denoted EffpW,G, θq.

We denote the submonoid of effective classes in Critpφq by N`pCritpφqq.

Definition 5.3. We define the Novikov ring as

AF0
˚ pptqrrzss :“

$
&
%

ÿ

βPN`pCritpφqq
aβz

β
ˇ̌
ˇ aβ P AF0

˚ pptq

,
.
- .

Similarly we also define AF0
˚ p´q rrzss for any p´q with F0-action.

Remark 5.4. Since infinite sum is allowed in the above, this space does not have a ring structure.
Nevertheless, for each given genus g and number n of marked points, any effective β P HomZpXpGq,Zq
has the property that βpθq is bounded below. In what follows, we only consider infinite sums which
are bounded in the negative direction and such elements are closed under multiplication.

When 2g´2`n ą 0, we consider the composition of the forgetful map and the stablization map:

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
Ñ Mg,n

st
ÝÑ Mg,n,

which is flat, so is the base change

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆpZs{Gnq Ñ Mg,n ˆ pZs{Gnq,

where Z Ď Wn is a H-invariant closed subscheme satisfying condition (4.22). Composing with the
smooth map

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnpZs{Gnq Ñ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆpZs{Gnq,

we obtain a flat map

(5.1) ν : Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnpZs{Gnq Ñ Mg,n ˆ pZs{Gnq.

Recall the map f (4.24), we then have

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq

f
ÝÑ Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
ˆrpt{GsnpZs{Gnq

ν
ÝÑ Mg,n ˆ pZs{Gnq.

We define box (or exterior) products

b : A˚pMg,nq bAF0
˚ pZs{Gnq Ñ AF0

˚ pMg,n ˆ pZs{Gnqq, pα, βq ÞÑ pα ˆ βq,

b
n
i“1 : bn

i“1A
F0
˚ pCritpφqq Ñ AF0

˚ pCritpφqnq, pγ1, . . . , γnq ÞÑ γ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ γn,

where ˆ is the exterior product of [F, §1.10].
Fix Z “ Zp‘nφq in above and define the following:

Definition 5.5. When 2g ´ 2 ` n ą 0, we define the following map

(5.2) Φg,n,β :“ p˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ ν˚ ˝ b : A˚pMg,nq bAF0

˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc,

where

p˚ : AF0
˚ pQM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βqq Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc

is the localized pushforward map for the projection p, defined using Theorem 2.14 and Eqn. (A.2).

Definition 5.6. The quasimap invariant with insertion tγiu
n
i“1 in AF0

˚ pCritpφqq is
@
γ1, . . . , γn

D
g,β

:“ Φg,n,β
`
rMg,ns b pb

n
i“1γiq

˘
P AF0

˚ pptqloc.

More generally, bn
i“1γi P AF0

˚ pCritpφqnq can be replaced by an arbitrary class γ P AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

¯
,

and we simply write @
γ
D
g,β

:“ Φg,n,β
`
rMg,ns b γ

˘
P AF0

˚ pptqloc,

or
@
γ
D
g,β,n

if n is not clear from the context.
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5.2. Gluing formula. In this section, we use properties of virtual pullbacks proved in §4.3 to prove
a gluing formula for the map (5.2) in the formulation of cohomological field theory

As in (5.2), we can define a map (where n “ n1 ` n2):

(5.3) Φg1`1,n1,β1
b Φg2,n2`1,β2

: A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1q bAF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘n`2φqs

Gn`2

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc,

pα, θq ÞÑ pp1 ˆ p2q˚

b
pf1 ˆ f2q!pν1 ˆ ν2q˚pα b θq,

where

ν1 ˆ ν2 : Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1

ˆ
Zp‘n`2φqs

Gn`2

˙
ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1(5.4)

Ñ Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1 ˆ

ˆ
Zp‘n`2φqs

Gn`2

˙

is defined similarly as (5.1) and p1 ˆ p2 : QMg1,n1`1 ˆ QMg2,n2`1 Ñ pt is the projection. Here
although the notation is in the product form, the map is not necessarily the tensor product of two
maps in general. Let

(5.5) η P AF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘2φqs

G2

˙

be the class of the anti-diagonal ∆̄ : X Ñ Zp‘
2φqs
G2 in (4.29).

For any γ P AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

¯
, we have its box (or exterior) product with η ([F, §1.10]):

γ b η P AF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn
ˆ
Zp‘2φqs

G2

˙
,

which is also considered as an element in AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

n`2φqs
Gn`2

¯
by the pushforward of inclusion.

For n “ n1 ` n2, g “ g1 ` g2, we have the gluing morphism

ι :Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1 Ñ Mg,n.

Note also that any class in AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

¯
can be considered as an element in AF0

˚
´
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

¯

with n “ n1 ` n2 by the pushforward of inclusion.

Theorem 5.7. Let γ P Im
´
AF0

˚
´
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

¯
Ñ AF0

˚
´
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

¯¯
be in the image and

α P A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1q. Then

(5.6) Φg,n,βppι˚αq b γq “
ÿ

β1`β2“β
pΦg1,n1`1,β1

b Φg2,n2`1,β2
q pα b pγ b ηqq.

Proof. For a decomposition β “ β1 ` β2, we introduce the following shorthands:

QM “ QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq, QMi “ QMipβiq “ QM

Rχ“ωlog

gi,ni`1 pCritpφq, βiq, i “ 1, 2,

B1 :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g1,n1`1, B2 :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g2,n2`1, B :“ Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
.

For any Deligne-Mumford stack X , we write the structure map X Ñ pt as pX .
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As in [AGV, Proof of Prop. 6.22], we have the following commutative diagram with all squares
being Cartesian (here we use notations as diagrams (4.26), (4.27)):

pt

š
β1`β2“β QM1pβ1q ˆX QM2pβ2q

l

š
β1`β2“β pQM1ˆXQM2

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
gl //

fnode
��

QM

f

��

pQM

hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗

B :“ B1 ˆrpt{Gs B2 ˆrpt{Gsn
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

ν12

&&

gl //

ls12

��

B ˆrpt{Gsn
Zp‘

nφqs
Gn

s

��

ν

��

B1 ˆrpt{Gs B2 ˆ Zp‘
nφqs
Gn

l

gl //

πB12

��

B ˆ Zp‘
nφqs
Gn

πB

��
B1 ˆrpt{Gs B2

l

gl //

g12

��

B

g

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1

gl ++iQ //

st1ˆst2

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯

Q

l

j //

p

��

Mg,n

st

��
Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1 ˆ Zp‘

nφqs
Gn Mg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1

ι // Mg,n Mg,n ˆ Zp‘
nφqs
Gn .

(5.7)

Then

Φg,n,βppι˚αq b γq :“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ ν˚ppι˚αq b γq(5.8)

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚ppg˚st˚ι˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚ppg˚j˚p

˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚ppg˚j˚iQ˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚ppg˚gl˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚ppgl˚g

˚
12pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ s˚gl˚ppg˚

12pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝
a
f ! ˝ gl˚s

˚
12ppg˚

12pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq

“ pQM˚ ˝ gl˚

b
f !
nodeν

˚
12pα b γq

“
ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆXQM2˚ ˝

b
f !
node ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq.

Here we use Proposition 4.17 in the 9th equality. We explain that the 4th equality follows from
[Beh, Prop. 8]. Indeed, loc. cit. states that iQ is proper, finite, and

p˚rMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1s “ iQ˚rMg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1s.

For α P A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1q, by Poincaré duality, we can write

α “ ξ X rMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1s,
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for some ξ P A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1q, where the cap product is defined on DM stacks by [Vis, §5],
following [F, §17.2], and extended to Artin stacks by [BS, App. C] based on [Kre]. Then

p˚α “ p˚ `ξ X rMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1s
˘

(5.9)

“
`
p˚ξ X p˚rMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1s

˘

“ pp˚ξ X iQ˚rMg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1sq

“ iQ˚ pi˚Qp
˚ξ X rMg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1sq

“ iQ˚ ppst1 ˆ st2q˚ξ X rMg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1sq

“ iQ˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚ `
ξ X rMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1s

˘

“ iQ˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚α.

Recall diagram (4.42), we have

(5.10) Y

idY ˆev∆
��

f∆

**❯❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯❯

❯❯
❯ Y

σoo

f∆̄

��
Y ˆrpt{Gs X

pY

��

fnodeˆidX //

l

Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X

pB

��
Y

fnode //

idY ˆev∆

EE

B,

where idY ˆev∆ is a section of pY and hence

(5.11) pidY ˆev∆q! ˝ p˚
Y “ id˚

Y .

Proposition 4.22 gives

(5.12) σ˚ ˝ pidY ˆev∆q! ˝
b

pfnode ˆ idXq! “
b
f !
∆̄
.

To sum up, we have

Φg,n,βppι˚αq b γq
(5.8)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆXQM2˚ ˝

b
f !
node ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq

(5.11)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆXQM2˚ ˝ pidY ˆev∆q! ˝ p˚

Y ˝
b
f !
node ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq

(5.10)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆXQM2˚ ˝ pidY ˆev∆q! ˝

b
pfnode ˆ idXq! ˝ p˚

B ˝ ν˚
12pα b γq

(5.12)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆXQM2˚ ˝ pσ´1q˚ ˝

b
f !
∆̄

˝ p˚
B ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq

(4.33)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆ∆̄QM2˚ ˝

b
f !
∆̄

˝ p˚
B ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq

(4.30)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆQM2˚ ˝ i∆̄˚ ˝

b
f !
∆̄

˝ p˚
B ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq

(4.31)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆQM2˚ ˝

b
pf1 ˆ f2q! ˝ ∆̄˚ ˝ p˚

B ˝ ν˚
12pα b γq

Lem.5.10
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pQM1ˆQM2˚ ˝

b
pf1 ˆ f2q! ˝ pν1 ˆ ν2q˚pα b γ b ηq

(5.3)
“

ÿ

β1`β2“β
pΦg1,n1`1,β1

b Φg2,n2`1,β2
q pα b pγ b ηqq.

where pν1 ˆ ν2q is defined in (5.4). �

Remark 5.8. One can similarly show the genus reduction axiom in the cohomological field theory,
which we leave to the reader to check details.
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Remark 5.9. In general, without the condition on embedding Critpφq ãÑ Zpφq in Setting 2.1, by
Remark 4.16, we simply replace Zp‘iφq by Zpp‘iφqrq for some large r ě 1 in the above theorem.

Lemma 5.10. We have ∆̄˚ ˝ p˚
B ˝ ν˚

12pα b γq “ pν1 ˆ ν2q˚pα b γ b ηq.

Proof. Recall notations in diagrams (4.41), (5.7), we have a Cartesian diagram

Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X
∆̄ //

s1

��
l

B1 ˆrpt{Gsn1`1
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆ Zp‘
2φqs
G2 ˆrpt{Gsn2`1 B2

s

��

B1 ˆ Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆX ˆ B2
∆̄ // B1 ˆ Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆ Zp‘
2φqs
G2 ˆ B2,

and a commutative diagram

Z “ B ˆrpt{Gs X
pB //

s1

��

B “ B1 ˆrpt{Gs B2 ˆrpt{Gsn
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

s12

��

B1 ˆ B2 ˆ Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

ˆX

s2

��

B1 ˆrpt{Gs B2 ˆ Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

s3rr❡❡❡❡❡❡
❡❡❡

❡❡❡
❡❡❡

❡❡❡
❡❡❡

❡❡❡
❡

B1 ˆ B2 ˆ Zp‘
n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

,

where s2 is the projection map and all maps in this diagram are smooth.

Therefore for any θ P A˚pB1 ˆ B2q and γ P AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

n1φqs
Gn1

ˆ Zp‘
n2φqs
Gn2

¯
, we have

∆̄˚p
˚
Bs

˚
12s

˚
3 pθ b γq “ ∆̄˚s

˚
1 s

˚
2 pθ b γq(5.13)

“ ∆̄˚s
˚
1 pθ b γ b rXsq

“ s˚pθ b γ b ηq.

In the notations of diagram (5.7), for any α P A˚pMg1,n1`1 ˆMg2,n2`1q, we have

γ˚
12pα b γq “ s˚

12 ppg˚
12pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq(5.14)

“ s˚
12s

˚
3 pppg1 ˆ g2q˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γq ,

where g1 ˆ g2 : B1 ˆ B2 Ñ Mg1,n1`1 ˆ Mg2,n2`1 is the product of forgetful maps. Note also

(5.15) pν1 ˆ ν2q˚pα b γ b ηq “ s˚ pppg1 ˆ g2q˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚αq b γ b ηq .

Let θ “ pg1 ˆ g2q˚pst1 ˆ st2q˚α and combine with Equs. (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), we are done. �

5.3. WDVV type equation. In this section, using the gluing formula (5.7) proved in the previous
section, we show a Witten-Dijkgraaf-Verlinde-Verlinde (WDVV) type equation for the invariants
defined in (5.3). In the special cases discussed in §5.6, we show that such a WDVV type equation
implies the associativity of the quantum product defined on critical cohomologies.

Let n P N. Fix a collection of classes

δi P AF0
˚ pZpφqs{Gq, 1 ď i ď n, γj P AF0

˚ pZpφqs{Gq, 1 ď j ď 4.

For any partition A \B “ t1, 2, . . . , nu, we denote

δA “ δi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b δim P AF0
˚

`
pZpφqs{GqA

˘
,

where A “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imu, and we similarly denote δB. Let

pA :“ A\ tn ` 1, n` 2u, pB :“ B \ tn` 3, n` 4u.

As suggested by the notation, evaluation maps of QM1 “ QM
Rχ“ωlog

0, pA\‚̌ pCritpφq, β1q are associated

to marked points labelled by pA \ ‚̌, and evaluation maps of QM2 “ QM
Rχ“ωlog

0, pB\‚ pCritpφq, β2q are

associated to marked points labelled by pB \ ‚.

Recall the class η P AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

2φqs
G2

¯
of the anti-diagonal with Zp‘

2φqs
G2 Ď X ˆ X , where the two

factors are associated to points ‚̌ and ‚ respectively.
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Theorem 5.11. Notations as above, we have
ÿ

β1`β2“β

ÿ

A\B“t1,2,...,nu
Φ0,|A|`3,β1

b Φ0,|B|`3,β2

`
rM0,|A|`3 ˆM0,|B|`3s b δA b γ1 b γ2 b η b δB b γ3 b γ4

˘

“
ÿ

β1`β2“β

ÿ

A\B“t1,2,...,nu
Φ0,|A|`3,β1

b Φ0,|B|`3,β2

`
rM0,|A|`3 ˆM0,|B|`3s b δA b γ1 b γ3 b η b δB b γ2 b γ4

˘
.

Proof. By the gluing formula (5.6), the left-hand-side of the above becomes
ÿ

β1`β2“β

ÿ

A\B“t1,2,...,nu
Φ0,|A|`3,β1

b Φ0,|B|`3,β2

`
rM0,|A|`3 ˆM0,|B|`3s b δA b γ1 b γ2 b η b δB b γ3 b γ4

˘

“ Φ0,n`4,β

`
ι˚rM0,|A|`3 ˆM0,|B|`3s b δA b γ1 b γ2 b δB b γ3 b γ4

˘
.

Similar formula holds for the right-hand-side. The assertion then follows directly from the commu-
tativity of the box-product. �

5.4. Specialization for the zero-potential. In this section, we show that our QM invariants
(when φ “ 0) specialize to the QM type invariants of smooth GIT quotients as defined in [CiKM]13.

Let φ “ 0 in Setting 5.1 so Critpφq “ X “ W {{G. Recall the following maps of derived stacks
(e.g. (4.10)):

MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prpW ˆL
T˚W W q{HRsq

i // MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prW {HRsq

g

uu

f

��

rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

πB

��

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
,

with the induced maps of cotangent complexes

(5.16) f˚
LπB

Ñ Lg Ñ Lf, i˚Lf Ñ Lf˝i Ñ Li.

As φ “ 0, the classical truncation i of i is an isomorphism

i :Map
Rχ“ωlog
g,n prpW ˆT˚W W q{HRsq – Map

Rχ“ωlog
g,n prW {HRsq.

The restriction of the relative cotangent complexes of f and g “ πB ˝ f to the classical truncation
defines relative obstruction theories

ϕ : F Ñ Lf , ψ : G Ñ Lg,

where f and g are the classical truncations of f and g, and we restrict to the open substack

QM :“ QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq Ă Map

Rχ“ωlog
g,n prW {HRsq

of stable R-twisted quasimaps to X . We describe F and G explicitly as follows.
Let π : C Ñ QM denote the universal curve with universal section p1, . . . , pn, P Ñ C be the

universal HR-bundle and W :“ P ˆHR
W . The log canonical bundle is

ωlog “ ωπpSq, where S :“ p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pn.

As argued in Theorem 4.11, we know

F – Rπ˚ pW b Op´Sqq
_
, G – Rπ˚ pWq

_
.

Restricting the first sequence in (5.16) to the classical truncation gives a compatible diagram of
relative perfect obstruction theories:

f˚LπB
– Rπ˚ pW b OSq

_

��

// G

��

// F

��
f˚LπB

// Lg // Lf .

13The slight difference is that there is no twist in the formulation of [CiKM].
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By Manolache’s virtual pullback [Man, Cor. 4.9], we have

g!ψ “ f !
ϕ ˝ π˚

B,

where π˚
B is the flat pullback.

Applying the left hand side to rBun
Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n
s, we obtain the virtual class of QM defined as in

[CiKM, Prop. 4.4.1, §5.2]. Using the above equality, we obtain

(5.17) rQM svirϕ “ f !
ϕ

”
rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

ı
.

Recall Theorem 4.11, the restriction of f ˝ i to the classical truncation gives an isotropic symmetric
obstruction theory φf : Ef Ñ Lf with

(5.18) Ef – pRπ˚ pW b Op´Sqq Ñ Rπ˚ pW b Op´Sqq
_

q ,

and a virtual class:

(5.19) rQM svirφ :“
b
f !
φ

”
rW {HRsn ˆrpt{HRsn Bun

Rχ“ωlog

HR,g,n

ı
,

defined using Definition 4.13. In below we show these two virtual classes are the same.

Proposition 5.12. There is a map δ : Ef Ñ F such that φf “ ϕ ˝ δ, making F a maximal isotropic
subcomplex in the sense of [Par1, Def. 1.4]. Therefore for some choice of sign in (4.1), we have

b
f !
φ “ f !

ϕ.

In particular, virtual class in (5.19) can recover the virtual class in (5.17).

Proof. The restriction of the second sequence in (5.16) to the classical truncation gives a map

F //

ϕ

��

Ef

φf

��

// F_r2s

��
Lf Lf // 0.

As φ “ 0, W ˆL
T˚W W “ T ˚r´1sW is the shifted cotangent bundle of W , and hence there is a zero

section W Ñ T ˚r´1sW whose classical truncation is an isomorphism. This induces a map

j :MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prW {HRsq Ñ MMMapRχ“ωlog

g,n prpW ˆL
T˚W W q{HRsq

whose composition with i is the identity. Then we have a fiber sequence

j˚
Lf˝i Ñ Lf Ñ Lj

whose restriction to the classical truncation gives a commutative diagram

Ef
δ //

φf

��

F

ϕ

��
Lf Lf .

That is, φf “ ϕ ˝ δ. It is easy to check F is a maximal isotropic subcomplex of Ef . Finally, the
equality on virtual pullbacks follows from [Par1, Prop. 1.18]. �

5.5. Dimensional reduction to symplectic quotients. In a forthcoming work, we will show
that the quasimap invariants defines in the present paper have dimensional reduction to quasimap
invariants of symplectic quotients as defined by [CiKM, Kim].

Let M be a symplectic vector space over C (also known as a quaternionic vector space) with a
Hamiltonian action by an algebraic group G. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and

µ :M Ñ g˚

be the moment map. Define W :“ M ˆ g with the induced G-action. Let

φ :W Ñ C, px, ξq P M ˆ g ÞÑ xµpxq, ξy,

where x´,´y denotes the pairing of dual vector spaces. Note that

dφ “ pdφ1, dφ2q :M ˆ g Ñ M˚ ˆ g˚, with dφ2 “ µ.
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Hence dφpx, ξq “ 0 implies µpxq “ 0. In particular, we have closed embeddings

Critpφq Ď µ´1p0q ˆ g Ď Zpφq.

And the critical locus is characterized as the zero locus of dφ1|µ´1p0qˆg.

The quotient stack rµ´1p0q ˆG gs is a vector bundle over rµ´1p0q{Gs with fiber g, and

rCritpφq{Gs Ď µ´1p0q ˆG g

is a closed substack. Moreover, taking the stable locus of µ´1p0q, denoted by µ´1p0qs, we obtain a
vector bundle

µ´1p0qs ˆG g Ñ µ´1p0qs{G

over the symplectic reduction.
Let F be a reductive group with a character χ : F Ñ C˚ acting on M so that the symplectic

form Ω transforms under F as χ, i.e. Ω induces an F -equivariant isomorphism M – M˚ b χ. By
definition, the moment map

µ :M Ñ g˚ b χ

is F -equivariant with F acting trivially on g. In particular, the function

φ :W Ñ Cχ

is a F -equivariant map with F acting on C by character χ.
The quasimap invariants of symplectic quotients as defined by [CiKM, Kim] give a map

Φsymp
g,n,β : A˚pMg,nq bAF0

˚ pµ´1p0qs{Gqbn Ñ AF0
˚ pptqloc.

We expect the following diagram

A˚pMg,nq bAF0
˚ pµ´1p0qs{Gqbn – //

Φsymp

g,n,β

��

A˚pMg,nq bAF0
˚ pµ´1p0qs ˆG gqbn

Φg,n,β

��
AF0

˚ pptqloc AF0
˚ pptqloc

to be commutative. Here the upper horizontal map is given by the smooth pullback of the projection
of vector bundle µ´1p0qs ˆG g to the base µ´1p0qs{G, and the right vertical map is given as (5.2)
(noticing that µ´1p0qs ˆG g Ď Zpφqs{G).

It is worth mentioning that there is an isomorphism [Dav, Theorem A1]

HBM
F0

pµ´1p0qs ˆG gq – HF0
pW {{G,ϕφq,

where HBM
F0

denotes the (equivariant) Borel-Moore homology (Eqn. (A.4)), by abuse of notation φ
denotes the descent function W {{G Ñ C and ϕφ denotes the vanishing cycle functor in Eqn. (A.5).
We refer to the appendix for more discussions on the critical cohomology HF0

pW {{G,ϕφq and its
properties.

By considering theK-theoretic version of what have been defined in §5.1, one will have dimensional
reduction to the K-theoretic QM invariants of symplectic quotients which have been extensively
studied (particularly on Nakajima quiver varieties) by the Okounkov school (e.g. [AO, Oko, PSZ,
KZ, KPSZ]).

5.6. On quantum critical cohomology. In this section, we discuss how our pullback map (4.25)
can be used to define a quantum critical cohomology in two cases.

5.6.1. Compact-type case and geometric phase. We consider two special cases of our Setting 2.1.
The first special case is referred to as the equivariantly compact-type case, which is motivated by

the compact-type condition of [FJR2, Def. 4.1.4].

Setting 5.13. Notations as in Setting 5.1 and we assume φ|XF0 “ 0.

The assumption implies XF0 Ď Zpφq. In particular, there is an element

(5.20) 1 :“
rXF0s

eF0pNXF0Xq
P AF0

˚ pZpφqqloc.

Recall the canonical map defined in Eqn. (A.7), we have the following.
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Proposition 5.14. In Setting 5.13, the canonical map induces an isomorphism:

(5.21) HBM
F0

pZpφqqloc
–
Ñ HF0

pX,ϕφqloc,

and the natural inclusion map induces an isomorphism:

(5.22) HBM
F0

pZpφqqloc
–
Ñ HBM

F0
pXqloc.

Proof. We first show (5.21). For any F0-equivariant sheaf A on X , we denote the compactly sup-
ported cohomology

H˚
c,F0

pX,Aq :“ pX!A.

Recall that Borel-Moore homology (resp. critical cohomology) is the dual of the above cohomology
when A “ QX (resp. A “ ϕφQX). The Milnor triangle (A.6) gives a long exact sequence

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hi
c,F0

pX,ψφq Ñ Hi
c,F0

pX,ϕφq Ñ Hi
c,F0

pZpφq,Qq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

If we can show H˚
c,F0

pX,ψφqloc “ 0, the isomorphism (5.21) would then follow from the same

argument as [Brion, Lem. 4].
Let ρ : XF0 Ñ X be the natural closed embedding. For any F0-equivariant sheaf A on X , the

equivariant localization [GKM, Thm. 6.2] yields that the map

H˚
c,F0

pX,Aq Ñ H˚
c,F0

pX, ρ˚ρ
˚Aq

becomes an isomorphism after applying localization, so we are left to show

(5.23) H˚
c,F0

pX, ρ˚ρ
˚ψφqloc “ 0.

Let j : X˚ Ñ X be the open complement of i : Zpφq Ñ X , and let π̂ : ĂX˚ Ñ X˚ be the Z-cover
obtained from pulling back the exponential map exp : C Ñ C˚ along φ. The composition j ˝ π̂ is
denoted by l. Setting 5.13 implies that ρ factor as the composition of h : XF0 Ñ Zpφq with i.

Recall that ψφ :“ i˚i˚l˚l˚. Then we have

ρ˚ρ
˚i˚i

˚l˚l
˚ “ ρ˚h

˚i˚i˚i
˚l˚l

˚

“ ρ˚h
˚i˚l˚l

˚

“ ρ˚ρ
˚l˚l

˚.

Since ρ is a regular embedding, we have ρ˚ “ ρ!rds where d is the relative dimension. By definition

of ĂX˚ and Setting 5.13, we have the Cartesian diagram

H //

��

ĂX˚

l

��
XF0

ρ // X.

Base-change (ref. [KaSc, Prop. 3.1.9]) implies that ρ! ˝ l˚ “ 0, therefore (5.23) holds.
To show (5.22), recall the following long exact sequence

Ñ HBM
F0

pZpφqq Ñ HBM
F0

pXq Ñ HBM
F0

pXzZpφqq Ñ .

Since XF0 Ď Zpφq, so XF0 “ ZpφqF0 . By localization, we know HBM
F0

pXzZpφqqloc “ 0. �

The second special case we consider is referred to as the geometric phase, which is motivated by
the definition of geometric phase in [CFGKS, Def. 1.4.5].

Setting 5.15. Let M be a vector space with an pH “ G ˆ F q-action, so that the G-action on the
θ-stable locus M s of M is free. Let V Ñ M be an equivariant vector bundle together with a section
s P ΓpM,V q which is G-invariant and transforms under F as character χ´1 : F Ñ C˚.

Let W be the total space of V _ with the induced H-action and projection π :W Ñ M . Define

φ :W Ñ C, φpv_q “ xs ˝ πpv_q, v_y.

Let Zpsq Ď M be the zero locus of s. Assume furthermore that Zpsqs{G is smooth. Denote

Z :“ π´1pZpsqq, Zs :“ π´1pZpsqsq, W s :“ π´1pM sq.
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By an abuse of notations, we still write X “ W s{G and φ : X Ñ C for the descent function.
There is an isomorphism: [Dav, Thm. A1]

(5.24) HBM
F0

pZs{Gq – HF0
pX,ϕφq,

which goes in literature by the name dimensional reduction. Since Zs{G is the total space of a vector
bundle over Zpsqs{G, we obtain by the assumption in Setting 5.15 that Zs{G is smooth. Hence,
there is a fundamental class

(5.25) 1 :“ rZs{Gs P AF0
˚ pZs{Gq.

Recall the anti-diagonal class η P AF0
˚

´
Zp‘

2φqs
G2

¯
defined in (5.5). By an abuse of notations, we

denote its image in the corresponding Borel-Moore homology (via cycle map) also by η.
In below we show the class η (after localization) sits in a smaller space.

Lemma 5.16. In Setting 5.13, we have

η P HBM
F0

pZpφqqloc bHBM
F0

pZpφqqloc.

In Setting 5.15, we have

η P HBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc bHBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc.

Proof. In Setting 5.13, XF0 “ ZpφqF0 . By the equivariant localization [GKM, Thm. 6.2]:

HBM
F0

pZpφqqloc – HBM
F0

pXqloc.

Therefore the claim obviously holds.
In Setting 5.15, we have a commutative diagram

HBM
F0

pXq
∆̄˚ //

can –
��

HBM
F0

´
Zp‘

2φqs
G2

¯

can

��
HF0

pX,ϕ0q
∆̄˚ // HBM

F0
pX2, ϕφ‘φq

TS

–
// HF0

pX,ϕφqb2,

where TS is the Thom-Sabastiani isomorphism in §A.4 and we refer to §A.3 for the pushforward of
critical cohomology.

Note that η “ ∆̄˚rXs. After localization and using the isomorphism (5.24), we know

η P HBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc bHBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc. �

Using Lemma 5.16, we can write

η “ ηi b ηi P HBM
F0

pZpφqqloc bHBM
F0

pZpφqqloc,

η “ ηi b ηi P HBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc bHBM
F0

pZs{Gqloc,

in Setting 5.13 and Setting 5.15 respectively. Moreover, QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq has a virtual class

rQM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βqsvir :“

a
f ! ˝ ν˚ `

rMg,ns b 1bn
˘

P AF0
˚

´
QM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq

¯
,

where 1 is given by Eqn. (5.20) or (5.25), ν˚ is the flat pullback of (5.1) and
a
f ! is defined in (4.25).

Recall the evaluation map (2.7):

evn : QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βq Ñ Critpφqn,

which is proper at F0-fixed locus, therefore we have a localized pushforward evn˚ (see §A.1).
We extend the definition of quasimap invariants (Definition 5.6) to the following.

Definition 5.17. In either Setting 5.13 or Setting 5.15, let γ1, . . . , γn P HF0
pX,ϕφqloc.

(1) The quasimap invariant
@
γ1, . . . , γn

D
g,β,n

:“ p˚
´

pγ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b γnq ¨ cl
´
evn˚rQM

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pCritpφq, βqsvir

¯¯
,

Here cl : AF0
˚ p´qloc Ñ HBM

F0
p´qloc is the cycle map and ¨ is the intersection product in Xn

with support on Critpφqn, we use (5.21), (5.24) to identify γi’s as BM homology classes, and
p˚ is the localized pushforward (Eqn. (A.3)) from Critpφqn to a point.
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(2) The quasimap class is
@
γ1, . . . , γn, ˚

D
g,β,n`1

:“ xγ1, . . . , γn, ηiyg,β,n`1 η
i P HF0

pX,ϕφqloc.

(3) The quantum product of γ1, γ2 P HF0
pX,ϕφqloc is

γ1 ˚ γ2 :“
ÿ

βPN`pCritpφqq
xγ1, γ2, ˚y0,β,3 z

β P HF0
pX,ϕφqlocrrzss.

Remark 5.18. Quasimap invariants defined in Definition 5.17 are consistent with those in Definition
5.6 via the cycle map. They also satisfy the gluing formula and WDVV type equation as Theorems
5.7 and 5.11.

Remark 5.19. All invariants defined above depend on the choice of R-charge, which has been used
as an input in the definition of twisted quasimaps. Similar to the case of quiver varieties [Oko,
§4.3.12], we expect “constant quasimaps” to have not-necessarily zero degree, which depends on the
R-charge. Therefore, we do not expect the β “ 0 component of Definition 5.6 (3) to recover the
classical product.

Remark 5.20. The above quantum product involves only three pointed QM invariants and is the
analogy of “small quantum product” in the theory of quantum cohomology. One can also define
the “big quantum product” using genus zero invariants with more than three points. The WDVV
type equations proved below will enable us to define Dubrovin type quantum connections exactly as
before (see e.g. [KM, §4], [RT, §9]).

5.6.2. WDVV for the quantum product. Next we show the associativity of the quantum product as
defined in Definition 5.17.

Fix a collection of cohomology classes δi P HF0
pX,ϕφq with i “ 1, . . . , n and γj P HF0

pX,ϕφq
with j “ 1, 2, 3. For any partition A \B “ t1, 2, . . . , nu, we denote

δA “ δi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b δim P HF0

`
XA, ϕ‘Aφ

˘
,

where A “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , imu subjects to the ordering condition i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă im, and similarly denote δB.
We introduce signs p´1qǫ1pAq, p´1qǫ2pAq by

pγ1 ^ γ2 ^ γ3q ^ pδ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ δnq “ p´1qǫ1pAq pγ1 ^ γ2 ^ δAq ^ pγ3 ^ δBq,

pγ1 ^ γ2 ^ γ3q ^ pδ1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ δnq “ p´1qǫ2pAq pγ1 ^ γ3 ^ δAq ^ pγ2 ^ δBq.

Theorem 5.21. Notations as above, for any β P N`pCritpφqq, we have
ÿ

β1`β2“β

ÿ

A\B“t1,2,...,nu
p´1qǫ1pAq@@γ1, γ2, δA, ˚

D
0,β1

, γ3, δB, ˚
D
0,β2

“
ÿ

β1`β2“β

ÿ

A\B“t1,2,...,nu
p´1qǫ2pAq@@γ1, γ3, δA, ˚

D
0,β1

, γ2, δB, ˚
D
0,β2

.

As a corollary, by setting A “ B “ H, we get the associativity of the quantum product.

Corollary 5.22. The quantum product in Definition 5.17 is associative, i.e. for any γ1, γ2, γ3,

pγ1 ˚ γ2q ˚ γ3 “ γ1 ˚ pγ2 ˚ γ3q.

Proof of Theorem 5.21. Notice that by definition
@@
γ1, γ2, δA, ˚

D
0,β1

, γ3, δB, ˚
D
0,β2

“
@
γ1, γ2, δA, ηi

D
0,β1

@
ηi, γ3, δB, η

j
D
0,β2

ηj .

And for any δ we have
@
γ1, γ2, δA, ηi

D
0,β1

@
ηi, γ3, δB, δ

D
0,β2

“ Φ0,|A|`3,β1
b Φ0,|B|`3,β2

prM0,|A|`3 ˆM0,|B|`3s b δA b γ1 b γ2 b η b δB b γ3 b δq.

Taking |A| “ |B| “ H, the assertion now follows from an analogy of Theorem 5.11 as explained in
Remark 5.18. �
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5.7. Towards quantum cohomology for p´1q-shifted symplectic derived stacks. In future
investigations, we expect to study a more general theory of quantum critical cohomology.

Let X be an oriented p´1q-shifted symplectic derived Artin stack over C (e.g. [BBBJ, Def. 3.6]).
There is a perverse sheaf PX on X [BBBJ, Thm. 1.3] (see also [KL1] for the moduli scheme case).
When X has a torus F -action so that the shifted symplectic form transforms under a character χ :
F Ñ C˚ (see Definition 3.8), then PX is equivariant under F0 :“ Kerpχq-action. Its hypercohomology

H :“ Hc,F0
pX ,PX q_

is a generalization of the critical cohomology HF0
pX,ϕq in Appendix A.2.

Let R : C˚
R Ñ F be an R-charge, the stack Map

Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX {C˚

Rq is well-defined in the same way
as in §2.3. With an appropriate stability condition, there is a substack of “quasimaps”:

QM
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX {C˚

Rq Ď Map
Rχ“ωlog
g,n pX {C˚

Rq,

which is expected to yield a map

Φtop
g,n,β : HBM pMg,nq b Hbn Ñ HBM

F0
pptqloc

where β P HompPicpX q,Zq, and provisional also an algebraic version

Φalg
g,n,β : A˚pMg,nq b Cbn Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc

along the lines of the preset paper, where C is the Chow group of certain stack associated with X .
In the case when X comes from the setting of gauged linear sigma models, i.e., it is a global

derived critical locus, one can take C to be the equivariant Chow group of the critical locus (or zero

locus) as in diagram (1.6), and Φalg
g,n,β and Φtop

g,n,β are related by the commutative diagram in loc. cit.

In the case when X “ T˚r´1sM is the p´1q-shifted cotangent bundle of a quasi-smooth derived
Artin stack M, there is an analogue of the dimensional reduction isomorphism [Kinjo]:

HBM
F0

pMq
–

ÝÑ H,

and we may take C “ AF0
˚ pMq. With some care, the method developed in this paper is expected to

define both the provisional maps Φalg
g,n,β and Φtop

g,n,β as in Definitions 5.5, 5.17, which satisfies certain
compatibility conditions. The details will appear in a forthcoming work.

6. Variants of quasimaps and applications

In the previous sections, we defined virtual counts of quasimaps from arbitrary prestable curves to
the critical locus. Following works of the Okounkov school [Oko, §6], [PSZ, §2.2, §2.5], [KZ, KPSZ]
which are based on [CiKM, §7.2], [CiK1, §7.2], one can consider a variant of the above quasimaps
by labelling a distinguished component of the genus 0 curves and putting relative marked points on
them. In this section, we use such a variant to define analogues quasimap counts. Our discussions
are kept sketchy as most constructions are similar as before.

6.1. Quasimaps with parametrized components and relative points. Notations as in Setting
2.1, we concentrate on the genus 0 case and label the distinguished component by

D – P1,

with relative points on it, which are distinct smooth points p1, . . . , pn P D. We fix a principal
C˚-bundle P0 on D and an R-charge R : C˚ Ñ F (Definition 2.5) with a fixed isomorphism

(6.1) P0 ˆC˚ Rχ “ ωD,log, where Rχ :“ χ ˝R.

The induced F -bundle P0,F is defined by

(6.2) P0,F “ P0 ˆC˚ R.

The isomorphism (6.1) then induces an isomorphism

(6.3) κ : P0,F ˆF χ “ ωD,log.

Note that when Rχ is a non-trivial map, P0 is determined by the R-charge as any C˚-bundle on a
rational curve D is determined by its degree.
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Definition 6.1. A stable genus 0, D-parametrized R-twisted quasimap to Critpφq{{G relative to
p1, . . . , pn is given by the data `

C, p1
1, . . . , p

1
n, π, P, u

˘
,

where

‚ pC, p1
1, . . . , p

1
nq is a prestable genus 0, n-pointed curve with a regular map π : C Ñ D,

‚ PG is a principal G-bundle on C.
‚ u is a section of the vector bundle

pPG ˆC π
˚P0,F q ˆGˆF W Ñ C,

subject to the conditions:

(1) πpp1
iq “ pi for all i.

(2) There is a distinguished component C0 of C such that π restricts to an isomorphism π|C0
:

C0 – D and πpCzC0q is zero dimensional (possibly empty).
(3) There is a finite (possibly empty) set B Ă C of points such that upCzBq is contained in the

stable locus pPG ˆC π
˚P0,F q ˆGˆF Critpφqs.

(4) The set B is disjoint from all nodes and markings on C.

(5) ω rC p
ř
pi `

ř
qjq b Lǫθ is ample for every rational number ǫ ą 0, where Lθ :“ PG ˆG Cθ, rC

is the closure of CzC0, pi are markings on rC and qj are nodes of rC X C0.

The class β of such a quasimap is given by the degree of the principal G-bundle PG.

Remark 6.2. By stability, there should be a marked point in the last component of every rational
tail attached to the distinguished component C0 of C. As all points in the same rational tail are
contracted to a point in D, by the condition πpp1

iq “ pi, we know there can not be other marked
points in the same rational tail (see [PSZ, Figure 1] for an example of its shape).

Therefore, all components of C (other than C0) have exactly two special points (marked points
or nodes), and π˚P0,F ˆF χ – ωC,log is automatically satisfied. Pullback of the isomorphism (6.3)
provides a preferred choice of such an isomorphism.

Remark 6.3. When n “ 0, by stability, C “ C0 – D “ P1 in above. Definition 6.1 dramatically
simplifies. In §7, §8, we will study in detail the so-called vertex function (also known as hemispherical
partition function) defined by such quasimaps with 8 R B.

We denote

(6.4) QM “ QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq

to be the moduli stack of stable genus 0, D-parametrized R-twisted quasimaps to Critpφq{{G with
relative points p1, . . . , pn P D in class β as in Definition 6.1. It is a closed substack of the similar
moduli stack of quasimaps to W {{G considered in [PSZ, Def. 3, Thm. 8]. In particular, it is DM of
finite type. Similar to Theorem 2.14, if the F0-fixed locus in the affine quotient pCritpφq{affGqF0 is
finite, then the F0-fixed locus pQMqF0 is proper. Note that properness in this setting holds without
assuming KerpRχq “ 1 or using balanced twisted maps, since the data of principal F -bundle is fixed,
and hence so is the r-Spin structures occurring in the theory of balanced twisted maps.

Forgetting maps and principal bundles gives a morphism

QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq Ñ Up1,...,pn

to the stack Up1,...,pn of underlying n-pointed trees of rational curves with one parametrized compo-

nent C0 – D and relative points p1, . . . , pn P D. In fact, denote ĆDrns to be the Fulton-MacPherson
stack of (not necessarily stable) n-pointed trees of rational curves with one parametrized component

C0 – D, which is a smooth Artin stack locally of finite type over C [CiK1, §7.2]. Let U Ă ĆDrns
be the open substack where every component of the rational curve (other than D) has at least two
special points. Define Up1,...,pn by the following Cartesian diagram

Up1,...,pn

��

// U

π

��
tpp1, p2, . . . , pnqu

� � // Dn,
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where π sends the n-pointed trees of rational curves to the image of marked points under the
contraction to D. Away from the big diagonal of Dn (i.e. the locus of n-distinct points on D), the
map π is a smooth morphism. Therefore we know Up1,...,pn is also smooth.

6.2. Corresponding quasimap invariants. Let C be the universal curve over S :“ Up1,...,pn .
Similar to (4.8), we consider the mapping stacks (relative to S):

Map
χ“ωlog

S pC, rCritpφq{Hs ˆ Sq Ñ Bun
χ“ωlog

H pC{Sq Ñ Bun
χ“ωlog

F pC{Sq,

where Bunχ“ωlog

‚ pC{Sq :“ Map
χ“ωlog

S pC, rpt{‚s ˆ Sq for ‚ “ H “ G ˆ F or F .
Pulling back the pair pP0,F ,κq given in (6.2), (6.3) from D to C P S via the map in Definition

6.1 defines a section S Ñ Bun
χ“ωlog

F pC{Sq. The base-change along this section defines/gives the
following pullback diagrams

Map
χ“ωlog

S pC, rCritpφq{Hs ˆ SqD

��

//

l

BunGpC{Sq

��

//

l

S

��
Map

χ“ωlog

S pC, rCritpφq{Hs ˆ Sq // Bun
χ“ωlog

H pC{Sq // Bun
χ“ωlog

F pC{Sq,

where QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq is an open substack ofMap

χ“ωlog

S pC, rCritpφq{Hs ˆSqD deter-
mined by the stability conditions in Definition 6.1. Similar to Theorem 3.26, each ‘fiber’ of

f :Map
χ“ωlog

S pC, rCritpφq{Hs ˆ SqD Ñ BunGpC{Sq ˆrpt{Gsn rW {Gsn

has a p´2q-shifted symplectic structure. The construction of §4.2 (as in Definition 4.13) then defines
a virtual pullback

(6.5)
a
f ! : AF0

˚

ˆ
BunGpC{Sq ˆrpt{Gsn

Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚

´
QM

Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq

¯
.

As in Definition 5.5, we can define

ΦR,β,Dp1,...,pn
:“ pQM˚ ˝

a
f ! ˝ ν˚prBunGpC{Sqs b ´q : AF0

˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc,

where

ν : BunGpC{Sq ˆrpt{Gsn

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ BunGpC{Sq ˆ

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙

is a smooth map.
More generally, one can put insertions in above: let P Ñ C be the universal pG ˆ F q-bundle on

C, for τ P KGˆF pptq, we form
P ˆGˆF τ P KF pCq,

where the F -action is induced from the quasimap stack QM . One can restrict this class to the
distinguished component QM ˆC0 “ QM ˆ P1 and also QM ˆQ ãÑ QM ˆ P1 for a finite number
of distinct points Q in P1.

Definition 6.4. Notations as above, we define

ΦR,β,Dp1,...,pn
ptτiu

|Q|
i“1, Qq :“ pQM˚ ˝

˜ ź

xiPQ
eF0

`
pP ˆGˆF τiq|QMˆtxiu

˘
X

¸
˝
a
f ! ˝ ν˚prBunGpC{Sq b ´sq

(6.6)

: AF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc.

The above construction can be generalized to the case when

D “ D1 YD2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YDd

is a chain of rational curves (Di – P1) with relative points p1, . . . , pn P D and Q is a finite number
of distinct smooth points in D. One fixes a principal C˚-bundle P0 and an R-charge Ri : C

˚ Ñ F

(Definition 2.5) on each component Di such that (6.1) and (6.2) hold on each Di. Then one defines

ΦpR1,...,Rdq,β,D
p1,...,pn

ptτiu
|Q|
i“1, Qq : AF0

˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc

exactly as Eqn. (6.6).
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If each pi is fixed by a torus K action on D, and each τi has corresponding equivariance, the
above map can be defined on pF0 ˆKq-equivariant Chow groups.

6.3. Degeneration and gluing formulae. When D – P1 degenerates to a union D1 Yp D2 of
two smooth rational curves gluing at p such that Q Ă D is identified with Q1 Ă D1 Yp D2 (where
Q1 X tpu “ H), and rDs “ β, rDis “ βi (i “ 1, 2), one has a degeneration formula:

(6.7) ΦR1¨R2,β,D
p1,...,pn

ptτiu
|Q|
i“1, Qq “ ΦpR1,R2q,β1`β2,D1YpD2

p1,...,pn
ptτiu

|Q|
i“1, Q

1q.

where R1 ¨ R2 is defined using the multiplication in F . Using a diagrammatic notation as [PSZ,
Eqn. (23)], it is represented as

“
p1 . . . pn p1 . . . ps ps`1 . . . pn

p

Let p1, . . . , ps P D1, ps`1, . . . , pn P D2. We break the rational curve D1 Yp D2 into D1 and D2 with
relative points p1, . . . , ps, p and ps`1, . . . , pn, p respectively. We then have a gluing formula as (5.6):

ΦpR1,R2q,β,D1YpD2
p1,...,pn

ptτiu
|Q|
i“1, Qqp´q(6.8)

“
ÿ

β1`β2“β

´
ΦR1,β1,D1
p1,...,ps,p

ptτiuxiPQXD1
, QXD1q b ΦR2,β2,D2

ps`1,...,pn,p
ptτiuxiPQXD2

, QXD2q
¯

p´ b ηq,

where the right-hand-side

(6.9) ΦR1,β1,D1
p1,...,ps,p

b ΦR2,β2,D2
ps`1,...,pn,p

: AF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘n`2φqs

Gn`2

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pptqloc

is defined similarly as (5.3). The only difference between (6.8) and (5.6) is that here we parametrize
component D and relative points, so the nodal point p can not be deformed. Using a diagrammatic
notation as [PSZ, Eqn. (25)], the formula can be represented as follows

p1 . . . ps ps`1 . . . pn

p

“

b η

p1 . . . ps ps`1 . . . pn

The proof of (6.8) and (6.7) follows the same way as the proof of Theorem 5.7 and as well as in the
symplectic case [Oko, §6.5] [PSZ, Eqns. (23), (24)]. We leave the details to interested readers.

6.4. Quasimaps invariants with parametrized components, relative and smooth points.

6.4.1. Generalities. For distinct smooth points p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qm P D, one can consider the open
substack

(6.10) QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
sm,q1,...,qm

pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq Ď QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq,

consisting of quasimaps such that π´1pq1q, . . . , π´1pqmq P C0 are away from the base locus B (where
π is as in Definition 6.1). Then we have evaluation maps14

evpi , evqj : QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
sm,q1,...,qm

pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq Ñ Critpφq{{G.

As in (6.6), we have in this setting:

ΦR,β,Dp1,...,pn
q1,...,qm

ptτiu
|Q|
i“1, Qq :“

mź

j“1

evqj˚ ˝

˜ ź

xiPQ
eF0

`
pP ˆGˆF τiq|QMˆtxiu

˘
X

¸
˝
a
f ! ˝ ν˚prBunGpC{Sqs b ´q

(6.11)

: AF0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘nφqs

Gn

˙
Ñ AF0

˚ pCritpφq{{Gqbm
loc .

14As [Oko, pp. 80, §6.4.9], here evpi are evaluation maps at relative points p1
i in Definition 6.1. As any principal

Zr-bundle on a rational curve is trivial, the target of the evaluation map is the GIT quotient without the finite group
automorphism as in Proposition 2.8. Maps evqj are evaluations at π´1pqjq P C0.
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6.4.2. Some distinguished quasimap invariants. Let D “ P1 and C˚
q be the 1-dimensional torus

acting on P1, i.e. in the homogenous coordinate rx, ys P P1, q P C˚
q acts via

qrx, ys “ rq´1x, qys.

In below, we use the following notations

~ :“ ´c1pqq, T :“ F ˆ C˚
q , T0 :“ F0 ˆ C˚

q .

Write 0 “ r0, 1s and 8 “ r1, 0s. If pi and qj are all either 0 or 8, then C˚
q and T act on

QM :“ QM
Rχ“ωlog

rel,p1,...,pn
sm,q1,...,qm

pCritpφq{{G, β,Dq,

and P ˆGˆF α also has C˚
q -equivariant structure obtained via the R-charge R : C˚

q Ñ F . In this
case, the map (6.11) can be defined equivariantly with respect to the T0-action.

As in [PSZ, §2.4, §2.7], we also introduce a few invariants needed in the below discussions.

Definition 6.5. (1) When n “ 0, m “ 1 and q1 “ 8 P P1 and Q “ t0u in (6.11), we define

V τ pzq :“
ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

H
8

ptτu, t0uq P AT0
˚ pCritpφq{{Gqlocrrzss.

This is called the vertex function (or hemispherical partition function) with descendent insertion τ .
When τ “ 1, we simply write

V pzq :“ V τ“1pzq,

which is an analogue of Givental’s I-function [Giv] (see also [Oko, §7.2.1]).
(2) When n “ 1, m “ 0 and p1 “ 8 P P1 and Q “ t0u in (6.11), we define

V̂ τ pzq :“
ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

8
H

ptτu, t0uq : AT0
˚ pZpφqs{Gq Ñ AT0

˚ pptqlocrrzss.

This is called the topologically twisted vertex function15 with descendent insertion τ .
(3) We denote the limit

τ̂pzq :“ lim
~“0

V̂ τ pzq : AT0
˚ pZpφqs{Gq Ñ AT0

˚ pptqlocrrzss.

If τ “ 1, we simply write

1̂pzq :“ lim
~“0

V̂ τ“1pzq : AT0
˚ pZpφqs{Gq Ñ AT0

˚ pptqlocrrzss.

Notice that since m “ 0 (i.e. no smooth points labelled), the pushforward can be defined using only

F0-localization (as the F0-fixed locus is already proper), hence V̂ τ is a polynomial in ~ and the above
limit is well-defined.

(4) When n “ m “ 1, let p1 “ 0 P P1 and q1 “ 8 P P1 and Q “ H in (6.11), we denote

Jpzq :“
ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

0
8

: AT0
˚ pZpφqs{Gq Ñ AT0

˚ pCritpφq{{Gqlocrrzss.

We sometimes view Jpzq as an operator

AT0
˚ pCritpφq{{Gqlocrrzss Ñ AT0

˚ pCritpφq{{Gqlocrrzss

by using the embedding Critpφq{{G Ñ Zpφqs{G.

Definition 6.6. Let n “ 2, m “ 0 with p1 “ 0 and p2 “ 8 in (6.10). We take the R-charge to be
trivial, which is possible as ωlog,D – O in this case. For each α P XpGq, we define

Mαpzq :“
ÿ

β

zβΦR“1,β,P1

0,8
H

ptαu, t0uq : AT0
˚

ˆ
Zp‘2φqs

G2

˙
Ñ AT0

˚ pptqlocrrzss.

15One call it “topologically twisted” as domain curves of relative quasimaps can develop rational tails attaching
to the distinguished component C0 “ P1 and we integrate over all such possible configurations.
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Fix a basis α1, . . . , αN of the free part of the character group XpGq. For a curve class β P
HomZpXpGq,Zq, we write βi “ βpαiq P Z. Then we can write

(6.12) zβ “ z
β1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zβN

N .

Since the definition of the J-operator involves a smooth marked point, T0 “ pF0 ˆ C˚
q q-equivariant

localization is needed to define invariants (F0-fixed locus is not necessarily proper). The degenera-
tion and gluing formulae hold for this T0-equivariant case to prove the following result, where our
argument follows closely [Oko, Thm. 8.1.16].

Theorem 6.7. For any 1 ď i ď N , we have

BJpzq

Bzi
p´q “ ´

1

2~zi
Mαipzq b Jpzqp´ b ηq `

1

2~zi
pc1pLαi

qq ˝ Jpzqp´q,

where the tensor is defined as (6.9) and the class η is applied to the factor of Mαipzq labelled by 8
and the factor of Jpzq labelled by 0, Lα is the line bundle on X “ W {{G associated with α P XpGq.

Proof. Let C be the universal curve with universal map rus : C Ñ rW {Hs. For any α P XpGq, extend
it trivially to a character α P XpHq, write Lα for the corresponding line bundle on rW {Hs and
Lα :“ rus˚Lα for the pullback. Let i : QM Ñ C be the section of πQM : C Ñ QM corresponding
to the marked point 0 P C0 which is mapped to 0 P P1 under contraction map π in Definition 6.1.
Then

pP ˆGˆF αq |QMˆt0u “ πQM˚i˚pi˚Lαq

“ πQM˚pLα b i˚OQM q

“ πQM˚pLα b π˚pO0qq.

Therefore we have

Mαpzq “
ÿ

β

zβΦR“1,β,P1

0,8
H

´
tcT0

1 πQM˚pLα b π˚pO0qqu, t0u
¯
,

here compared to (6.11), we write explicitly the insertion inside the bracket for convenience .
Recall the definition of curve class

β P HomZpXpGq,Zq, βpξq :“ degCpPG ˆG Cξq.

As in [Oko, Eqn. (8.1.4)], we have

βpαq “
p´1q

2~
cT0

1 πQM˚pLα b π˚pO0 ´ O8qq P Z.(6.13)

In fact, we have (see e.g. Eqns. (7.1), (7.2)):

OP1p´t0uq – OP1p´1q q´1, OP1p´t8uq – OP1p´1q q.

Hence we obtain (recall ~ :“ ´cT0

1 pqq):

cT0

1 πQM˚pLα b π˚pO0 ´ O8qq “ cT0

1

`
πQM˚pLα b π˚OP1p´1qq b pq ´ q´1q

˘

“ ´2~ ¨ rk pπQM˚pLα b π˚OP1p´1qqq

“ ´2~ ¨ χpC,P ˆG Cα b π˚OP1p´1qq

“ ´2~ ¨ χpP1, π˚ pP ˆG Cαq b OP1p´1qq

“ ´2~ ¨ degP1 pπ˚ pP ˆG Cαqq

“ ´2~ ¨ degC pP ˆG Cαq

“ ´2~ ¨ βpαq,

where the third equality is by the base change to a C-point pC, p1
1, . . . , p

1
n, π, P, uq of QM and the

sixth equality is by Riemann-Roch and adjunction formula χpC,´q “ χpP1, π˚p´qq.
By definition, we have

BJpzq

Bzi
“

1

zi

ÿ

β1,...,βN

βpαiq z
β1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zβN

N ΦR,β,P
1

0
8

.
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Combining with Eqn. (6.13), we have

´2~
BJpzq

Bzi
“

1

zi

ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

0
8

´
tcT0

1 πQM˚pLαi
b π˚pO0qqqu, t0u

¯

´
1

zi

ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

0
8

´
tcT0

1 πQM˚pLαi
b π˚pO8qqu, t8u

¯
.

We simplify the two terms in the right hand side separately below.
The degeneration and gluing formulae (6.7), (6.8) imply that the first term is equal to

1

zi

˜ÿ

β

zβΦR“1,β,P1

0,8
H

´
tcT0

1 πQM˚pLαi
b π˚pO0qqu, t0u

¯
b
ÿ

β

zβΦR,β,P
1

0
8

¸
p´ b ηq.

Let i8 : QM Ñ C be the section of πQM : C Ñ QM corresponding to the marked point at 8. Then

ev˚
8Lα “ i˚8Lα “ πQM˚i8˚i

˚
8Lα “ πQM˚pLα b i8˚OQM q “ πQM˚pLα b π˚pO8qq,

where we use the smoothness condition at 8 in the last equality. Therefore by projection formula,
the second term becomes

´
1

zi

ÿ

β

zβ pc1pLαi
q X ´q ˝ ΦR,β,P

1

0
8

.

Combining the above, we obtain the statement. �

6.5. Quantum connections and quantum multiplications from parametrized quasimaps.

6.5.1. Quantum connections. In the special cases of Setting 5.13 or Setting 5.15, similar to Defini-

tion 5.17(1), the operator ΦR,β,Dp1,...,pn
q1,...,qm

can be defined on critical cohomology

HF0
pX,ϕqbn Ñ HF0

pX,ϕqbm
loc .

By using the analogue of Definition 5.17(2), Mαpzq becomes an operator:

Mαpzqp´ b ηiq ηi : HT0
pX,ϕφqrrzss Ñ HT0

pX,ϕφqlocrrzss.

Here we recall that F0-equivariance can be enhanced to T0-equivariance as special points used to
define Mαpzq are T0-invariant.

Next we introduce the quantum connection. Consider the trivial bundle:

HT0
pX,ϕφq ˆ Crrz1, z2, . . . , zN ss Ñ Crrz1, z2, . . . , zN ss,

where zi’s are as in (6.12).
One can define a “quantum connection” on this bundle:

(6.14) ∇ “ d ´
Nÿ

i“1

1

2~zi
Mαipzqp´ b ηiq ηi dzi.

Using Theorem 6.7, the J-function in Definition 6.5 is then a gauge transformation16, which trans-
forms ∇ to a connection of the form

d´
Nÿ

i“1

c1pLαi
q X p´q

2~zi
dzi,

whose flatness is then obvious.

16This means J satisfies dJ “ JA´BJ which is the equation usual gauge transformations satisfy. We know there
are examples where Jp0q “ 0, meaning it is not invertible in the formal power series. However it may be possible that
J has convergence property on the Kähler moduli space such that it is invertible for generic z.
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6.5.2. Quantum multiplications. Using the analogue of Definition 5.17(3), we obtain a quantum
multiplication

‹ : HF0
pX,ϕφqb2 Ñ HF0

pX,ϕφqlocrrzss,

and hence an operator

(6.15) γ ‹ p´q : HF0
pX,ϕφq Ñ HF0

pX,ϕφqlocrrzss,

for any γ P HF0
pX,ϕφq. It is an interesting question to explore the relation between the multiplica-

tion ‹ here and the quantum product ˚ in Definition 5.17. We note that even for the special choice
of φ discussed in §5.5, this comparison already appears to be unclear at the moment [KZ, Footnote
1], [KPSZ, §1.2].

6.5.3. Bethe ansatz. Similar to §5.6, via a topological version of the invariants on critical cohomology,
a quantum multiplication is expected to exist without the assumption in Settings 5.13 or 5.15. For
each character α P XpGq, the topological version of α̂pzq : HF0

pX,ϕφq Ñ HF0
pptqlocrrzss in Definition

6.5 (3) defines a element in HF0
pX,ϕφqlocrrzss using Verdier duality, the quantum multiplication

α̂pzq ‹ p´q by which is given as in (6.15).
The following is an analogue of [AO, Prop. 9], [PSZ, Thm. 17], which are partially developed

from physics consideration of Nekrasov and Shatashvili [NS1]. It states that eigenvalues of the
above multiplication can be computed from the saddle point equation of the integrant when we
write the vertex function V αpzq (Definition 6.5 (1)) as a contour integral.

Let g be the Lie algebra of a complex n-dimensional reductive group G and ps1, . . . , snq be the
coordinates of g.

Ansatz 6.8. Assume V αpzq has a formula in terms of an integral of a meromorphic n-form on an
n-cycle in g, which in the limit lim~“0 is approximated by the saddle points of the integrant, then
the eigenvalue of α̂pzq ‹ p´q is given by the symmetric polynomial αps1, . . . , snq with ps1, . . . , snq lies
in the saddle locus of the integrant.

In §7.4, §7.5, §8.1.4, §8.2, we will compute vertex functions and corresponding saddle point
equations for several quivers with potentials.

7. Vertex functions and Bethe equations for HilbnpC3q

In this section, we compute vertex functions for the Hilbert schemes HilbnpC3q of points on C3

(ref. Example 2.3). We determine their “saddle point equations” via the Mellin-Barnes integral
method. This gives the “Bethe equations” for the representation of the 1-shifted affine Yangian as
studied by [RSYZ2].

7.1. Cohomology on P1. We first recall some basics on equivariant cohomology of P1. Following
§6.4.2, we write

P1 “ ProjCrx, ys,

with a C˚
q -action so that weight of x is ´1 and weight of y is 1. The point 8 is r1 : 0s in the

homogeneous coordinates, and 0 is r0 : 1s. In particular, the local coordinate function around 8 is
y{x which has weight 2 and the tangent space at 8 has weight ´2. The line bundle Op1q has the
space of global sections being

H0pP1,Op1qq “ C2,

with C˚
q -eigenbasis given by x and y. In particular, y : O Ñ Op1q q´1 is up to scalar the only

C˚
q -equivariant section that is non-vanishing at the point 0. Equivalently, endow the ideal sheaf

Op´t8uq Ď O with the induced equivariant structure, we have

(7.1) Op´1q q – Op´t8uq,

with the isomorphism induced by y. Similarly, we have

(7.2) Op´1q q´1 – Op´t0uq,
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which is induced by x : O Ñ Opt0uq, up to scalar the unique C˚
q -equivariant map non-vanishing at

8. With the above convention, we have

H˚pP1,Opdq qdq “

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

1 ` q2 ` q4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2d, if d ě 0,

0, if d “ ´1,

´pq´2 ` q´4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2d`2q, if d ď ´2.

Let c1pqq “ ´~ P H˚
C

˚
q

pptq. For any character a of a torus T containing C˚
q as subtorus, let

u :“ c1paq P H˚
T pptq. We express the equivariant Euler class of

χP1pOpdq qdaq “ H˚pP1,Opdq qdaq

in terms of Γ-functions in below. For this purpose, we define

Γ2~pzq :“ Γpz{2~q,

which is a meromorphic function of z P C with only simple poles at z “ ´dp2~q with d P N. The
quasi-periodiciy of Γ-function then yields

(7.3) Γ2~pz ` 2~q “
z

2~
Γ2~pzq,

or equivalently

Γ2~pzq “
2~

z
Γ2~pz ` 2~q, Γ2~pzq “

pz ´ 2~q

2~
Γ2~pz ´ 2~q,

where all the equalities are as meromorphic functions. We also have the special value

Γ2~p2~q “ Γp1q “ 1.

Then by quasi-periodicity, we have the following equality of meromorphic functions in u:

(7.4) eT pχP1pOpdqqdaq ´ aq “ p2~qd
Γ2~puq

Γ2~pu´ 2d~q
, @ d P Z.

This is an analogue of the Pochhammer symbol. Using quasi-periodicity, we evaluate the residue

(7.5) Resu“´2d~ Γ2~puq, for d ě 0,

to be

lim
u“´2d~

pu` 2d~qΓ2~puq “ lim
u“´2d~

pu` 2d~q
p2~qd`1

puqpu` 2~q ¨ ¨ ¨ pu` 2d~q
Γ2~pu` 2d~ ` 2~q(7.6)

“
Γ2~p2~qp2~qd`1

p´2d~qp´2d~ ` 2~q ¨ ¨ ¨ p´2~q
“

p´1qdp2~q

d!

“
p2~qd`1

eT pχP1pOpdqqdq ´ 1q
.

Combining it with Eqn. (7.4), for any d P N, we also have

(7.7) Resu“´2d~ Γ2~puq “ 2~
Γ2~p´2d~q

Γ2~p0q
,

where although both the numerator and denominator on the right hand side are taking values at
poles, the ratio is well-defined. Hence we make the convention that

(7.8)
eT p1q

eT pχP1pOpdqqdq
“

1

eT pχP1pOpdqqdq ´ 1q
,

although eT p1q is zero, we keep this factor for convenience and write the above, which is equal to
(7.5), so that the right hand side of (7.7) makes sense.
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7.2. Vertex functions with insertions. Work in the setting of Example 2.3. Fix an R-charge

(7.9) R : C˚ Ñ F “ pC˚q3, t ÞÑ pt´σ1 , t´σ2 , t´σ3q, with σi P Z.

Then we have

Rχ “ χ ˝R : C˚ Ñ C˚, t ÞÑ t´σ1´σ2´σ3 .

Recall Definition 6.1 and consider the moduli stack (6.4) (with n “ 0)

QMR
d pP1,HilbnpC3qq :“ QMRχ“ωlogpHilbnpC3q, d,P1q

of stable genus 0, P1-parametrized, R-twisted quasimaps to HilbnpC3q in class

d P HomZpXpGLnq,Zq – Z.

The action of F on W (ref. Example 2.3) induces an action on QMR
d pP1,HilbnpC3qq. Moreover the

action of C˚
q on P1 induces an action on QMR

d pP1,HilbnpC3qq which commutes with the action of
F . Therefore the moduli space has an action given by the products

(7.10) T :“ F ˆ C˚
q , T0 :“ F0 ˆ C˚

q .

Proposition 7.1. There is a T -equivariant isomorphism

QMR
d pP1,HilbnpC3qq

–
ÝÑ Pn`dpX,nq,

to the moduli space of Pandharipande-Thomas (PT) stable pairs pF, sq on X “ TotP1pL1 ‘L2 ‘L3q
with rF s “ nrP1s and χpF q “ n` d [PT, CMT]. Here Li “ OP1p´σiq satisfies L1 b L2 b L3 – ωP1 .

Proof. This is similar to [Oko, Exer. 4.3.22] and [Dia, Thm. 1.9]. Let PF denote the principal F -
bundle obtained by removing the zero section of OP1p´σ1q ‘ OP1p´σ2q ‘ OP1p´σ3q. By Definition
6.1 and Remark 6.3, a C-point of QMR

d pP1,HilbnpC3qq is given by a principal G “ GLn-bundle PG
on C “ P1 and a section u of the vector bundle

pPG ˆC PF q ˆGˆF W “ pPG ˆC PF q ˆGˆF V ‘ ppPG ˆC PF q ˆGˆF EndV q
‘3

“ PG ˆG V ‘ pPG ˆG EndV q b
3à
i“1

pPF ˆF C´σi
q

“ V ‘ EndV b L1 ‘ EndV b L2 ‘ EndV b L3, where V :“ PG ˆG V,

such that outside a finite (possibly empty) set B Ă C of points, upCzBq is contained in the stable
locus pPG ˆC PF q ˆGˆF Critpφqs. Recall the setting of Example 2.3, we know this is equivalent to
a section s P H0pC,Vq and commuting homomorphisms φi : V Ñ V b Li such that on CzB, the
morphisms s and φi’s generate V . Interpreting φi’s as Higgs fields, the above is equivalent to a pure
one dimensional sheaf F on X with a section s : OX Ñ F such that Cokerpsq is zero dimensional.
The above construction works in families and gives an isomorphism of two moduli spaces which is
obviously T -equivariant. �

Remark 7.2. To do wall-crossing, besides using the ǫ-stability on quasimaps (Remark 2.7), one can
also consider the Zt-stability [CT1, CT3, CT4] on Calabi-Yau 4-folds which generalizes PT-stability.

Definition 7.3. An R-twisted quasimap in QMR
d pP1,HilbnpC3qq is smooth at 8 P P1 if 8 R B for

the base locus B in Definition 6.1. Denote the open subscheme of such R-twisted quasimaps by

QMR
d,sm,8 :“ QMR

d pP1,HilbnpC3qqsm,8 Ď QMR
d pP1,HilbnpC3qq.

Observe that the open subscheme QMR
d,sm,8 is invariant under the action of T (7.10) and there

is a well-defined evaluation map

ev8 : QMR
d,sm,8 Ñ HilbnpC3q,

which is T -equivariant (here C˚
q acts trivially on the target). Although this map is not proper, it

is T0 (and in particular T )-equivalently proper, i.e. it is a proper map on the T0 (and in particular
T )-fixed locus, because the T -fixed locus coincides with the T0-fixed locus which is a finite number
of reduced points:
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Proposition 7.4. ([CK2, Prop. 2.6], Proposition 7.1)
`
QMR

d pP1,HilbnpC3qq
˘T

“
`
QMR

d pP1,HilbnpC3qq
˘T0

are finite number of reduced points. Therefore
`
QMR

d,sm,8
˘T

“
`
QMR

d,sm,8
˘T0

are also finite number of reduced points.

We can then define the equivariant pushforward map by torus localization17:

(7.11) ev8˚ : AT0
˚ pQMR

d,sm,8q Ñ AT0
˚ pHilbnpC3qqloc,

γ ÞÑ
ÿ

pV,uqPpQMR
d,sm,8qT

ev8˚

¨
˝ γ|pV,uqb

eT0pTvir
pV,uqQM

R
d,sm,8q

˛
‚,

where TvirQMR
d,sm,8 is the virtual tangent complex given by the restriction of the tangent complex

of the derived enhancement of QMR
d,sm,8 to the classical truncation.

Let V be the tautological bundle on QMR
d,sm,8 ˆ P1, which is T -equivariant. The inclusion

t0u ãÑ P1 induces an embedding

ι : QMR
d,sm,8 ˆ t0u ãÑ QMR

d,sm,8 ˆ P1.

Pullback along ι defines ι˚V on QMR
d,sm,8. More generally, for any τ P KGˆT pptq, we have τpVq P

KT pQMR
d,sm,8 ˆ P1q and also τpι˚Vq P KT pQMR

d,sm,8q defined similarly. More specifically, write

τ “
ÿ

i

ti11 t
i2
2 t

i3
3 sλi

,

where sλi
are irreducible representations of GLn. Let FrpVq be the framed bundle of V , then

τpVq “
ÿ

i

ti11 t
i2
2 t

i3
3 ¨ FrpVq ˆGLn

sλi
.

Parallel to the tautological insertions/descendent insertions in DT4 setting, e.g., [CK1, CT2, CT3],
there are vertex functions with descendent and tautological insertions.

Definition 7.5. With ev8˚ given by (7.11), we define

| τyd :“ ev8˚
`
eT0pτpι˚Vqq

˘
P AT0

˚ pHilbnpC3qqloc,

where d denotes the degree of quasimaps.
The vertex function with descendent insertion τ at 0 P P1 is defined as

| τypzq “
ÿ

dPZ
| τydzd P AT0

˚ pHilbnpC3qqlocrrzss.

Similarly, the vertex function with tautological descendent insertion τ at 0 P P1 is defined as

| τypz,mq “
ÿ

d

ev8˚
´
eT0ˆC

˚

pχP1pVq b emq ¨ eT0pτpι˚Vqq
¯
zd P AT0

˚ pHilbnpC3qqlocrmsrrzss,

where C˚ acts trivially on moduli spaces and em denotes a trivial line bundle such that cC
˚

1 pemq “ m.

Remark 7.6. One can also consider K-theoretic vertex functions which recover the above one by
cohomological limit (e.g. [CKM, §0.4]).

We expand | τyd under the torus fixed points18 λ P HilbnpC3qF0 , labelled by 3d Young diagrams
(i.e. plane partitions) of n-boxes (i.e. size n). Define QMR

d,8“λ by the Cartesian diagram

(7.12) QMR
d,8“λ

//

��
l

tλu

��
QMR

d,sm,8
ev8 // HilbnpC3q.

17It is consistent with Definition A.1 by virtual localization formula [OT, Thm. 7.1].
18For Calabi-Yau subtorus F0 Ď F , we have HilbnpC3qF “ HilbnpC3qF0 as schemes [BF2, Lem. 4.1].
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Replace pQMR
d,sm,8qT in (7.11) and Definition 7.5 by the subset pQMR

d,8“λqT , one defines

| τydλ P AT0
˚ pptqloc,

which obviously satisfies

| τyd “
ÿ

λ

| τydλ,

where we use localization formula (A.1) to identify

AT0
˚ pHilbnpC3qqloc –

à

λPHilbnpC3qF0

AT0
˚ pptqloc.

Definition 7.7. We write

| τyλpzq “
ÿ

d

| τydλ z
d P AT0

˚ pptqlocrrzss,

and similarly define | τyλpz,mq P AT0
˚ pptqlocrmsrrzss based on evp8q “ λ P HilbnpC3qF0 .

7.3. Computations of vertex functions. Now we fix a 3d Young diagram λ of size |λ| “ n. We
write each ˝ P λ as pi1, i2, i3q with ij P N.

Lemma 7.8. pQMR
d,8“λqT consists of pairs pV , uq such that

V “
à

pi1,i2,i3qPλ
L

´i1
1 L

´i2
2 L

´i3
3 Opzi1,i2,i3q qzi1,i2,i3 ,

where zi1,i2,i3 P N subject to the condition

(7.13) zi1,i2,i3 ě zi1´1,i2,i3 , zi1,i2´1,i3 , zi1,i2,i3´1,

and

u P H0

˜
P1,V ‘

à
i“1,2,3

EndpVq b Li

¸T

is the T -equivariant section given by the canonical maps

O Ñ Opz0,0,0 ¨ t0uq, Opzi1´1,i2,i3 ¨ t0uq Ñ Opzi1,i2,i3 ¨ t0uq,

Opzi1,i2´1,i3 ¨ t0uq Ñ Opzi1,i2,i3 ¨ t0uq, Opzi1,i2,i3´1 ¨ t0uq Ñ Opzi1,i2,i3 ¨ t0uq.

Proof. Under the isomorphism in Proposition 7.1, it follows from similar analysis as [CMT, §5.2]
which we recall as follows. Note that pQMR

d,8“λqT consists of pairs pV , uq, where

V “
à
˝Pλ

L˝

with each L˝ a T -equivariant line bundle on P1, and u is a T -equivariant section of

W “ V ‘
à

i“1,2,3

EndpVq b Li

which is smooth at 8. The latter is equivalent to the following two conditions.

(1) s : OP1 Ñ Lp0,0,0q is a T -equivariant section non-vanishing at 8 P P1,
(2) for each ˝ “ pi1, i2, i3q P λ, the maps

Lpi1´1,i2,i3q b L´1
1 Ñ Li1,i2,i3 , Lpi1,i2´1,i3q b L´1

2 Ñ Li1,i2,i3 , Lpi1,i2,i3´1q b L´1
3 Ñ Li1,i2,i3

are all T -equivariant and non-vanishing at 8 P P1.

An C˚
q -equivariant section of a line bundle exists and non-vanishing at 8 P P1 only if the line bundle

is Opdq qd for some d P N and such section is unique up to scalars by (7.2). Keeping this in mind,
the two conditions above then implies that

Lpi1,i2,i3q “ L
´i1
1 L

´i2
2 L

´i3
3 Opzi1,i2,i3q qzi1,i2,i3 ,

where zi1,i2,i3 P N for each pi1, i2, i3q P λ subject to the condition

zi1,i2,i3 ě zi1´1,i2,i3 , zi1,i2´1,i3 , zi1,i2,i3´1,

for any pi1, i2, i3q P λ. �

To determine the pushforward map in (7.11), we need to compute:
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Lemma 7.9. For any T -fixed point pV , uq P pQMR
d,8“λqT Ă pQMR

d,sm,8qT , we have

b
eT0pTvir

pV,uqQM
R
d,sm,8q “

eT0pχP1pVqqeT0pχP1p
À3

i“1 EndpVq b Liqq

eT0pχP1pEndpVqqq
,

for certain choice of sign.

Proof. Recall that QMR
d,sm,8 is an open subscheme of QMRχ“ωlogpHilbnpC3q, d,P1q whose virtual

class is constructed by the pullback map (6.5) (take fundamental class of Bun as domain). More
specifically, relative to

Bun
Rχ“ωlog

HR
pP1q – BunGpP1q,

the symmetric obstruction theory is given by Eqn. (4.20) whose restriction to the closed point
pV , uq P pQMR

d,8“λqT (in K-theory) is

(7.14) RΓpWq ` RΓpWq_,

where W is the W -bundle given in the proof of Proposition 7.1:

(7.15) W “ V ‘ EndV b L1 ‘ EndV b L2 ‘ EndV b L3.

The tangent complex of BunGpP1q at point V (in K-theory) is

(7.16) ´RΓpEndVq.

Taking half of (7.14), plugging in (7.15), and adding (7.16), we get

b
Tvir

pV,uqQM
R
d,sm,8 “ RΓpVq `

3ÿ

i“1

RΓpEndV b Liq ´ RΓpEndVq

in K-theory. Taking the Euler class finishes the proof. �

Let ti (i “ 1, 2, 3) be the torus weights of F and ~i “ cF1 ptiq. For ˝ “ pi1, i2, i3q, we introduce the
following notations

xσ, ˝y “ i1σ1 ` i2σ2 ` i3σ3, d˝ “ z˝ ` xσ, ˝y, χ˝ “ t´i11 t´i22 t´i33 , ~˝ “ ´
3ÿ

j“1

ij~j .

Then

L
´i1
1 L

´i2
2 L

´i3
3 Opzi1,i2,i3q qz˝ “ Opz˝ ` xσ, ˝yqχ˝ q

z˝ “ Opd˝qχ˝ q
d˝´xσ,˝y.

Using Lemma 7.9, we obtain the following explicit calculations of vertex functions.

Proposition 7.10. Notations as above, we have

| τyλpzq “
ÿ

pz˝q˝Pλ

z
ř

˝Pλ d˝
eT0pτpVq|t0uqeT0pχP1pEndpVqqq

eT0pχP1pVqqeT0pχP1p
À3

i“1 EndpVq b Liqq

“
ÿ

pz˝q˝Pλ

z
ř

˝Pλ d˝
eT0pτp

ř
˝Pλ L˝q|t0uqeT0pχP1p

ř
˝,˝1Pλ L

´1
˝1 b L˝qq

eT0pχP1p
ř

˝Pλ L˝qqeT0pχP1p
À3

i“1

ř
˝,˝1Pλ L

´1
˝1 b L˝ b Liqq

“
ÿ

pz˝q˝Pλ

´ z

2~

¯ř
˝Pλ d˝

p2~q´|λ|τp~˝ ´ xσ, ˝y~ ` 2d˝~q ¨
ź

˝Pλ

Γ2~p~˝ ` xσ, ˝y~ ´ pd˝q2~q

Γ2~p~˝ ` xσ, ˝y~ ` 2~q

ˆ

ś3
i“1

ś
˝,˝1Pλ

Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~´pd˝´d˝1 q2~`~i`σi~q
Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~`~i´σi~`2~qś

˝,˝1Pλ
Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~´pd˝´d˝1 q2~q

Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~`2~q .
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Similarly,

| τyλpz,mq “
ÿ

pz˝q˝Pλ

z
ř

˝Pλ d˝
eT0ˆC

˚

pχP1pVq b emq eT0pτpVq|t0uq eT0pχP1pEndpVqqq

eT0pχP1pVqq eT0pχP1p
À3

i“1 EndpVq b Liqq

“
ÿ

pz˝q˝Pλ

z
ř

˝Pλ d˝τp~˝ ´ xσ, ˝y~ ` 2d˝~q ¨

ś
˝Pλ

Γ2~p~˝`xσ,˝y~´pd˝q2~q
Γ2~p~˝`xσ,˝y~`2~qś

˝Pλ
Γ2~p~˝`xσ,˝y~´pd˝q2~`mq

Γ2~p~˝`xσ,˝y~`2~`mq

ˆ

ś3
i“1

ś
˝,˝1Pλ

Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~´pd˝´d˝1 q2~`~i`σi~q
Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~`~i´σi~`2~qś

˝,˝1Pλ
Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~´pd˝´d˝1 q2~q

Γ2~p~˝´~˝1 `xσ,˝y~´xσ,˝1y~`2~q .

Remark 7.11. The factor Γ2~p~˝ ` xσ, ˝y~ ´ pd˝q2~q for ˝ “ p0, 0, 0q is Γ2~p´dp0,0,0q2~q with
dp0,0,0q P N, hence undefined. Nevertheless, by (7.6), (7.7), (7.8), we understand it as

Γ2~p´dp0,0,0q2~q “
p´1qdp0,0,0q

dp0,0,0q!
¨ Γ2~p0q “

p´1qdp0,0,0q

dp0,0,0q!
¨

1

eT0p1q
,

where eT0p1q “ 0. Similarly, in the formula of | τyλpzq and | τyλpz,mq, many factors are undefined
because they have poles. To make sense of the expressions in Proposition 7.10, we interpreter all
such ratios as above. By Proposition 7.4, we know all the eT0p1q-factors in the denominator are
cancelled by some eT0p1q-factors in the numerator, therefore the expressions are well-defined.

In what follows, we use Ansatz 6.8 to explore potential representation theory behind.

7.4. Contour integral. As in [AO, §1.1.6], [PSZ, Prop. 4.1], one can use Cauchy residue formula
to write the generating series in Proposition 7.10 in terms of a contour integral.

Define the following

Aλ1 :“ eF pT vir
λ HilbnpC3qq “

ś
˝Pλ ~˝

ś3
s“1

ś
˝,˝1Pλp~˝ ´ ~˝1 ` ~sqś

˝,˝1Pλp~˝ ´ ~˝1 q
,

which is well-defined and non-zero by [BF2, Lem. 4.1], and

Āλ1 :“

ś
˝Pλ ~˝

ś3
s“1

ś
˝,˝1Pλp~˝ ´ ~˝1 ` ~sqś

˝‰˝1Pλp~˝ ´ ~˝1 q
,

Aλ2 :“

ś
˝,˝1Pλ Γ2~p~˝ ´ ~˝1 ` xσ, ˝y~ ´ xσ, ˝1y~ ` 2~q

ś
˝Pλ Γ2~p~˝ ` xσ, ˝y~ ` 2~q

ś3
i“1

ś
˝,˝1Pλ Γ2~p~˝ ´ ~˝1 ` xσ, ˝y~ ´ xσ, ˝1y~ ` ~i ´ σi~ ` 2~q

,

Aλ :“ Aλ2 ˆ
Āλ1
Aλ1

,

Aλpmq :“ Aλ2 ˆ
Āλ1
Aλ1

ˆ
ź

˝Pλ

Γ2~p~˝ ` xσ, ˝y~ `m` 2~q

2~
.

Proposition 7.12. Notations as above, we have

| τyλpz,mq “

ż

C

Aλpmq
ź

˝Pλ
τp2~˝ ´ s˝qz

s˝´~˝´xσ,˝y~
p´2~q

Γ2~ps˝q

Γ2~ps˝ `mq

ź

˝,˝1Pλ

ś3
i“1 Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 ` ~i ` σi~q

Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 q

ź

˝Pλ
ds˝,

which is independent of ps˝q˝. And C is a real n-cycle determined by the properties

(1) in the sp0,0,0q-plane, it encloses sp0,0,0q “ ´dp2~q for any d P N;
(2) inductively, in the spi1,i2,i3q-plane, it encloses

spi1`1,i2,i3q ´ spi1,i2,i3q ` σ1~ ` ~1 “ ´dp2~q, @ d P N,

spi1,i2`1,i3q ´ spi1,i2,i3q ` σ2~ ` ~2 “ ´dp2~q, @ d P N,

spi1,i2,i3`1q ´ spi1,i2,i3q ` σ3~ ` ~3 “ ´dp2~q, @ d P N.

Similarly, we have

| τyλpzq “

ż

C

Aλ
ź

˝Pλ
τp2~˝ ´ s˝qpz{2~q

s˝´~˝´xσ,˝y~
2~ Γ2~ps˝q

ź

˝,˝1Pλ

ś3
i“1 Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 ` ~i ` σi~q

Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 q

ź

˝Pλ
ds˝,

which is independent of ps˝q˝, and C is the same as above.
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Proof. We evaluate the integral via iterated residues. For this purpose, we fix a linear order si of
the variables s˝ in such a way that the orders of si1`1,i2,i3 , si1,i2`1,i3 , si1,i2,i3`1 are all bigger than
the order of si1,i2,i3 . Such an ordering always exists but might not be unique. In other words, we
evaluate

Ressn ¨ ¨ ¨Ress1 Aλpmq
ź

˝Pλ
τp2~˝ ´ s˝q

ˆ
z

s˝
2~

Γ2~ps˝q

Γ2~ps˝ `mq

˙ ź

˝,˝1Pλ

ś3
i“1 Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 ` ~i ` σi~q

Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 q
,

where the residue of s˝ is taken at s˝ “ ´d˝2~ ` ~˝ ` xσ, ˝y ~.
Now evaluate the iterated residue inductively. For example, the initial step is to evaluate sp0,0,0q,

which is always the first in the above-mentioned order. The factor Γ2~psp0,0,0qq has a pole at sp0,0,0q “
´dp0,0,0q2~, the residue of which is

p2~q
Γ2~p´dp0,0,0q2~q

Γ2~p0q
,

where the ratio is understood the same way as in Remark 7.11 hence well-defined and non-zero. In

particular, Γ2~p0q “ p2~qΓ2~p2~q
p0q the factor p0q is the corresponding factor from Aλ1 , and the Γ2~p2~q-

factor is the corresponding factor in Aλ2 . Similar for the inductive process. The iterated residue then
is given by the formula stated above. �

7.5. Saddle point equations.

Proposition 7.13. At ~ Ñ 0, critical points of the integrant of | τyλpz,mq in Proposition 7.12 are
determined by the equation

z “
si `m

si

3ź

s“1

ź

j‰i

si ´ sj ´ ~s

si ´ sj ` ~s
,

for any i “ 1, . . . , |λ|.
Make substitution z “ z2~ in | τyλpzq. At ~ Ñ 0, critical points of the integrant of | τyλpzq in

Proposition 7.12 are determined by the equation

(7.17) z “
1

si

3ź

s“1

ź

j‰i

si ´ sj ´ ~s

si ´ sj ` ~s
,

for any i “ 1, . . . , |λ|.

Proof. We prove the first statement, as the second is proven in a similar way. Recall Stirling’s
approximation formula. For x contained in a bounded region, as ~ Ñ 0, we have

ln Γ2~pxq “ p1{2~qpxplnpxq ´ lnp2~q ´ 1q ` op~qq.

Keeping this in mind, apply s˝p B
Bs˝

q lnp´q to

z
s˝
2~

Γ2~ps˝q

Γ2~ps˝ `mq

ź

˝,˝1Pλ

ś3
i“1 Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 ` ~i ` σi~q

Γ2~ps˝ ´ s˝1 q
,

we obtain
s˝

2~
plnpzq ´ lnps˝ `mq ` lnps˝q ´

ÿ

˝1‰˝

lnps˝ ´ s˝1 q `
ÿ

˝1‰˝

lnps˝1 ´ s˝q

´
3ÿ

s“1

ÿ

˝1‰˝

lnps˝1 ´ s˝ ` ~sq `
3ÿ

s“1

ÿ

˝1‰˝

lnps˝ ´ s˝1 ` ~sq ` op~qq.

Setting it to be zero, taking limit ~ Ñ 0, and exponentiating, we obtain the desired equation. �

7.6. Bethe equations. We recall the Bethe equation of the Fock space representation of the affine
Yangian of gl1 as written in [FJMM1, Eqn. (6.1)]:

q´1p “
ai ´ u

ai ´ ~2 ´ u

3ź

s“1

ź

j‰i

ai ´ aj ´ ~s

ai ´ aj ` ~s
, i “ 1, . . . , n.

Here we write the functions additively and focus on the case when k “ 1 in loc. cit.. With the
substitution si “ ai ´ u´ ~2, z “ q´1p, this is a special case of Proposition 7.13 with m “ ~2.
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It is known from [RSYZ2] (see also [LY] for related study from physical point of view) that
à
n

Hcrit
F0

pHilbnpC3qq

is a representation of the 1-shifted affine Yangian Y1pxgl1q. In particular, the Borel subalgebra action
is constructed from the general cohomological Hall algebra framework [KS]. Different shifts of
Yangians associated to the same Lie algebra have isomorphic Borel subalgebras.

Now we give evidence that Eqn. (7.17) is related to the Bethe equation of Y1pxgl1q. Notice that
the result of [FJMM2, Cor. 5.7] gives an algorithm of calculating the Bethe equation from the q-
characters of the representation. Recall that a Drinfeld fraction of a representation of the Borel
subalgebra which lies in a certain category O is a collection of rational functions of the form

ź

i

pz ´ aiq
ź

j

pz ´ bjq

with one rational function for each simple root. The degree of each rational function in such a
collection agrees with the shift of the Yangian when the action of the Borel algebra extends to the

action of a shifted Yangian [HZ]. In the case the Lie algebra is xgl1, such a Drinfeld fraction is one
single rational function ψ. The q-character of such a representation can be written in the form
[FJMM2, Eqn. (4.30)]:

χq “ mpψqp1 `
ÿ

i

miqχ0,

where mpψq is determined by ψ in an explicit way (which we omit here), and in turn determines a
factor in the Bethe equation where z is replaced by the variable si. The factor χ0 is not used in the
algorithm. The factor p1 `

ř
imiq determines a factor in the Bethe equation (the formula of which

again we omit), although we expect it to be independent of the shift of the Yangian.

Our result in (7.17) is expected to be related to the Bethe equation for Y1pxgl1q-representations.
Although the Bethe Ansatz for such representations has not been studied, the algorithm [FJMM2,
Cor. 5.7] can be formally applied. In particular, the factor 1{si in (7.17) agrees with the Drinfeld

fraction for representations of Y1pxgl1q.
We conclude this section with the context of the Bethe equations obtained from quasimaps to

quivers with potentials. As has been mentioned, this is largely motivated by works of the Okounkov
school [AO, Oko, PSZ]. It is well-known that cohomology (resp. K-theory) of Nakajima quiver
varieties carry the structure of representations of the Yangians (resp. quantum loop algebras) [Nak2,
Var, MO]. Such representations also carry the structure of integrable systems, known as the Casimir
connection and the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection (resp. their q-analogues). These structures
of integrable systems are realized geometrically as the quantum connections and shift operators.

Nevertheless, there are large classes of representations of the Yangians which can not be realized
as cohomology of Nakajima quiver varieties. Indeed, if the Lie algebra is non-simply-laced, the
Yangians are constructed from quivers with potentials which do not reduce to symplectic quotients
[YZ]. For simply-laced Lie algebras, quivers with potentials are necessary to construct the higher
spin representations [BZ]. Moreover, [RSYZ2] indicates that the construction of cohomological Hall
algebras of more general quivers with potentials provides a generalized notion of Yangians, examples
of which coming from toric local Calabi-Yau 3-folds are expected to recover shifted affine super
Yangians. Therefore, it is natural to expect that quivers with potentials provide a more general
framework for geometric construction of quantum groups, whose associated integrable systems are
expected to come from quasimaps to quivers with potentials.

More precisely, in the example of HilbnpC3q, the quantum group in question is the 1-shifted affine
Yangian which has a triangular decomposition

Y1pxgl1q “ Y ` b Y 0 b Y ´,

which acts on ‘nH
crit
F0

pHilbnpC3qq. The algebra structure on Y ` as well as its action are constructed

via the usual framework of cohomological Hall algebra [KS]. The algebra Y 0 is commutative, whose
action is realized as cup product by tautological classes on ‘nH

crit
F0

pHilbnpC3qq. The coproduct

of Y1pxgl1q is expected to come from a stable envelope construction. The braiding on the module
category is an R-matrix, which is expected to relate to some S-operator. The quantum connections
and the S-operator form a commuting system.
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8. More examples of Bethe equations

Following the same strategy as above, one can compute vertex functions and saddle point equa-
tions for other quivers with potentials. In below, we give a brief overview for two more examples,
one is the quiver with potential that describes perverse coherent systems on OP1p´1,´1q as studied
by Nagao-Nakajima [NN], the other one defines the higher sl2-spin chains in the lattice model.

8.1. Perverse coherent systems on OP1p´1,´1q.

8.1.1. The target. Let m P Zą0 and consider the following quiver with potential (where Vi denotes
a complex vector space of dimension vi for i “ 0, 1 in below):

‚ ‚

a2

a1

b1
b2

V0 V1

˝

¨ ¨ ¨ q1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qm¨ ¨ ¨p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm`1

The quiver Q̃`
m with potential φm given by

a1b1a2b2 ´ a1b2a2b1 ` p1b1q1 ` p2pb1q2 ´ b2q1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pmpb1qm ´ b2qm´1q ´ pm`1b2qm.

Let M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1q be the corresponding moduli stack of cyclic stable framed representations19

(ref. [NN, §4.3 & Fig. 9]20). It is a projective scheme which parametrizes stable perverse coherent
systems in stability chambers between PT chamber and the empty chamber in [NN, Fig. 1] (e.g. it
recovers the moduli space of PT stable pairs on OP1p´1,´1q when m Ñ 8).

We define an acton of F “ pC˚q3 on M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1q as follows: for pt1, t2, t3q P pC˚q3, it acts

trivially on b1, scales b2 by t3, scales a1 by t1, scales a2 by t2, scales qi by ti´1
3 , and scales pi

by t1t2t
2´i
3 . It is straightforward to check that the torus weight of the potential φm is t1t2t3. In

particular, the Calabi-Yau subtorus F0 “ tpt1, t2, t3q P F | t1t2t3 “ 1u preserves φm.

8.1.2. Torus fixed representations. Consider combinatorial arrangement as in the figure below:

Definition 8.1. ([Sze, §2.4], [NN, §4.5]) A finite type pyramid partition of length m is a finite
subset λ of the combinatorial arrangement of length m such that for every stone in λ, the stones
directly above it are also in λ.

The following are the pictures for some finite type pyramid partitions with length 3 and length 4
(ref. [NN, Figure 12]):

A finite type
pyramid partition with length 3

A finite type
pyramid partition with length 4

19One can also consider the quiver with potential pQ̃´
m, φmq as in [NN, §4.3 & Fig. 10], the whole section extends

to this setting.
20Here we use the labelling in the arxiv version of [NN].
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In general, finite type pyramid partitions with length m consists of : 1 ˆ m black stones on the
first layer, 1 ˆ pm ´ 1q white stones on the second layer, 2 ˆ pm ´ 1q black stones on the third,
2 ˆ pm ´ 2q white stones on the fourth, and so on until we reach m ˆ 1 black stones.

Notation 8.2. We write ˝ for a stone regardless of its color, ˝ for a white stone, and ‚ for a black
stone.

The following result classifies torus fixed cyclic stable framed representations.

Proposition 8.3. ([NN, Prop. 4.14])

M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1qF “ M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1qF0

are finite number of reduced points and parameterized by finite type pyramid partitions of length m
with v0 white stones and v1 black stones.

At each F -fixed point λ, the tautological bundles V0 and V1 have basis respectively labelled by
the white and black stones in λ. Each basis element spans a F -weight space, with the F -weight
determined by the position of the stone.

Example 8.4. For example, by our conventions on the torus action, the weights of the black stones
on the top layer of a finite type pyramid partition are

1; t3; t
2
3; . . . ; t

m´1
3 .

The weights of the black stones on the layer 3 are

t1t3, t2t3 ; t1t
2
3, t2t

2
3 ; . . . ; t1t

m´1
3 , t2t

m´1
3 .

The weights of the black stones on the layer 5 are

t21t
2
3, t1t2t

2
3, t

2
2t

2
3 ; t

2
1t

3
3, t1t2t

3
3 , t

2
2t

3
3 ; . . . , t

2
1t
m´1
3 , t22t

m´1
3 .

The last one is the 2pm´ 1q ` 1 “ p2m´ 1q-th layer, where the weights of the black stones are

tm´1
1 tm´1

3 , tm´2
1 t2t

m´1
3 , tm´3

1 t22t
m´1
3 , . . . , tm´1

2 tm´1
3 .

We use the following terminology in order to describe the relative position of one stone with
respect to another one:

front

back
(t3)

left
(t1)

right
(t2)

Furthermore, in this terminology the word above will mean up with respect to the paper surface, and
below will mean down with respect to the paper surface.

8.1.3. Torus fixed quasimaps. Fix an R-twist as (7.9), where σi P Z (i “ 1, 2, 3) such that

´σ1 ´ σ2 ´ σ3 “ ´2.

As in §7.1, we define C˚
q action on P1 and

T “ F ˆ C˚
q , T0 “ F0 ˆ C˚

q .

For λ P M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1qF , as in the previous section, we define the moduli stack

QMR
d pP1,M

pQ̃`
m,φmq

ζcyclic
pv0, v1qq8“λ

of R-twisted quasimaps to M
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1q which are smooth at 8 and whose image under eval-

uation map ev8 is λ. Here d “ pd0, d1q P Z2 denotes the degree. As F acts on the target and C˚
q

scales the P1, the moduli stack has a natural T -action.
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Proposition 8.5. Let λ be a finite type pyramid partition of length m with v0 white stones and v1
black stones. For each ˝, we denote the black stone in front of (and above) it by ‚front, the black
stone at the back of (and above) it by ‚back. For each ‚, we denote the white stone on the left of
(and above) it by ˝left, the white stone on the right of (and above) it by ˝right.

Then the T -fixed points of QMR
d pP1,M

pQ̃`
m,φmq

ζcyclic
pv0, v1qq8“λ are finite and labelled by the following

data: for each stone ˝, we associate a number d˝ P Z. The collection pd˝q˝Pλ is subject to the following
conditions:

d‚ ě pi´ 1qσ3 if ‚ is the i-th stone on the first layer,(8.1)

d˝ ě d‚front
` σ3 for each ˝,

d˝ ě d‚back
for each ˝,

d‚ ě d˝left
` σ2 for each ‚,

d‚ ě d˝right
` σ1 for each ‚,

with
ř

˝Pλ d˝ “ d0 and
ř

‚Pλ d‚ “ d1.

Proof. This is similar to Lemma 7.8. On a fixed point, we have

V0 “ ‘L˝, V1 “ ‘L‚

with each L˝ a T -equivariant line bundle on P1 and all the maps are T -equivariant. For example,
the condition d˝ ě d‚front

` σ3 for each ˝ comes from the fact that the map

Ld‚front
b L´1

3 Ñ L˝

of vector bundles on P1 is C˚
q -equivariant and non-zero at 8 P P1. �

8.1.4. Vertex functions and saddle point equations. As in Definition 7.7, one can define the vertex
function without insertions:

|Hyλpzq P AT0
˚ pptqlocrrzss,

and can explicitly compute it as Proposition 7.10. As the expression is very complicated and not
so suggestive, we do not present it here. By the Mellin-Barnes integral method as in Proposition
7.12, we can write the vertex function as a contour integral, with variables s0i (i “ 1, . . . , v0) and s

1
j

(j “ 1, . . . , v1). As in Proposition 7.13, we obtain the following saddle point equations:

z0 “
mź

i“1

ps0j ` p1 ´ iq~3q

śv1
i“1ps0j ´ s1i ´ ~3qps0j ´ s1i qśv1

i“1ps0j ´ s1i ` ~1qps0j ´ s1i ` ~2q
for each j “ 1, . . . , v0,

z1 “
1śm`1

i“1 ps1j ` p1 ´ iq~3q

śv0
i“1ps1j ´ s0i ´ ~1qps1j ´ s0i ´ ~2qśv0

i“1ps1j ´ s0i ` ~3qps1j ´ s0i q
for each j “ 1, . . . , v1,

where ~k :“ cF1 ptkq pk “ 1, 2, 3q are the equivariant parameters.
Based on calculations, it is expected from [RSYZ2] that the direct sum

à

pv0,v1q
Hcrit
F0

pM
pQ̃`

m,φmq
ζcyclic

pv0, v1qq

of critical cohomologies carries the structure of a representation of the shifted super affine Yangian
of glp1|1q. Therefore, it is natural to expect the above equations to be related to Bethe equations of
the shifted super affine Yangian of glp1|1q, which to our knowledge has not been worked out from
representation theoretic point of view.

8.2. Higher sl2-spin chains. For any k P Zą0, consider the following quiver with potential

˝

Q
((
˝

Q

hh l
zz

φ “ trplkQQq.

They are related to non-simply-laced Yangians and higher spin representations of simply-laced Yan-
gians, which originate from physical literature including [NS2, Ce, CD].

Fix the dimension vector to be N at the square node and n at the circular node. Let

G :“ GLn, F :“ pC˚qN ˆ pC˚q2,
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where pC˚qN Ď GLN is the maximal torus with coordinates pea1 , . . . , eaN q and the action of pt1, t2q P
pC˚q2 is given by scaling the arrow Q by t1 and the arrow l by t2. Define the G-character

θ :“ det´1 : G Ñ C˚,

which gives the usual cyclic stability. Define the F -character

χ : F Ñ C˚, pea1 , . . . , eaN , t1, t2q ÞÑ t1t
k
2 .

Then the Calabi-Yau subtorus is

F0 “
 

pea1 , . . . , eaN , t1, t2q | t1t
k
2 “ 1

(
.

By definition,

W “ HompCN ,Cnq ˆ HompCn,CN q ˆ HompCn,Cnq,

and the torus F0-fixed points of Critpφq{{G are labelled by the following set
#
λ “ pk1, . . . , kN q P NN

ˇ̌
ˇ 0 ď ki ď k,

Nÿ

i“1

ki “ n

+
.

In what follows it is convenient to consider λ as an N -tuple of 1-dimensional Young diagrams with
length no more than k and n many boxes in total. The position of each box ˝ P λ is determined by a
pair pi, hq called its coordinates, where i “ 1, . . . , N says the box lies in the i-th Young diagram, and
h P N says this is the h-th box in this 1-dimensional Young diagram. Note that the cardinality of this

set is equal to the dimension of n-th weight space in the sl2-representation
`
SymkpC2q

˘bN
. Indeed,

the action of the Yangian on the cohomology has been constructed by Bykov and Zinn-Justin [BZ].
Consider the moduli stack QMR

d pP1,Critpφq{{Gq8“λ of quasimaps as (7.12) with R-charge:

R : C˚ Ñ F, t ÞÑ ptα1 , . . . , tαN , t´σ1 , t´σ2q

subject to the condition σ1 ` kσ2 “ 2.

Proposition 8.6. The pF0 ˆ C˚
q q-fixed points on QMR

d pP1,Critpφq{{Gq8“λ are labelled by tuples
!

pz˝q˝Pλ
ˇ̌
subject to p1q and p2q

)
.

Here for each ˝ P λ with coordinates pi, hq, we write x˝, σy :“ hσ2 ` σ1 ´ αi, and d˝ “ z˝ ` x˝, σy.
Then, the tuple pz˝q˝Pλ is such that each z˝ P N, and

(1) for each i “ 1, . . . , N , the sequence pzi,hqhPN form a 2-dimensional Young diagram;
(2)

ř
˝Pλ d˝ “ d.

We omit the proof, which is similar to that of Proposition 8.5. The same calculation as in the
proof of Proposition 7.13 gives the following constraint of eigenvalues of quantum multiplication.
Write ~ :“ cT1 pt2q, then we have the following equations for variables si’s:

Nź

j“1

si ´ aj

aj ´ si ` k~
“ z

nź

j“1,j‰i

si ´ sj ` ~

si ´ sj ´ ~
, i “ 1, . . . , n.

By specializing a1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ aN and ~ to certain values, these equations agree with the well-known
Bethe equations of higher sl2-spin chains in the lattice model e.g. [Ba, Eqn. (54)], [KRS].

When k “ 1, by dimensional reduction [Dav, Thm. A.1], we have an isomorphism

H˚
F0

pX,ϕφq – H˚
F0

pT ˚ Grpn,Nqq.

Following §5.5, the quasimap invariants of the quiver with potential above should recover those in
[PSZ]21. In particular, we see our Bethe equations recover theirs [PSZ, Thm. 2]22 when k “ 1.

In the framework discussed in §7.6, the above is an example of reproducing higher spin Bethe
equations using quivers with potentials. We further expect that the same method can be applied to
recover Bethe equations for non-simply-laced Yangian representations as studied in [YZ] and higher
spin analogy of sln-spin chains considered in [KPSZ].

21To be more precise, [PSZ] considers K-theoretic invariants. The K-theoretic version of our quasimap invariants
will have dimensional reduction to theirs (see §5.5). Alternatively one can recover their cohomological limit from our
(cohomological) invariants.

22In loc. cit., they use K-theory instead cohomology theory, so ~ is multiplied instead of being summed.
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Appendix A.

In this section, we recall the notions of Borel-Moore homology, vanishing cycle functor, critical
cohomology and their basic properties. Some standard references are [F, Iv, KaSc]. We also refer to
[KS] for the construction of cohomological Hall algebra (COHA) structures on critical cohomologies.

A.1. Equivariantly localized pushforward. When a map is proper, one has its pushforward in
Chow groups. It is useful to extend the definition to the equivariantly proper setting. Let

f : X Ñ X 1

be a F0-equivariant map between Deligne-Mumford stacks, where F0 is a torus. Let j : Y ãÑ X be
a F0-invariant closed substack, by [Kre, Thm. 5.3.5], there is an isomorphism

(A.1) iY ˚ : AF0
˚ pY F0qloc

–
Ñ AF0

˚ pY qloc.

Here for any AF0
˚ pptq-module M , we write its localization

Mloc :“ M b
A

F0
˚ pptq A

F0
˚ pptqloc,

where AF0
˚ pptqloc is the field of fractions of AF0

˚ pptq.

Definition A.1. Assume Y F0 is proper over X 1. We define an equivariantly localized pushforward :

(A.2) f˚ : AF0
˚ pY qloc

f
Y F0 ˚

˝piY ˚q´1

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ AF0
˚ pX 1qloc,

where fY F0 :“ f |Y F0 : Y F0 Ñ X 1 is a proper map and fY F0˚ is the usual pushforward.

One can similarly define an equivariantly localized pushforward

(A.3) f˚ : HBM
F0

pY qloc Ñ HBM
F0

pX 1qloc,

for Borel-Moore homology (introduced in Eqn. (A.4)) by using the isomorphism

iY ˚ : HBM
F0

pY F0qloc
–
Ñ HBM

F0
pY qloc

due to [GKM, Thm. 6.2].

A.2. Borel-Moore homology, vanishing cycle and critical cohomology. Let Db
cpXq be the

bounded derived category of constructible sheaves of Q-vector spaces on a complex algebraic variety
X , and DX be the Verdier duality functor for Db

cpXq.
If X is smooth of dimension d, then

DXp´q “ p´q_r2ds.

We also refer to the sheaf DXpQXq as the dualizing sheaf, and use the shorthand

DX “ DXpQXq.

In particular, Dpt is the vector space dual. We write the structure morphism of a complex algebraic
variety as pX : X Ñ pt. Then the Verdier dual of the compactly supported cohomology is

(A.4) H˚
c pXq_ :“ DptppX!QXq “ pX˚DX ,

which is the Borel-Moore homology HBM pXq of X in the usual sense (e.g. [Iv, §IX]). We refer to
[KaSc, §2.6], [HTT, §C.2] for basic properties of six functor formalism used in this paper.

There is a cycle map [F, §19]:

cl : A˚pXq Ñ HBM pXq,

which is a graded group homomorphism. We refer to [KV, §3.2] for a more general theory of Borel-
Moore homology on stacks.

We will also consider the critical cohomology in the following setup. Let X be a complex manifold
and

φ : X Ñ C

be a regular function, referred to as the potential function. We define the functor of vanishing cycles :

ϕφ : Db
cpXq Ñ Db

cpZpφqq,

(A.5) ϕφpF q :“ RΓRepφqě0pF q|Zpφq, where Zpφq :“ φ´1p0q.

Here we use an equivalent definition due to [KaSc, Ex. VIII 13].
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By Remark 2.2, without loss of generality, we may assume for some r ě 1, there is an embedding

Critpφq ãÑ Zpφrq,

and note that the underlying topological spaces of Zpφrq and Zpφq are the same, so are their Borel-
Moore homology. Denote the embedding of the zero locus by

i : Zpφq Ñ X.

Recall the Milnor triangle (also known as the canonical triangle):

(A.6) ψφ Ñ ϕφ Ñ i˚,

which is a distinguished triangle of functors to Db
cpZpφqq. We are primarily interested in the complex

ϕφQX , which is supported on the critical locus of f . If X is smooth, then ϕφDX is also supported
on the critical locus. Without causing confusion, we also consider both ϕφQX and ϕφDX as objects
in Db

cpXq.
The critical cohomology23 of pX,φq is defined to be

HcpX,ϕφQXq_ “ DptpX!ϕφQX “ pX˚ϕφDX .

For simplicity, we also denote this by HpX,ϕφq. More generally, for any A P Db
cpXq, we denote

HpX,Aq :“ DptpX!A.

The Milnor triangle (A.6) gives a natural transformation ϕφ Ñ i˚. Using the description of ϕφ in
Eqn. (A.5), this natural transformation is induced by

RΓRepφqě0 Ñ id .

In particular, applying DptpZ!, we obtain a canonical map from BM homology to critical cohomology

(A.7) can : HBM pZpφqq “ DptpZ!QZ “ DptpZ!i
˚QX Ñ DptpZ!ϕφQX “ HpX,ϕφq.

Without causing confusion, for any closed subscheme V Ď Zpφrq (with r ě 1), we also denote the
composition of can with HBM pV q Ñ HBM pZpφrqq – HBM pZpφqq as

(A.8) can : HBM pV q Ñ HpX,ϕφq.

A.3. Functoriality. The functor ϕ is natural in the sense that if f : X Ñ Y is a map of complex
manifolds and φ : Y Ñ C a regular function, then there is a natural transformation

(A.9) ϕφf˚ Ñ f˚ϕφ˝f ,

and hence by duality, a transformation

(A.10) f!ϕφ˝f Ñ ϕφf!.

Both of them agree and become natural isomorphisms when f is proper (ref. [KaSc, Ex. VIII 15]).
As in the case of Borel-Moore homology, critical cohomology has functoriality under pullbacks and

proper pushforwards assuming potential functions are compatible. More precisely, let f : X Ñ Y be
a map of complex manifolds, and φ : Y Ñ C a regular function. Usual adjunction gives morphisms
in Db

cpY q:

QY Ñ f˚QX , f!QX Ñ QY r´2 dimf s, where dim f :“ dimX ´ dimY.

Applying DptpY !ϕφ to the latter, and composing with Eqn. (A.10), we obtain

DptpY !ϕφQY Ñ DptpY !ϕφf!QXr´2 dim f s Ñ DptpY !f!ϕφ˝fQX r´2 dimf s,

which we denote by

f˚ : HpY, ϕφq Ñ H˚`2 dim f pX,ϕφ˝f q.

While the homological degree is useful in general, in the present paper we sometimes omit it for
simplicity. Similarly, assuming f is proper, applying DptpY !ϕφ to QY Ñ f˚QX , using Eqn. (A.9)
and the fact that f! “ f˚ for a proper map, we obtain the proper pushforward

f˚ : HpX,ϕφ˝f q “ DptpY !f!ϕφ˝fQX Ñ DptpY !ϕφf˚QX Ñ DptpY !ϕφQY “ HpY, ϕφq.

23One can say it is more appropriate to call it critical homology as we take the dual of a cohomology. Here we
follow the convention from the literature and call it critical cohomology.
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A.4. Thom-Sebastiani isomorphism. Given complex manifolds X,Y with regular functions φ :
X Ñ C, φ1 : Y Ñ C, one can define φ ‘ φ1 : X ˆ Y Ñ C as the sum of the two pullback functions.
Denote

iZpφq ˆ iZpφ1q :“ j ˝ k : Zpφq ˆ Zpφ1q
k

ãÑ Zpφ‘ φ1q
j

ãÑ X ˆ Y

to be the natural inclusions. There exists an isomorphism of functors from Db
cpX ˆ Y q:

k˚ϕφ‘φ1

TS
– ϕφ b ϕφ1 ,

called Thom-Sebastiani isomorphism (e.g. [Mas]). It is easy to see that this is compatible with the
natural morphism in Milnor triangle (A.6), i.e. the following is commutative

k˚ϕφ‘φ1

TS– //

��

ϕφ b ϕφ1

��
k˚j˚ “ // i˚

Zpφq b i˚
Zpφ1q.

(A.11)

Indeed, by [Mas, Lemma 1.2] the natural transform TS comes from

RΓReφě0ˆReφ1ě0 Ñ RΓReφ‘φ1ě0,

which in turn commutes with RΓReφě0ˆReφ1ě0 Ñ id and RΓReφ‘φ1ě0 Ñ id, hence implying (A.11).

A.5. Equivariance. If X carries a F0-action, where F0 is a complex linear algebraic group, we
denote H˚

c,F0
pXq_ to be the Verdier dual to the corresponding equivariant compactly supported

cohomology of X . More generally, we can consider cohomology valued in an equivariant sheaf (see
[GKM]). For any equivariant complex of constructible sheaves A on X , we define

Hc,F0
pX,Aq_ :“ Dptp!A.

We denote this by HF0
pX,Aq for simplicity (when A “ Q, we simply write it as HBM

F0
pXq). This is

a module over H˚
F0

pptq, the ring of conjugation invariant functions on f˚0 :“ LiepF0q˚.
SupposeX is a smooth complex algebraic variety and endowed with a F0-invariant regular function

φ : X Ñ C.

As in [Dav, §2.4], we assume every x P X is contained in a F0-invariant open affine neighborhood.
The vanishing cycles functor ϕφ applied to any F0-equivariant complex of sheaves on X , results in an
equivariant complex of sheaves. All the discussions above carries to the equivariant setting. Notice
here that the function φ has to be F0-invariant for the vanishing cycle functor to be well-defined in
the equivariant setting. With this definition of equivariant (co)homology, one has the cycle map

cl : A˚prX{F0sq Ñ HBM
F0

pXq,

where we follow e.g. [Par1, Def. A.2.(2)] to define the left hand side via Totaro construction [Tot].
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